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A = area of the electrode in cm2 
*
OxC = concentration of the Ox at the beginning of the experiment 
COx (x, t) = concentration of Ox at the electrode surface and any time t 
CRed (x, t) = concentration of Red at the electrode surface and any time t 
CT(x, t) = total initial concentration of Ox and Y  
OxD = Diffusion coefficient for the Ox in cm2/s 
RedD = Diffusion coefficient for the Red in cm2/s 
Eapplied = applied potential 
Ep = peak potential  
Ep,f  = peak potential for the forward sweep 
Ep,r  = peak potential for the reverse sweep 
ΔEp = peak separation between Ep,r and Ep,f  in mV 
ESW = amplitude in mV 
δE = increment in mV 
F = Faraday’s constant 
Ip = peak current  
Ip,f  = peak current for the forward sweep 
Ip,r  = peak current for the reverse sweep 
ΔIp = difference peak current  
ΔIp,f  = difference peak current for the forward sweep 
ΔIp,r  = difference peak current for the reverse sweep 
K = equilibrium constant = kf/kb 
k0 = heterogeneous electron transfer rate in cm/s or 1/s 




kb = reverse rate constant for a chemical reaction in 1/s 
n = number of electrons transferred 
Ox = oxidized species 
R = gas law constant 
Red = reduced species 
T = temperature in Kelvin 
Y = electroninactive species in a chemical reaction preceding an electron transfer 
Z = electroninactive species in a chemical reaction following an electron transfer 
 
SYMBOLS 
α = electron transfer coefficient describing the symmetry of the potential wells  
λ = switching potential in mV vs. E0 
τ = period (ms) 
Ψ = dimensionless current 
Ψodd = dimensionless current resulting from odd numbered  
Ψeven = dimensionless current resulting from even numbered 
ΔΨp = dimensionless difference peak current 
ΔΨ = dimensionless difference current for diffusion-controlled processes corrected for 
its relationship to time 

fp,ΔΨ = corrected dimensionless forward peak current for diffusion-controlled processes 

rp,ΔΨ = corrected dimensionless reverse peak current for diffusion-controlled processes 
sΔΨ = dimensionless difference current for surface-confined processes corrected for its 
relationship to time 
s
fp,ΔΨ = corrected dimensionless forward peak current for surface-confined processes 
s








An electrode reaction is an electron transfer that occurs at the surface of the working 
electrode in a typical three electrode cell.  The electron transfer may be reversible or it 
may be complicated by sluggish electron transfer kinetics, preceding chemical reactions, 
and/or following chemical reactions.  Furthermore, the species within the reaction may be 
adsorbed to the electrode surface.   
This thesis investigates reversible electron transfers that are coupled to chemical 
reactions, kinetically controlled electron transfers (both diffusional and adsorbed on the 
electrode surface), and kinetically controlled electron transfers that are coupled to 
chemical reactions.  Each chapter explores a specific mechanism to determine its 
diagnostic criteria using cyclic square wave voltammetry.  The reactions for each 
mechanism are written containing both the electroactive and electroinactive species.  
From these reactions and appropriate diffusion equations and boundary conditions, the 
expressions of concentrations of each species can be formulated.  Using these 
expressions, an equation that evaluates current as a function of time and potential is 
derived and subsequently coded in MATLAB.  Systematic variation of empirical 
parameters is performed, and the impact on peak parameters is analyzed.  Diagnostic 
trends in peak parameters can be used for qualitative mechanism assignment then 
quantitatively determine reaction kinetics.  Subsets of mechanisms are compared to one 
another so that the experimentalist can discern between mechanisms.  All results are 
summarized in a table for each mechanism so that the information is rapidly available to 




generating plots, experimenters will be able to compare their results to those presented 
for each mechanism investigated. 
The significant results within this thesis prove that both kinetically controlled and 
chemically coupled mechanisms can be identified and that rates can be determined using 
cyclic square wave voltammetry.  Furthermore, this thesis exemplifies that the cyclic 
square wave waveform has added benefits over other electrochemical techniques.  This 
work broadly impacts both the electrochemistry and non-electrochemistry communities 
as it intended for both the expert and non-expert to rapidly, easily, and most importantly, 







HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF MECHANISTIC ELECTROCHEMISTRY 
 
 
1.1 Voltammetric Techniques 
1.1.1 Linear Sweep Voltammetry 
Mechanistic electrochemistry is the use of an electrochemical technique to determine 
the reaction pathway of an electrode reaction mechanism.  The history of mechanistic 
electrochemistry began decades ago with chronopotentiometry.1-9  Advances in 
instrumentation led to the development of linear sweep voltammetry or LSV.10  With 
LSV, an electroactive species, which is the analyte of interest, is dissolved in solution 
with an electrolyte in a three-electrode cell.  In this configuration, one electrode serves as 
a working electrode where the electron transfer reaction takes place, one serves as a 
counter or auxiliary electrode to complete the circuit, and one serves as a reference 
electrode with a known potential.  A linear potential ramp is applied to the working 
electrode versus the reference electrode; the current is measured and plotted as a function 
of applied potential.  Potentials either begin negatively and are swept towards positive 
values or begin positively and are swept towards negative values (see Figure 1.1a).  
Regardless of direction, potentials change in a linear fashion with the potential sweep rate 
equal to potential over time.  The measurable quantities from the voltammogram are peak 
current, Ip, and peak potential, Ep, as well as the half wave potential, Ep/2 (see Figure 
1.1b).  Instrumentation at that time was analog.  The theory developed to predict trends in 




analog instrumentation.  The only variables available to an experimenter to gain 
information about the electrode reaction mechanism are concentration of the analyte and 
the potential sweep rate.   
 
Figure 1.1. The LSV waveform (panel a) and the LSV voltammogram and measurable 
peak quantities (panel b). 
 
A vast amount of theory work has been published on this technique.  Of particular 
interest and relevance to this thesis was work by several notable people such as Laviron, 
Savéant, and Compton.  Laviron contributed much theoretical development with LSV for 
many reaction mechanisms.  Specifically, he investigated surface reactions with various 
isotherms describing the interactions between the surface molecules, varying degrees of 
the reversibility of the electron transfer, surface chemical reactions preceding or 
following the surface-confined electron transfer, autocatalysis, ohmic drop, and multi-
layered structures which modify the electrode.11-27  Laviron also studied diffusion-
controlled reactions that may contain chemically-coupled reaction steps.28, 29  
Additionally, Savéant investigated many mechanisms and experimental conditions of 




transfers, homogeneous and heterogeneous electron transfers, uncompensated resistance, 
ohmic drop, bandpass limitations, and polarization.30-38  Later, Compton introduced LSV 
for various configurations of channel and wall jet electrodes instead of the planar 
electrodes previously used.39-42  The developments made within these works provide 
foundational work to other mechanistic electrochemistry techniques.  Thus, both the 
development of the theoretical predictions of LSV and the experimental verification has 
been critical to the field of mechanistic electrochemistry. 
Despite the ability to investigate current as it changes with time and potential and 
evaluate a host of mechanisms, LSV does not investigate the stability of the product of 
the electrochemical reaction.  The measureable peak parameters only represent the 
reduction or oxidation of the electrochemically active species – not both.  Furthermore, 
only two variables (sweep rate and analyte concentration) can be modified to identify the 
mechanism and determine any associated rates.  Hence, even though the work regarding 
LSV provided great advancements in mechanistic electrochemistry, a technique which 
further probes the electrode reaction pathway is needed. 
1.1.2 Cyclic Voltammetry 
A technique similar to LSV is cyclic voltammetry or CV.10  The significant difference 
is that CV sweeps the potential in two directions whereas LSV only sweeps in one 
direction as displayed in Figure 1.2a.  Like LSV, mechanistic CV evaluates peak currents 
and peak potentials as a function of sweep rate (see Figure 1.2b).  However, new 
measurable quantities peak ratio and peak separation provide further means to identify 
electrode reaction mechanisms and rates.  Peak ratio is expressed as Ip,r/Ip,f while peak 




concentration, potential sweep rate, and the switching potential, which is the point at 
which the potential changes direction (see Figure 1.2a).  Varying the switching potential 
dictates the length of the experiment and the time allotted for a reaction to proceed before 
reversing potential direction.   
 
Figure 1.2. The CV waveform (panel a) and the CV voltammogram and measurable peak 
quantities (panel b). 
 
Perhaps the most recognized work in theoretical CV was done by Nicholson and 
Shain.43  In one publication, six different mechanisms were investigated.  Namely, the 
reversible, quasireversible, chemically coupled mechanisms (with either preceding or 
following chemical reactions with varying degrees of reversibility), and the catalytic 
mechanism were investigated.  Master plots containing six mechanisms were generated 
for peak currents, peak ratio, and peak potential as a function of scan rate.  These plots 
easily and rapidly enable the user to match the reaction pathway for the analyte of interest 
to one of these mechanisms.  This specific paper is the gold standard for mechanistic 
electrochemistry.  Several publications from this group involved investigation of 




adsorption or stripping.44-52  Savéant also published noteworthy works as he investigated 
several other mechanisms also appearing in this thesis, specifically, asymmetric potential 
waveforms and chemically coupled mechanisms, and a host of other mechanisms.53, 54   
Thus, CV provides a fantastic basis for mechanistic electrochemistry. 
In the years since LSV and CV were first reported, many advances have been made in 
the instrumentation used to acquire electrochemical data.  LSV and CV are no longer 
taken with analog devices with a potential sweep rate that is truly linear.  Instead, 
instrumentation is now digital and data is acquired at discrete points.  What was once 
known as a true LSV or CV potential waveform is now a staircase waveform, perhaps 
better described as linear staircase voltammetry and cyclic staircase voltammetry.  
Unfortunately, most experimentalists, both frequent and infrequent users of 
electrochemical techniques, are unaware of this change.  Much work has been done to 
show that the Nicholson and Shain diagnostic criteria no longer holds true for the new 
instrumentation; peak parameters depends greatly on the sampling point used and may 
require a correction factor after data analysis.55-64  Digitally acquiring data is not the same 
as its analog counterpart without corrections.  Thus, with advances in technology, 
diagnostic criteria sets must be updated to match the present instrumentation. 
1.1.3 Square Wave Voltammetry 
Shortly after linear sweep techniques, several pulse techniques emerged in the 
electrochemistry realm as a compliment to chronoamperometry and chronopotentiometry.  
These techniques include normal pulse voltammetry, differential pulse voltammetry, and 
most importantly square wave voltammetry (SWV).65  The SWV potential waveform is 




Figure 1.3.  The waveform has several characteristics known as empirical parameters as 
shown in the Figure 1.3 inset.  The height of the pulse is known as amplitude, ESW.  The 
length of time required to complete an up and down pulse is known as period, τ, or 
frequency, f = 1/τ.  The rise in the potential waveform is the increment, δE.  Comparisons 
to LSV in sweep rate can be made via the effective potential sweep rate = δE/τ though as 
stated above, a correction factor is needed. 
 
Figure 1.3.  The square wave potential waveform and the empirical parameters used to 
generate the square wave potential waveform (inset).  
 
As the potential is applied, the current decays after the onset of a potential pulse and is 
sampled at discrete points along each pulse.  Typically, the last data point on each pulse 
prior to the next pulse is stored via the software controlling the potentiostat.  The currents 
corresponding to the forward pulses, or the pulses in the direction of the sweep, comprise 
the forward individual current (red dots in Figure 1.4a).  Similarly, currents 
corresponding to the pulses in the opposite direction of the sweep comprise the reverse 
individual current (green dots in Figure 1.4a).  The reverse current is subtracted from the 




difference current are the average of the two potential pulses on which the current was 
sampled.  The SWV voltammogram is the plot of difference current versus the average 
potential as displayed in Figure 1.4b.  By varying the empirical parameters, the shape of 
the SWV voltammogram changes like the effect of sweep rate on the LSV 
voltammogram.  The measureable quantities are peak current and peak potential as 
shown in Figure 1.4b.   
SWV has many advantages over LSV.  SWV has lower detection limits by several 
orders of magnitude due in part to the difference current and the manner in which the 
current is sampled.66,67  SWV measures current at the end of each potential pulse, which 
should be dominated by faradaic current as the capacitance current should have decayed 
more rapidly than the faradaic.67  Additionally, taking the difference in currents resulting 
from two pulses further reduces the impact of capacitance current as the charging current 
should be equal and subtracted.67  From a diagnostic standpoint, in varying three 
empirical parameters, (period, increment, and amplitude) much more information can be 
gained about the mechanism of interest than in LSV when only the sweep rate can be 
varied.   
The seminal work of O’Dea, Osteryoung and Osteryoung established SWV as a 
mechanistic tool.66, 68, 69  Extensive work originated from the Osteryoung group regarding 
surface reactions, chemically coupled reactions, and kinetically controlled reactions.67, 70-
82  Since, others have contributed to the body of theoretical knowledge and experimental 
verification for SWV.  These works investigated the mechanisms involving adsorption83-
92, quasireversible electron transfers93-95, stripping96-99, chemically coupled reactions100-




experimental conditions have also been evaluated.121-131  Mirčeski and coworkers 
published a book detailing the theoretical development and experimental verification for 
a host of mechanisms.132  Unfortunately, though there have been great advancements in 
SWV, seldom is it used by experimentalists who occasionally need an electrochemistry 
technique.  With the exception of a few reports, most plots available in the literature 
present only the variation of period (or frequency).  Though this is a critical component 
of identifying reaction mechanisms, it does not provide as much information as the 
variation of all empirical parameters.  Moreover, sweeping only in one direction does not 
provide information regarding the stability of the electrochemical reaction product.  
Furthermore, the experimenter may incorrectly assign the formal potential whereas the 
experimenter would gain information about the formal potential by scanning in both 
directions as the formal potential would lie between the forward and reverse peak.  Thus, 
there is a demand for a technique that possesses qualities of both CV and SWV. 
 
Figure 1.4.  The square wave potential waveform with the sampling of the forward and 
reverse currents (panel a) and the individual and difference currents with measureable 






1.1.4 Cyclic Square Wave Voltammetry 
Cyclic square wave voltammetry (CSWV) is a technique that comprises all of the 
features of SWV with the ability to scan in two directions like CV.  CSWV has the same 
empirical parameters that control the waveform as SWV (period, amplitude, increment), 
but also has switching potential as displayed in Figure 1.5.  Experimenters can vary these 
empirical parameters in addition to analyte concentration to gain information about the 
electrode reaction mechanism and rate of a reaction.  The effect of the empirical 
parameters is measured in the peak parameters (peak current, peak potential, peak ratio, 
and peak separation).   
 
Figure 1.5.  The CSWV waveform (panel a) and the CSWV voltammogram with 
measurable peak quantities (panel b). 
 
CSWV is a critical advancement in electrochemistry because it has the benefits of 
SWV and CV combined.  CSWV is capable of lower detection limits than CV, but the 
manner in which the voltammogram is interpreted is similar.  This feature makes it easier 




advancement in CV over LSV, CSWV enables the experimentalist to investigate the 
product of the electrochemical reaction whereas SWV which contains only one potential 
sweep.  As a result, other measurable peak quantities such as peak ratio, reverse peak 
potential, and peak separation provide additional information about the electrode 
reaction.  These added peak parameters contribute to the identification of mechanisms 
and determination reaction rates.   
The utility of CSWV as a mechanistic tool has been established.  Theory for the 
experimental examination of the reversible133-136, quasireversible 137, irreversible 138, 139, 
EC 140, and catalytic mechanisms141-143 have been presented.   Noteworthy experimental 
applications include complexation reactions in immiscible liquids144, catalytic processes 
involving surface adsorbates145, amalgamations146 and nitro-containing compounds147.  
Previous mechanistic work using CSWV has been presented by Helfrick.148, 149  Helfrick 
added a reverse sweep to SWV to create CSWV by using mathematical framework 
available in the literature43, 150, 151, codes written by O’Dea 68, and reports emanating from 
the Osteryoung group66, 69.  He simulated voltammograms for a variety of electrode 
reaction mechanisms, namely the reversible, quasireversible, EE, EEE, EC, CE, ECcat, 
and ECE mechanisms using CSWV.  Furthermore, he varied empirical parameters, 
identified trends for each mechanism, and experimentally verified the trends.  His work 
proved that many electrode reaction mechanisms could be identified with CSWV and that 
rates could be determined experimentally from some of the working curves that he 
simulated.  Futur modified O’Deas’s/Helfrick’s derivations to include the EqC, CEq, and 




Helfrick and Futur’s mathematical methods, codes, and results were used as a basis for 
the work within this thesis.  Unfortunately, the treatment of current and dimensionless 
kinetic parameters generated by O’Dea66, 68, 69 and subsequently Helfrick are misleading, 
difficult to interpret by experimentalists, and do not represent what is obtained 
experimentally.  As a result and discussed in detail below, there is a great need to revisit 
mechanisms previously investigated by SWV and CSWV to revise these simulations.  
Furthermore, the variation of empirical parameters needs to be executed for the 
quasireversible and chemically coupled mechanisms so that the trends in empirical 
parameters can be compared to their reversible counterparts.  Lastly, the diagnostic 
criteria for each mechanism investigated needs to be clearly identified and compared to 
other electrode reaction mechanisms.  Therefore, though much work has been done with 
CSWV as a mechanistic tool, there is a significant need for improvement. 
 
1.2 Novel Contributions to Mechanistic Electrochemistry 
The salient and unique qualities of CSWV as a technique for mechanistic 
electrochemistry provided in this thesis pertain to 1) the separation of kinetic parameters 
and time, 2) the treatment of normalized dimensionless current, and 3) the identification 
of the diagnostic criteria for each mechanism that matches commercially available, 
current instrumentation.  Previously, in much of the mechanistic electrochemistry work 
with LSV, CV, SWV, and even CSWV, kinetic parameters like electron transfer rates and 
chemical reaction rates were combined with time (scan rate, frequency, or period as 




parameters were often plotted against the dimensionless kinetic parameters as appearing 
in the substantial SWV work by O’Dea66, 68 and Helfrick148.  The figures presented in 
those works were intended to show the interplay between kinetic rates and period 
affecting measurable peak parameters.  However, plotting data in this manner is 
misleading.  A recreation of plots similar to those previously published is shown in 
Figure 1.6.  For a fixed value of the electron transfer rate k0, as period, τ, is increased, 
peak current increases.  Experimentally, it is well known that peak currents decrease as 
time increases (i.e., slower scan rates in LSV and CV).  Only under a very limited set of 
conditions should this occur, i.e. a catalytic mechanism in which electroactive species are 
regenerated.  Otherwise, under no circumstances should current increase as time 
increases.  There is a conceptual flaw in presenting data in this manner which desperately 
needs to be addressed.   








log 1/2  
Figure 1.6.  The effect of k0τ1/2 on peak current, Ψp where κ contains k0, the heterogeneous electron transfer rate and the diffusion coefficient, and τ is the period in 





The work contained within this thesis separates kinetic parameters from time parameters 
so that the effect of each can be considered independently.  More specifically, when 
period is varied, the plots presented within this work match what the experimenter would 
observe in the laboratory setting. 
Secondly, within this work, the treatment of dimensionless current as a function of 
time is treated differently than in other theory publications.  Previous works from the 
Osteryoung group and Mirčeski and coworkers plot dimensionless current versus the 
dimensionless kinetic parameter containing period (or frequency).  However, these plots 
do not match what is observed experimentally even after the kinetic and time terms are 
separated.  Similarly, plots generated by Helfrick for the variation of period do not match 
experimental observations either.  The experimental observation for SWV and CSWV 
should be in agreement with CV.  For instance, it is well known from CV that peak 
current versus the square root of scan rate should yield a linear relationship if the analyte 
is diffusion controlled.  This should be true for plotting peak current as a function of the 
square root of period for CSWV.   This relationship is only true if dimensionless peak 
current is converted to one that accounts for current as it behaves with time, a normalized 
faradaic current, which is further discussed in Chapter 2.  The relationship between 
normalized faradaic current and the square root of period is addressed for every 
mechanism in this thesis to parallel trends in CV.   
Thirdly, the manner in which the data is presented is quite different than other SWV or 
CSWV reports present in the literature.  Oftentimes in theoretical electrochemistry, 
reports are brief; mechanistic information not presented in a manner that is easily 




experimentalists.  This body of works aims to make the process of data analysis and rate 
determination easier for both those outside of the electrochemistry specialty and those 
within the electrochemistry community who are not familiar with the technique.  Each 
chapter investigates a different mechanism and provides a discussion of the diagnostic 
criteria for that mechanism, a protocol for assessing any associated rates, and summarizes 
the results in a table.  The concluding chapter compares a collection of mechanisms in a 
manner similar to the plots originally published by Nicholson and Shain43 but updated for 
CSWV and instrumentation available in the 21st century.  Such a presentation is the first 
of its kind in decades and most certainly the first for CSWV.   
Lastly, there are several mechanisms investigated in this thesis that have not been 
explored by CSWV, which are the surface-confined, EqC, CEq, and EqCcat mechanisms.  
The surface-confined mechanism is examined so that the experimentalist can differentiate 
between a process that is controlled by diffusion and one where no diffusion occurs.  The 
quasireversible and chemically coupled mechanisms are complimentary to their 
reversible counterparts, which are also investigated in this thesis.  The study of these 
mechanisms and diagnostic criteria are presented.  Furthermore, the trends in peak 
parameters that can be used to discern a between two mechanisms, e.g., EC versus EqC 
and Equasi versus EqC, are identified. 
 
1.3 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided insight into the history of mechanistic electrochemistry for 




technique which elegantly provides the experimenter with the ability to easily, rapidly, 
and correctly identify the reaction mechanism and any associated rates of electron 
transfers or chemical reactions.  CSWV has the capability to do so as it possesses the 
added benefits of CV and SWV combined.  Additionally, this chapter has identified the 
novel contributions to the field of mechanistic electrochemistry contained in this thesis, 
namely, the separation of the dimensionless kinetic parameter and time, the treatment of a 
normalized peak current, investigations of mechanisms that have not previously been 
addressed by CSWV, identification of the diagnostic criteria for each mechanism, and the 
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THE CSWV MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION METHOD AND THEORETICAL 
PEAK PARAMETER NOMENCLATURE 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The simulation of each mechanism investigated in this thesis required a mathematical 
derivation to predict current as a function of time and potential.  The manner in which the 
final equation is derived for each mechanism is similar.  The general method used is 
provided in detail in this chapter.  First, the derivation of the surface-confined mechanism 
is shown as an example for all of the mechanisms within this thesis.  Next, the diffusion 
controlled electrode reactions are addressed.  The reactions and conditions that define 
each mechanism can be found in Tables 2.1-2.3.  The final equation used to generate 
voltammograms is located both in Table 2.4 and within the chapter for the respective 
mechanism.   The method for the variation of empirical parameters and the nomenclature 
used to describe peak parameters throughout this thesis is also described in this chapter. 
 
2.2 Surface-Confined Process  
Chapter 4 investigates the case in which both the reactant and product of the electron 
transfer are confined to the surface.  This mechanism excludes all three types of mass 
transport, can be applied to spherical or planar electrodes, and does not consider 
interactions between molecules.  This is the simplest mechanism presented in this thesis 
as Fick’s laws of diffusion were excluded.  Therefore, it will be used as an example for 




The derivation began by writing a reaction for the two electroactive species:   
Ox(ads) + ne- ⇌ Red(ads)      (2.1)  
Next, the initial conditions are written.  At time t = 0, only Ox(ads) is present on the 
electrode surface for the surface-confined mechanism.   
 
*ΓΓ Ox           
  
0Red Γ           
 
 
Then, the boundary conditions are written.  At time t > 0, Ox(ads) is converted to Red(ads), 
as expressed by the equations below.   
 
RedOx ΓΓΓ *                    
   t dτnFAiΓ 0Red            
The boundary conditions are applied, and the concentration of Ox(ads) at the electrode 
surface can be rewritten as 
 
RedOx ΓΓΓ *         (2.2) 
   t dτnFAτi ΓΓ 0*Ox       (2.3)  
 
For ease, the following substitutions are made: 
Let nFAH





and   t dτi I 0          (2.5)  
So that expressions for OxΓ  and RedΓ become  
 
HIΓΓ * Ox        (2.6) 
 
HIΓ Red         (2.7) 
 
 
At this point, the surface excess concentrations of each species can be inserted into an 
equation which relates the concentration to potential and current.  A form of the Butler-
Volmer equation is used for electroactive species confined to the electrode surface: 
   α)(α eΓeΓnFAki   1RedOx0        (2.8) 
 
where  appliedEERTnF  0 , α is the transfer coefficient, n is the number of electrons 
transferred, R is the gas constant, T is temperature, F is the Faraday constant, E0 is the 
formal potential for the redox reaction, Eapplied is the applied potential, and k0 is the 
electron transfer rate constant. 
 
Substituting Equations 2.6 and 2.7 into 2.8 yields 
    )1(*0 HIHI   eenFAki        (2.9) 
 
 
The current in Equation 2.9 is dependent on the area of the electrode and *Γ .  To convert 
the current to a dimensionless current that eliminates these two variables and is more 






nFAΓi(t) *         or  Ψ(t)Hτ
Γi(t) *     (2.10) 
 






    α)(*α*** eτ
ΓΨ(t)eτ
ΓΨ(t)ΓnFAkτ
nFAΓΨ(t) 10                        (2.11) 
 










             
(2.12) 
 
And further reduced as: 
   α)φ(αφ Ψ(t)ekeΨ(t)kτkΨ(t)   1000                (2.13) 
 
To approximate the integrals in the dimensionless current, a numerical summation can be 
used by dividing each time step into subintervals.  The numerical solution for Equation 

















22                (2.14) 
 
 

























2222   (2.15) 












































   
The recursive calculation of current Ψm on each step for every step in the potential 
waveform was performed in MATLAB.  From this, voltammograms representing the 
surface-confined mechanism and the impact of the variation of empirical parameters on 
the waveshape were investigated.  Trends in peak parameters were examined as a 
function of the empirical parameter varied.  From these trends, diagnostic criteria for this 
mechanism can be established as well as a means to determine kinetic parameters like the 
electron transfer coefficient and electron transfer rate.  Furthermore, a protocol for an 
experimentalist to identify the surface-confined mechanism and ascertain kinetic 
parameters can be elucidated.  
 
2.3 Diffusion-Controlled Processes 
Molecules can be transported to the electrode surface by convection, migration, and/or 
diffusion.  Convection occurs when there is a physical disturbance to the 
analyte/electrolyte solution such as a stirrer being used to constantly bring new species to 
the electrode surface from the bulk solution or a rotating working electrode acting in the 
same manner.  Migration is an electrostatic interaction that occurs when a charged 
species in solution is attracted to an electrode of opposite charge or repelled from an 
electrode of similar charge.  Diffusion occurs as a result of unequal distribution of species 
in the analyte/electrolyte solution, i.e., a concentration gradient.  Species in high 
concentration areas move to areas in the solution with low concentrations of that species, 




only consider diffusion as the mode of mass transport in most electrochemical 
experiments are not performed under stirring conditions and have sufficient 
concentrations of electrolyte to negate the effects of migration.  Furthermore, these 
mechanisms were derived for the case of planar working electrode and semi-infinite 
linear diffusion. 
The overall approach to deriving an equation that predicts current as a function of time 
and potential for the diffusion controlled case is similar to that for the surface-confined 
case.  The derivation for these mechanisms began by writing a reaction for all species 
involved in the electrode reaction sequence, including both electroactive and electro-
inactive species as shown in column 2 in Tables 2.1-2.3.  Next, expressions of Fick’s 
laws of diffusion were written for each species as shown in column 3 of Table 2.1.  These 
equations are used to describe the concentration of each species as a function of distance 
from the electrode and time.  These expressions were solved by using Laplace 
transformations and application of appropriate boundary conditions for each case as 
shown in columns 4-6 in Table 2.1-2.3.  The resultant concentrations of the electroactive 
components are plugged into either the Nernst equation for reversible electron transfers 
(mechanisms 5-8) or the Erdey-Gruz and Volmer equation for kinetically-controlled 
electron transfers (mechanisms 3, 7, 9, and 10).  From this, numerical approximations of 
the resultant integrals representing current as a function of time and potential were 
performed in the same manner previously established by Nicholson and Olmstead.1  Like 
the surface-confined case, voltammograms are generated in MATLAB by using the final 
equations listed in Table 2.4.  Empirical parameters are varied so that the diagnostic 





2.4 Specifics of Empirical Parameter Variation and Nomenclature 
The empirical parameters used to describe the CSWV waveform are presented in 
Figure 2.1.  The systematic variation of period (τ), amplitude (Esw), and increment (δE) is 
executed over the following intervals: 1 ms ≤ τ ≤ 5 s, 10 mV ≤ Esw ≤ 90 mV, 1 mV ≤ δE 
≤ 25 mV, and L = 20 over each period.  Switching potential is varied by extending the 
sweep past E0 by 100 mV per sweep.  Period limits were set in consideration of typical 
potentiostat rise times, commonly encountered solution resistances and electrode double 
layer capacitances as well as the time duration required per scan.  Amplitude limits were 
set in accordance with the range typically used in SWV.  Increment limits were set in 
consideration of the number of points to define the peak.  Specific parameter levels for 
simulated data are denoted by open circles and listed in the figure captions. 
 
Figure 2.1.  The CSWV waveform and the empirical parameters used to describe the 
waveform (inset). 
 




is always one.  The predicted difference current, ΔΨ, is computed from Ψforward pulse - 
Ψreverse pulse.  The corresponding potential for ΔΨ is the average of the corresponding 
forward and reverse potential pulses.  The forward difference current, ΔΨf denotes the 
difference currents acquired over the interval Einitial to the switching potential Eλ, and the 
difference current, ΔΨr, denotes difference currents acquired over the reverse potential 
sweep from Eλ to the final potential, Efinal.  To capture the effect of period as it relates to 
current, ΔΨ is used to describe diffusion-controlled processes where 
ΔΨ       (2.17) 
For the surface-confined process, sΔΨ  is used where 
sΔΨ       (2.18) 
The physical meaning of ΔΨ and sΔΨ  are the normalized faradaic current emanating 
from the electron transfer.  The plotting convention used herein treats reduction currents 
as positive and oxidative currents as negative values.  Figures of merit that describe the 
shape of the voltammogram are:  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  the net peak currents on the forward 
and reverse sweep, peak ratio  fp,rp, ΔΨΔΨ , Ep,f and Ep,r the peak potentials on the 
forward and reverse sweep, ΔEp the peak separation defined as Ep,r – Ep,f,  and W1/2,f and 
W1/2,r the peak widths measured at half peak maximum.  For the surface-confined case, 
all figures of merit are the same except for the net peak currents, s fp,ΔΨ  and s rp,ΔΨ , and 







This chapter has outlined the method used to derive the final equations for each 
mechanism investigated in this thesis.  This chapter includes tables containing the 
reactions for each mechanism as well as the diffusion equations (where applicable), the 
initial and boundary conditions, and the final equations coded in MATLAB.  






Table 2.1.  The reactions, diffusion equations, and boundary conditions for kinetically controlled mechanisms.  
Chapter  Reaction Diffusion Equations Initial 
Conditions 
Boundary Conditions 


































       nFAtix tx,CDx tx,CD RedRedOxOx   
4 – Surface-






Not applicable *Ox ΓΓ   
0ΓRed   







Table 2.2.  The reactions, diffusion equations, and boundary conditions for chemically coupled mechanisms. 
Chapter  Reaction Diffusion Equations Initial 
Conditions 
Boundary Conditions 
t > 0 & x  ∞ t > 0 & x = 0 


































  *OxOx Cx,0C   0x,0CRed   0x,0CZ   
  *OxOx Ct,C   0t,CRed   0t,CZ   








  0 x tx,CD ZZ   






f kkK  
























   Kx,0C x,0C YOx   0x,0CRed   




   Kt,C t,C YOx   0t,CRed   








  0 x tx,CD YY   
7 - ECcat RedneOx  
OxRed apparentk    




















       nFAi tx tx,CDx tx,CD RedRedOxOx   
8 – ECE 
 
b
f kkK   


























  *OxO 11 Cx,0C x   0x,0C 1Red   0x,0C 2Ox   0x,0C 2Red   
  *OxOx 11 Ct,C   0t,C 1Red   0t,C 2Ox   0t,C 2Red   
















































Table 2.3.  The reactions, diffusion equations, and boundary conditions for chemically coupled and kinetically controlled 
mechanisms.  
Chapter  Reaction Diffusion Equations Initial 
Conditions 
Boundary Conditions 
t > 0 & x  ∞ t > 0 & x = 0 
7 – EqCcat RedneOx 1
2
k
k   
OxRed apparentk    
Same as ECcat Same as ECcat Same as ECcat Same as ECcat 
9 – EqC RedneOx 1
2
k





Same as EC Same as EC Same as EC Same as EC 







k   








Table 2.4.  The final equations coded in MATLAB for all mechanisms in this thesis. 
Chapter  Final Equation References in Agreement with Final Equation 
3 – Quasi-
reversible     





















































   
7, 8 
















































  3, 5, 7, 9 













































  3, 5, 7 










 Ψ   
3, 5, 7 




































Table 2.4.  Continued 
Chapter  Final Equation References in Agreement with Final Equation 



























































m22m11total ΨnΨnΨ   
5, 7, 9, 10 
9 – EqC    


















































10 - CEq    
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THE QUASIREVERSIBLE MECHANISM 
 
Reproduced with permission from Anal. Chem. 2014. 86, 8183-8191. Copyright 2014 




The quasireversible mechanism is often referred to as irreversible or kinetically-
controlled as the homogeneous electron transfer kinetics are sluggish in comparison to a 
reversible reaction.  Over the years, the quasireversible mechanism has been considered 
by a variety of electrochemical techniques. 1-12  Additionally, the quasireversible 
mechanism has been investigated by SWV.13-20  These collective developments have 
presented the identification of the mechanism and determination of the electron transfer 
rate.  
Though much theory describing the quasireversible mechanism has been presented in 
the literature, the literature associated with CV does not account for the recent advances 
in instrumentation, i.e., the conversion from analog to digital.  Furthermore, even though 
a vast amount of literature is present for SWV, seldom is the information used by non-
electrochemists.  Oftentimes, improper assignment of the formal potential may happen 
when using SWV as the peak potential may be displaced from the formal potential.  
Including the reverse sweep by using CSWV allows to experimentalist to more accurately 






diffusional, quasireversible mechanism using CSWV, 2) provide a protocol in which 
experimenters can identify their reaction mechanism and determine the kinetic 
parameters, and 3) provide experimental verification of the diagnostic criteria in which 
the formal potential and electron transfer parameters have been determined via CSWV 
for a well-known quasireversible reaction. 
 
3.2 Experimental 
Experimental verification was obtained using a Pine Instruments WaveNow USB 
Potentiostat.    Voltammograms were acquired at a static mercury drop electrode (EG&G 
PARC Model 303A), an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with 0.5 M KCl filling solution, 
and a Pt counter electrode. All solutions were sparged with N2 to remove dissolved O2.  
The analytes were reagent grade and used as received from Sigma Aldrich.   
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Theory 




k        (3.1) 
the rate of formation of Red = k1COx(0,t), and the rate of formation of Ox = k2CRed(0,t) 
where k1 is the forward rate constant (cm/sec), k2 is the reverse rate constant (cm/sec), 
 t0,COx  is the surface concentration of Ox (mol/cm3), and  t0,CRed is the surface 























EEnF-1  k = k applied )(exp
0
02
                         (3.3) 
where k0 is the standard rate constant (cm/sec), α is the transfer coefficient, F is the 
Faraday constant, Eapplied is the applied potential, E0 is the formal potential, and n is the 
number of electrons transferred.  Equations 3.2 and 3.3 implicitly assume that α is 
independent of potential.  For a quasireversible electron transfer, the current, potential, 
and surface concentrations of Ox and Red are related through the Erdey-Gruz and 
Volmer equation13, 21: 
                tCDEERTnFtCDEERTnFkDD nFAti appliedapplied ,0exp,0exp RedRed0OxOx002Red2-1Ox    (3.4) 
 
where DOx = diffusion coefficient of Ox (cm2/sec), and DRed = diffusion coefficient of 
Red (cm2/sec).  To provide a current that is independent of electrode area and 
concentration of the electroactive species, the current is made dimensionless by using the 
following form of Erdey-Gruz and Volmer equation: 
            tCDtCDDD kCDt ,0exp,0exp RedRedOxOx2Red2-1Ox 0*OxOx         (3.5) 
where    0EERTnF applied and τ = period (sec). 
Integrals representing the current as a function of time and potential are replaced with 
summations and solved by using numerical methods.22  The final equation coded in 






   

























   (3.6) 
In the following sections, the results of simulations for the variation of empirical 
parameters for the quasireversible mechanism are presented, first holding α = 0.5 and log 
k0 = -3.  Later, the effects of k0 and α are examined, followed by a description of 
diagnostic criteria that can be used to identify a kinetically controlled reaction.  This 
chapter concludes with experimental verification of the diagnostic criteria, a protocol for 
evaluating data, and a comparison with the diagnostic criteria for the reversible 
mechanism. 
3.3.2 Effect of period (τ) 
A series of voltammograms in which period is varied is shown in Figure 3.1. As period 
increases,  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  magnitudes decrease and both Ep,f and Ep,r shift towards the 
formal potential, resulting in peak separation that approaches zero (see inset of Figure 
3.1).  As peak separation approaches zero, peak ratios increasing toward a value of one.  
Peak widths also depend on period.  For both the forward and reverse sweeps, the peak 
widths decrease with increasing period until they approach the peak widths observed for 
reversible electron transfers. 
Comparison of the trends for pΔΨ  and Ep as a function of period reveals several 
differences between the reversible and quasireversible mechanisms. Peak currents are 
proportional to the period-1/2 for both the reversible and quasireversible mechanisms, but 






reversible mechanism whereas peak ratios increase with period for the quasireversible 
mechanism.  Peak potentials and peak separation are unchanged by the variation of 
period for the reversible mechanism whereas peak potentials shift toward the formal 
potential (and thereby decrease peak separation) as period is increased for the 
quasireversible mechanism.     









Potential (mV vs. E0)













Figure 3.1.  The effect of period on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -3, α = 
0.5, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1,  amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 
ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown).  
The inset presents peak potentials versus log period for the voltammograms depicted in 
this figure (Ep,f represented by black squares and Ep,r represented by red circles).  
These trends are consistent with the notion that as period lengthens the electrode 
reaction transitions from being kinetically controlled to mass transfer controlled. Thus, 






3.3.3 Effect of increment (δE)  
A series of voltammograms in which the increment is varied is shown in Figure 3.2.  
With increasing increment, ΔEp and pΔΨ values increase while the peak ratio decreases 
from one. The cause of the increase in pΔΨ is seen by examining the currents on each 
individual pulse.  The currents on the odd numbered pulses increase more than the 
currents on the even numbered pulses with increment (see Figure 3.3). The same trend 
holds on the reverse sweep but the magnitude of the currents on each pulse are smaller.  
Thus, the difference current increases with increment but the peak ratio decreases. Since 
ΔEp and pΔΨ values also depend on period, trends in peak currents, peak ratio, peak 
potentials, peak separation, and peak width with increment and period for the 
quasireversible mechanism can be found in Figures 3.4 through 3.6.   









Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 3.2.  The effect of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -3, 








Comparison of the trends for pΔΨ  and Ep as a function of increment reveals several 
differences between the reversible and quasireversible mechanisms. Peak currents 
decrease with increment for the reversible mechanism whereas they increase for the 
quasireversible mechanism.  Peak potentials remain at the formal potential for the 
reversible mechanism whereas they shift away from the formal potential for the 
quasireversible mechanism.  Thus, systematic variation in increment is useful in 

































Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 3.3.  The effect of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -3, 
period = 50 ms, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV, and the increment is 1 mV (upper panel) and 15 mV (lower panel).  The currents on the odd 
pulses (dashed line) and on the even pulses (dotted line) are associated with the primary 
Y-axis; the solid trace denotes the net current and is associated with the secondary Y-
axis. 
 






observed for increment.  For example, pΔΨ  values decrease with period but increase 
with increment.  Similarly, while Ep values shift towards E0 with period, they shift away 
from E0 with increment.  The effective potential sweep rate is increment divided by 
period.  Thus increasing the potential sweep rate is achieved by either increasing 



























Increment (mV)  
Figure 3.4.  The dependence of net peak current on increment: a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ , and c) 
peak ratio when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms 
(blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 




































Increment (mV)  
Figure 3.5.  The dependence of a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp on increment when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and period = 1 ms (red), 2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 
200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). Note: open 



























Increment (mV)  
Figure 3.6.  The dependence of peak width on increment: a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and period = 1 ms (red), 2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms 
(purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). 
Note: open circles indicate the specific increments where simulation was performed. 
 
3.3.4 Effect of switching potential (Eλ) 
A series of voltammograms in which the switching potential is varied is shown in 
Figure 3.7.  As the switching potential moves from 200 to 1000 mV past E0, Ep,f and 

fp,ΔΨ  remain constant but  rp,ΔΨ increases in magnitude and Ep,r shifts but only by a few 
millivolts. The dependence of peak currents and peak ratio on switching potential and 
period is shown in Figure 3.  Changes in reverse sweep peak width are only seen when 






Comparison of the trends for pΔΨ  and Ep as a function of switching potential reveals 
minor differences between the reversible and quasireversible mechanisms.  Forward peak 
currents and potentials remain unchanged for both mechanisms.  Reverse peak currents 
and potentials are invariant for the reversible mechanism but decrease as the switching 
potential is shifted towards the formal potential for the quasireversible mechanism. As a 
result, peak ratio for the quasireversible mechanism decreases as the switching potential 
approaches the formal potential.  However, the magnitude of this decrease is not large 
enough to be a reliable discriminator for these two mechanisms. 








Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 3.7. The effect of switching potential on the shape of the voltammogram when log 
k0 = -3, α = 0.5, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and the switching potential was varied from 200 (light gray) to 1000 































Figure 3.8.  The dependence of net peak current on switching potential: a)  fp,ΔΨ , b) 

rp,ΔΨ , and c) peak ratio when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  increment = 10 mV, log k0 = 
-3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and period = 1 ms (red), 2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light 
gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). Note: open circles indicate the specific 
values of Eλ where simulation was performed.  
3.3.5 Effect of amplitude (ESW) 
The utility of systematic variation in amplitude in determining electrode reaction 
mechanisms by square wave voltammetry has recently been reported.19  The effects of 
amplitude on the cyclic square wave voltammogram are visualized in Figure 3.9.  Both 
Ep,f and Ep,r shift towards E0 as the amplitude increases from 10 to 90 mV.  The 
magnitude of the potential shift and the resultant ΔEp depends on period (see Figure 






period (see Figure 3.11).  The peak ratio for the set of voltammograms depicted in Figure 
3.9 increases from 0.85 to 0.95.  Period impacts the change in peak ratio with amplitude 
(also shown in Figure 3.11).  Similarly, peak widths increase with amplitude (Figure 
3.12). 











Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 3.9.  The effect of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -3, 
α = 0.5, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, increment = 10 mV, and period = 50 ms, and the amplitude varied from 10 (red) to 90 mV (gray) in 10 mV steps. 
  
Comparison of the trends for pΔΨ  and Ep as a function of amplitude reveals several 
differences between the reversible and quasireversible mechanisms.  Peak currents and 
peak widths increase with amplitude for both mechanisms; the magnitude depends on 
period.  Peak potentials are invariant for the reversible mechanism but shift toward the 
formal potential with increasing amplitude for the quasireversible case.  Therefore, 







































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 3.10.  The dependence of peak potential on amplitude: a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp when α = 0.5, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and period = 1 ms (red), 2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 
ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown).  

































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 3.11.  The dependence of net peak current on amplitude: a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ , and 
c) peak ratio when α = 0.5, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and period = 1 ms (red), 2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms 
(blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 
































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 3.12.  The dependence of peak width on amplitude: a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when α = 0.5, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and period = 1 ms (red), 2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms 
(purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown).  
Note: open circles indicate the specific amplitudes where simulation was performed. 
 
3.3.6 Effect of k0 
The impact of heterogeneous kinetics on the shape of the voltammogram depends 
upon the magnitude of k0 relative to period.  The values of α, k0, Dox and Dred are 
quantities intrinsic to the analyte undergoing an electron transfer reaction at a particular 
electrode immersed in a specific electrolyte.  While in practice one varies period and 
determines k0 from changes in the shape of the voltammograms, it is informative to 
examine changes in the voltammogram when the value of k0 is systematically varied.  






for different analytes and/or different electrode/electrolyte combinations. 
Figure 3.13 illustrates the impact of varying k0 on the shape of the voltammogram.  
The voltammograms displayed in this figure were computed based on fixed values of α, 
period, Dox and Dred allowing k0 to vary over nine orders of magnitude.  Note that at small 
values of k0, a second peak on the reverse sweep is observed at a peak potential value 
similar to that of Ep,f.  The difference current for this peak is hereafter referred to as the 
leak-over peak as identified by * rp,ΔΨ .  The cause of the leak-over peak is seen by 
examining the currents on each individual pulse.  It results from differences in the 
magnitude of the currents on the odd and even potential steps acquired on the reverse 
sweep.  The magnitudes of * rp,E and * rp,ΔΨ depend on amplitude as well as the separation 
between Ep,f and the switching potential.  The presence of a leak-over peak depends upon 
the rate of electron transfer (vide infra). 
Figure 3.14 presents plots of the figures of merit from the voltammograms as a 
function of k0.   For each panel in this figure, three regimes can be identified.   For log k0 
≤ -3, Ep,f and Ep,r are proportional to k0.  For log k0 ≥ -1, Ep,f = Ep,r and both are 
independent of k0.  For -3 < log k0 < -1, Ep,f and Ep,r are curvilinearly related to k0 (see 
Figure 3.14a).  Similarly, ∆Ep is proportional to log k0 up to -3, curvilinearly related to 
log k0 over the range -3 to -1, and independent of log k0 at values greater than -1 (see 
Figure 3.14b).  Figure 3.14c presents the sigmoidal relationship between  fp,ΔΨ ,  rp,ΔΨ , 
and log k0.  Over the range log k0 < -3,  fp,ΔΨ  = 1.8.  Over the range -3 < log k0 < -1,  







the range -6 ≤ log k0 < -3,  rp,ΔΨ increases in magnitude from -1 to -2.  Over the range -3 
< log k0 < -1,   rp,ΔΨ increases from -2 to -5.9, the value of  rp,ΔΨ  at log k0 > -1.  










Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 3.13. The effect of k0 on the shape of the voltammogram when α = 0.5,  DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and log k0 =  -6 (red),  -5  (orange), -4 (gold), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 
(magenta), and 2 (light gray). 
 
The dependence of peak width on k0 also displays a sigmoidal shape (see Figure 
3.14d).   When log k0 ≤ -4, W1/2,f = 179 mV. When log k0 ≥ -1, W1/2,f remains constant at 
126 mV.  Over the range   -4 < log k0 < -1, W1/2,f decreases from 179 mV to 126 mV.  
Similarly, W1/2,r = 177 mV when log k0 ≤ -4 and equals 126 mV when log k0 ≥ -1.    
However, W1/2,r increases from 179 mV at log k0 = -4 to 191 mV at log k0 = -3 as the 
leakover peak merges with the true peak.  When -3 < log k0 < -1, W1/2,r  decreases with a 
sigmoidal shape from 191 mV to 126 mV.  
For all four measurable quantities, when log k0 ≥ -1, the voltammogram features are 






electron transfer kinetics, the simulations converge on the values for a reversible 
electrode reaction, i.e. are limited by mass transport of Ox to the electrode surface.  
Below this threshold, the voltammogram features and appearance are very sensitive to the 
rate of electron transfer.   The transition from reversible to quasireversible wave shapes 
depends upon the magnitude of k0 relative to period.  Figures 3.15 and 3.16 present the 
relationships between of peak currents and potentials on both period and k0. Thus, 
variation in period for CSWV is an important parameter for gaining insight to the rate 













































log k0  
Figure 3.14.  The effect of k0 on the figures of merit: a) Ep,f (black) and Ep,r (red), b) ΔEp, 
c)  fp,ΔΨ (black) and  rp,ΔΨ  (red), and d) W1/2,f (black) and W1/2,r (red) when amplitude = 


































Period-1/2 (s-1/2)  
Figure 3.15.  The dependence of net peak current on period and log k0: a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ
, and c) peak ratio when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, α = 0.5, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and log k0 = -6 (red),  -5 (orange), -4 (gold), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 
0 (purple), 1 (magenta), and 2 (light gray).  Note: open circles indicate the specific 









































log Period  
Figure 3.16.  The dependence of peak potential on period and k0: a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, α = 0.5, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and log k0 = -6 (red),  -5 (orange), -4 (gold), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 
(magenta), and 2 (light gray).  Note: open circles indicate the specific periods where 
simulation was performed. 
 
3.3.7 Effect of alpha (α) 
The electron transfer coefficient, α, describes the symmetry of the overlap of the two 
potential wells of the reaction coordinate for electron transfer.  An α value of 0.5 denotes 
a perfectly symmetrical overlap.  Since α ranges from 0 to 1, values other than 0.5 
indicate that the overlap of the potential energy – reaction coordinate curves leans 






inherent to a particular species reacting at a given electrode; hence, it cannot be varied by 
an experimenter.  However, CSWV experiments can be executed to determine its value 
for a given electrode reaction performed under a specific set of conditions.   
The shape of the voltammogram is strongly dependent upon α (see Figure 3.17).  As 
α decreases, both Ep,f and Ep,r shift to more negative potentials but with differing 
magnitudes. In addition,  fp,ΔΨ  decreases whereas  rp,ΔΨ increases with decreasing α.     










Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 3.17.  The effect of α on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and α is a) 0.9 (gray), b) 0.7 (purple), c) 0.5 (cyan), d) 0.3 (gold).  
 
Figure 3.18 presents the simultaneous variation of α and period when log k0 = -3.  When 
α = 0.5 (Figure 3.18e), Ep,f and Ep,r are symmetrically displaced from E0 by a value 
determined by k0 and period (vide supra). Peak shapes are similar; i.e. W1/2,f ~ W1/2,r.   
When α < 0.5 (Figure 3.18a-d), both Ep,f and Ep,r are shifted negatively and the forward 
peak is broader compared to values for α = 0.5.  When α > 0.5 (Figure 3.18f-i), both Ep,f 






0.5.  For all values of α, as the period is lengthened, both peak potentials converge to E0.  
Thus, when α ≠ 0.5, the peak potentials are asymmetrically displaced from E0; the 
magnitude of displacement depends on period, k0 and α (Figures 3.19 and 3.20 for Ep and 
∆Ep, respectively).  Note that the peak separation for α = 0.4 is identical to that for α = 
0.6.  In fact, α pairs of 0.3 and 0.7, 0.2 and 0.8, and 0.1 and 0.9 will also overlap except 
when the leak-over peak merges with the reverse peak.   
The relationship between pΔΨ and α is qualitatively presented in Figure 3.18.  Peak 
currents are proportional to period-1/2 but with a slope that depends upon α.  Further 
details of the relationship between α, period, peak potentials, currents, and peak ratios are 
presented in Figures 3.21 through 3.23.  
The results presented in Figures 3.18 and 3.19 suggests a straightforward means for 
determining α, i.e. examining forward and reverse peak potential shifts as a function of 
period.  A plot of Ep,f vs. Ep,r acquired from the systematic variation of period is shown in 
Figure 3.24 for log k0 = -3.  When ΔEp ≥ 100 mV, a linear relationship between Ep,f vs. 
Ep,r is observed. For α = 0.5, the slope of the line = 1 as both the forward and reverse 
sweeps are equally displaced from the formal potential.   
For α < 0.5, the slope of the line < 1 whereas for α > 0.5, the slope of the line > 1.  
Thus, the slope of Ep,f vs. Ep,r, plotted exactly as in Figure 3.24, can be used with 
Equation 3.7 to determine α even for intermediate values of α that are not displayed in 
this figure. 
α1













Potential (mV vs. E0)






Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 3.18. Effect of α and period on the shape of the voltammogram: log k0 = -3,  DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, α is a) 0.1 through i) 0.9 in steps of 0.1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 
20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 0.5 s (light gray), 1 s 
(gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown).  The y-axis scale bar denotes ∆Ψ+ = 15. Note: the 



























Figure 3.19.  Plot of peak potential versus log period as a function of α when log k0 = -3, 
DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and where α is 0.3 (gold), 0.4 (green), , 0.5 (cyan), 0.6 (blue)and 0.7 (purple).  Note: open circles indicate 
the specific periods where simulation was performed. 
 
















Figure 3.20.  The dependence of peak potential on amplitude for ΔEp when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and α =  0.3 (gold), 0.4 (green), 0.5 (cyan), 0.6 (blue), and 0.7 (purple).  Note: open circles indicate 







































log Period  
Figure 3.21.  The dependence of peak potential on amplitude: a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and α = 0.1 (red),  0.2 (orange), 0.3 (gold), 0.4 (green), 0.5 (cyan), 0.6 (blue), 0.7 
(purple), 0.8 (magenta), and 0.9 (light gray).  Note: open circles indicate the specific 































Period-1/2 (s-1/2)  
Figure 3.22.  The dependence of net peak current on period: a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ , and c) 
peak ratio when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and α = 0.1 (red),  0.2 (orange), 0.3 (gold), 0.4 (green), 0.5 (cyan), 0.6 (blue), 
0.7 (purple), 0.8 (magenta), and 0.9 (light gray).  Note: open circles indicate the specific 


































Period-1/2 (s-1/2)  
Figure 3.23.  The dependence of net peak width on period: a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1, and α = 0.1 (red),  0.2 (orange), 0.3 (gold), 0.4 (green), 0.5 (cyan), 0.6 (blue), 0.7 (purple), 0.8 
(magenta), and 0.9 (light gray).  Note: open circles indicate the specific periods where 
























Figure 3.24.  Plot of Ep,f versus Ep,r as a function of period when log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 cm2s-1,  amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV and where α is 0.3 (gold), 0.4 
(green), 0.5 (blue), 0.6 (cyan), and 0.7 (purple).  Note: open circles denote values were 
simulations were performed. 
 
The cause of the apparent discontinuity when α = 0.7 is revealed by inspection of the 
voltammograms presented in Figure 3.18g.  As the period is elongated and the true 
reverse peak shifts towards the formal potential, its peak current falls below that of the 
leak-over peak when the two peaks merge. As a result, the combined peak suddenly shifts 
negatively and its peak potential remains relatively constant as the leak-over peak occurs 
at the same potential as the forward peak. 
 
3.3.8 Protocol for assigning mechanism and evaluating kinetic parameters 
Europium(III) chloride hexahydrate was the analyte chosen to  experimentally validate 
the trends predicted above and to demonstrate how to apply them in evaluating 
experimental data.   The experiments were conducted in 0.5 M KCl.  Classification of the 






protocol for assigning an electrode reaction as quasireversible is given in Table 3.1. 
Figure 3.25a presents a set of voltammograms obtained on Eu3+ when the period was 
systematically varied from 10 to 200 ms.  As shown in the remaining panels of this 
figure, Ep,f,  Ep,r, and ∆Ep were linearly related to log period.  A plot of Ep,f versus Ep,r 
was also linear (data not shown); the experimentally determined value of  α from the 
slope of the line was 0.47 ± 0.03.  The colored lines behind the individual data points in 
Figure 3.25b-d are the predicted trends for selected values of k0.  From the peak 
potentials and peak separation we conclude that k0 = 3.5 ± 0.5 x 10-4 cm s-1.  A linear 
relationship between ∆Ip,f and ∆Ip,r with period-1/2 was obtained (see Figure 3.26) that was 
consistent with expected trends for quasireversible reactions (see Figure 3.22).  Within 
experimental uncertainty, the peak ratio was constant at 0.60 ± 0.05 over the range in 
period from 10 to 200 ms.    
Figure 3.27a presents a set of voltammograms obtained on Eu3+ when the increment 
was systematically varied from 1 to 19 mV.  As shown in the remaining panels of this 
figure, Ep,f,  Ep,r, and ∆Ep are curvilinearly related to increment.  The colored lines behind 
the individual data points are the predicted trends for selected values of k0.  Relatively 
good agreement is found between the measured values and those predictor for k0 = 3.5 ± 
0.5 x 10-4 cm s-1 at increments ≥ 5 mV.  We attribute the difference between experimental 
and predicted values to the fact that the simulated values are for planar diffusion whereas 
the experimental data was acquired at a hanging mercury drop electrode.  Alternatively, 
these differences could also be due to convective currents originating from mechanical 
vibrations.  A curvilinear relationship between ∆Ip and increment was obtained (see 













































Potential (V vs. Ag/AgCl)
a
 
Figure 3.25. Effect of period on the Eu3+/2+ redox couple: a) voltammograms with period 
variation = 10 ms (red), 20 ms (orange), 50 ms (gold), 100 ms (green), and 200 ms 
(cyan), and b-d) experimentally measured Ep,f, Ep,r, and ΔEp (black squares) and predicted values for Ep,f, Ep,r, and ΔEp when k0 = 1 x 10-4 cm s-1(red), 3 x 10-4 cm s-1 (orange), 3.5 x 10-4 cm s-1 (gold), 4 x 10-4 cm s-1 (green), and 1 x 10-3 cm s-1 (cyan).  Note: open circles 


















Period-1/2 (s-1/2)  
















































Figure 3.27. Effect of increment on the Eu3+/2+ redox couple: a) voltammograms with 
increment variation = 1 mV (red), 3 mV (orange), 5 mV (gold), 7 mV (green), 10 mV 
(cyan), 15 mV (blue), 17 mV (purple), and 19 mV (magenta), and b-d) experimentally 
measured Ep,f, Ep,r, and ΔEp (black squares) and predicted values for Ep,f, Ep,r, and ΔEp when k0 = 1 x 10-4 cm s-1(red), 3 x 10-4 cm s-1 (orange), 3.5 x 10-4 cm s-1 (gold), 4 x 10-4 
cm s-1 (green), and 1 x 10-3 cm s-1 (cyan).  Note: open circles are simulated results; closed 

















Increment (mV)  
Figure 3.28. Effect of increment on |ΔIp,f| (black squares) and |ΔIp,r| (red circles) for the Eu3+/2+ redox couple.  Note: closed circles indicate the specific periods where experiments 
were performed. 
 
Figure 3.29a presents a set of voltammograms obtained on Eu3+ when the amplitude 
was systematically varied from 10 to 90 mV.  As shown in the remaining panels of this 
figure, Ep,f,  Ep,r, and ∆Ep are curvilinearly related to amplitude.  The colored lines behind 
the individual data points are the predicted trends for selected values of k0.  From the 
peak potentials and peak separation we again conclude that k0 = 3.5 ± 0.5 x 10-4 cm s-1.  
A curvilinear relationship between ∆Ip and amplitude was obtained (see Figure 3.30) that 
was consistent with expected trends for quasireversible reactions (see Figure 3.11).  











































Potential (V vs. Ag/AgCl)
a
 
Figure 3.29. Effect of amplitude on the Eu3+/2+ redox couple: a) voltammograms with 
amplitude variation = 10 mV (red), 20 mV (orange), 30 mV (gold), 40 mV (green), 50 
mV (cyan), 60 mV (blue), 70 mV (purple), 80 mV (magenta), and 90 mV (light gray), 
and b-d) experimentally measured Ep,f, Ep,r, and ΔEp (black squares) and predicted values for Ep,f, Ep,r, and ΔEp when k0 = 1 x 10-4 cm s-1(red), 3 x 10-4 cm s-1 (orange), 3.5 x 10-4 cm s-1 (gold), 4 x 10-4 cm s-1 (green), and 1 x 10-3 cm s-1 (cyan).  Note: open circles are 

















Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 3.30. Effect of amplitude on |ΔIp,f| (black squares) and |ΔIp,r| (red circles) for the Eu3+/2+ redox couple. 
 
3.4 Conclusion    
The peak currents, potentials and shapes of cyclic square wave voltammograms have 
been shown to be a complex function α, k0 increment, period, switching potential and 
amplitude.  Trends in empirical parameters enabled determination of kinetic parameters 
for the Eu3+/2+ redox pair.  The effects of these various parameters on the voltammograms 
of a quasireversible mechanism are summarized in Table 3.1.  The diagnostic criteria 
presented in this table will enable rapid identification of quasireversible electron transfer 









Table 3.1. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing a Quasireversible Electrode Reaction by CSWV 
 







Switching potential,  
Eλ 
Amplitude, 
 ESW  Plot Trace Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs. (period)-1/2 
Linear with slope 
dependent upon 
α, k0, n, and D 
(see Figures 3.15 
& 3.22) 
ΔIp vs. δE 
Increasea 
curvilinearly with  
δE (see Figure 3.4) 
ΔIp vs. Eλ 
ΔIp,f is independent of Eλ while ΔIp,r increases in magnitudea with Eλ (see Figure 3.8) 
ΔIp vs. ESW 
ΔIp,f and ΔIp,r increasea 
curvilinearly with  
ESW; (see Figure 3.11) 




on α (see Figures 












increasing Eλ; the magnitudea depends 






ESW (see Figure 3.11) 




on α (see Figure 
3.21)  
Ep vs. δE 
Shiftsa curvilinearly 
away from E0 with 
increasing δE (see 
Figure 3.5) 
Ep vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ Ep vs. ESW 
Shiftsa linearly 
towards E0 with  
ESW (see Figure 3.10) 
Ep,f vs. Ep,r Linear or curvilinear 
depending on  α 
and k0 (see 
Figure 3.24) 




on α (see Figure 
3.20) 
∆Ep vs. δE 
Increasesa 
curvilinearly with 
increasing δE (see 
Figure 3.5) 
∆Ep vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ ∆Ep vs. ESW 
Decreasesa linearly 
with increasing  
ESW (see Figure 3.10) 








W1/2 vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ W1/2 vs. ESW 
W1/2 generally increases with  
ESW; trend depends on period (see 
Figure 3.12) 
a) Trend magnitudes are dependent upon both period and k0.   
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THE QUASIREVERSIBLE SURFACE-CONFINED MECHANISM 
 
Reproduced with permission from Langmuir 2015. 31, 9511-9520. Copyright 2015 




Redox active adsorbates have been studied for over five decades.  The impetus for 
these studies included: 1) gaining insight into monolayer formation and the associated 
isotherm for its formation, 2) exploring the reason(s) behind preferential accumulation of 
the adsorbate on the surface of one electrode material over another, 3) pre-concentration 
of analyte on the electrode for quantitative purposes, as well as 4) measuring kinetic 
parameters associated with the surface-confined species.1, 2  Voltammetric methods have 
been employed to characterize this family of electrode reactions.3-6  Recent interest has 
focused on the application of pulse voltammetric techniques for characterizing redox 
active adsorbates.7-11  The reason for moving to the pulse techniques is straightforward.  
The diagnostic criteria put forth by originally by Randles,12 Ševčik,13 Nicholson and 
Shain14 for identifying electrode reactions was developed when analog instrumentation 
was commonplace.  Current instrumentation is digital; cyclic voltammograms acquired 
with digital instruments are actually cyclic staircase voltammograms.  The applicability 
of theory developed for analog instruments to data acquired with digital instruments 
depends upon when the current is sampled during the potential pulse.15  The “correct” 




experimental conundrum of what sampling point to select if one doesn’t know the 
electrode reaction mechanism.   
SWV has been shown to be particularly useful in identifying kinetically-controlled 
surface-confined redox active analytes.18-24 Even though a strong theoretical basis for 
using SWV to identify the electrode reaction exists, the application of this theory has 
been limited to a small number of electrochemists.  The goals of this chapter are: to 
develop diagnostic criteria for surface-confined electron transfer processes, to 
experimentally verify these criteria in determining kinetic parameters for a strongly 
adsorbed redox active analyte, and to compare the criteria with that for a non-surface 
confined quasireversible reaction.  For this mechanism, CSWV enables accurate 
measures of E0 and k0 and the electron transfer coefficient, α, compared with SWV. 
 
4.2 Experimental 
Two analytes were used to validate the diagnostic criteria presented below:  (15-
mercapto-N-pentadecyl)ferrocenecarboxamide hereafter abbreviated as 
(Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH and the disodium salt of anthraquinone disulfonic acid hereafter 
abbreviated as AQDS.  This compound was used as received from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 
Louis, MO).   A monolayer of (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH was assembled onto a gold 
electrode (area = 0.20 cm2) via a previously established method.25-28  A Pt mesh served as 
the counter electrode; the reference electrode was Ag/AgClO4 located behind a frit filled 





A monolayer of AQDS was assembled onto the surface of a hanging mercury drop 
connected to a PerkinElmer 303A SMDE (Waltham, MA) by exposing a fresh drop (area 
= 0.027 cm2) to 5 μM AQDS in 0.1 M acetate buffer (pH = 4.5).  A Pt wire served as the 
counter electrode and the reference electrode was Ag/AgCl located behind a frit filled 
with a saturated KCl solution.  A new mercury drop was used for each scan; the potential 
was held at 150 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 30 s before each scan. CSWV data was acquired 
using a Pine Instruments (Durham, NC) WaveNano potentiostat.  No solution resistance 
compensation was used as this capability is not an option on the WaveNano potentiostat. 
Pine Instruments software program Aftermath was used to set experimental parameters, 
record voltammograms, and analyze the data.  Oxygen was removed from all solutions by 
sparging with N2. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Theory  
The generalized reaction for a surface-confined redox active species is  
Ox(ads) + ne- ⇌ Red(ads)     (4.1) 
The surface concentrations of the oxidized and reduced forms are potential and time 
dependent.   Underlying assumptions in this work are that no interactions exist between 
redox moieties on the electrode surface and that the electroactive molecules may be 
present as a either a single or multiple monolayers so long as no concentration gradient 
exists within the layer(s) on the time scale of the voltammetric experiment.29  Derivation 




applying appropriate boundary conditions for this electrode reaction.  The resultant 
expressions for surface concentrations were inserted into the Butler-Volmer relationship    
  α)(RedαOx eΓeΓnFAki   10      (4.2) 
where  appliedEERTnF  0 , α is the transfer coefficient, OxΓ and RedΓ  represent the 
surface excess at equilibrium for the oxidized and reduced forms, n is the number of 
electrons transferred, F is the Faraday constant, and k0 is the standard heterogeneous 
electron transfer rate constant in units of s-1.  The current response was converted into a 
dimensionless current to remove the electrode area and the surface excess magnitude 
using the equation   
)()( * tnFAti         (4.3) 
where Γ* = the total surface concentration of Ox(ads) and Red(ads) and A is the electrode 
area.  The Nicholson-Olmstead method was used to replace the integrals with 
summations expressing the dimensionless current equation numerically.30  The final 


































m   (4.4) 
where τ is the period, L is the number subintervals on the step, and Ψm is the 
dimensionless current for each time increment with the serial number m.  A detailed 
explanation of this derivation is provided in Appendix 1.   
To capture the effect of period as it relates to current, sΔΨ  is used throughout this 





s )(ΔΨ  nFA
ti      (4.5) 
The physical meaning of sΔΨ is the normalized real current emanating from the electron 
transfer.   
In the following sections, the impact of each empirical parameter on the shape of the 
voltammogram is examined and compared to the diffusional quasireversible mechanism 
for the specific case where n = 1.  Then, a protocol for discerning this mechanism from 
empirical data is provided followed by experimental validation of this protocol using two 
redox active, surface-confined analytes.  Note that the theoretical trends delineated below 
are applicable to both planar and spherical electrodes.29  Also note that trends for the 
forward sweep are identical to those one would obtain using conventional SWV.18-24   
4.3.2 Effect of Period, τ 
A series of voltammograms in which the period is varied is shown in Figure 4.1.  
Determination of the mechanism using cyclic voltammetry requires variation in the 
potential sweep rate.  In SWV and CSWV, the effective potential sweep rate is increment 
divided by period.  Thus, increasing period is equivalent to decreasing the potential 
sweep rate.  As period increases, Ep,f and Ep,r shift toward the formal potential (see inset 
of Figure 4.1) and spΔΨ  decreases linearly with period-1 while peak ratio remains 
constant at unity.  ΔEp approaches zero as the period is elongated.  Peak widths remain 
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Figure 4.1. The effect of period on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -1, α = 
0.5, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 
ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 
500 ms (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown).  The inset presents peak 
potentials versus log period for the voltammograms depicted in this figure (black squares 
represent Ep,f and red circles represent Ep,r). 
 
 
Comparison of the trends for spΔΨ  and Ep as a function of period reveals several 
differences between the surface-confined and diffusional mechanisms.  Trends in peak 
potentials with period are similar between these two mechanisms whereas peak currents 
and peak ratios differ.  As period increases, spΔΨ  decreases linearly with period-1.  For 
the diffusional case, pΔΨ  decreases linearly with period-1/2 (where ΔΨ = 1/2τΔΨ ).  Peak 
ratios increase to unity as period is increased for the diffusional case but remain constant 
at unity for the surface-confined case.  Thus, trends in peak currents and peak ratios with 






4.3.3 Effect of Increment, δE  
The effect of increment on the shape and magnitude of the voltammogram is shown in 
Figure 4.2.    For comparison with cyclic voltammetry, the effective potential sweep rate 
is increment divided by period.  Thus, an increase in increment is equivalent to increasing 
the potential sweep rate. However, the number of points defining the voltammogram 
decreases as the increment increases.  As a consequence, the peaks become less rounded 
and more jagged. As increment increases, spΔΨ   and W1/2 increase, and Ep,f and Ep,r shift 
away from E0.  As a result, ΔEp increases with increment.  sratioΔΨ  remains at unity 
throughout the variation of increment.  As reported in the previous section, peak currents, 
potentials, and widths depend on period.  The variation of both period and increment and 
the resultant peak currents, peak ratios, peak potentials, peak separations, and peak 
widths are shown in Figure 4.3 to 4.5.  
Several key differences in the effect of increment on voltammograms for the 
diffusional and surface-confined cases can be identified.  Peak currents slightly increase 
in a curvilinear fashion for the diffusional case whereas they increase in a linear fashion 
for the surface-confined case.  Peak ratios decrease with increasing increment for the 
diffusional mechanism while peak ratios are invariant with increasing increment for the 
surface-confined case.  Though peak potentials shift away from the formal potential for 
both mechanisms, the magnitude of the shift differs for each mechanism.  The shift is 
also dependent upon period.  Thus, the systematic variation of increment on resultant 
peak currents and potentials can be used to distinguish the diffusional and surface-




It is interesting to note that the trends observed for period are the inverse of those 
observed for increment.  For example, spΔΨ  values decrease with period but increase 
with increment.  Similarly, while Ep values shift towards E0 with period, they shift away 
from E0 with increment.   







Potential (mV vs. E0)   
Figure 4.2.  The effect of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -1, 
α = 0.5, period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, and the increment = 1 mV (red), 5 mV 




























Increment (mV)  
Figure 4.3.  The dependence of net peak current on increment: a) s fp,ΔΨ , b) s rp,ΔΨ , and c) 
peak ratio when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  log k0 = -1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms 
(orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms 







































Figure 4.4.  The dependence of peak potential on increment: a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  log k0 = -1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 
ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 



























Increment (mV)  
Figure 4.5.  The dependence of peak width on increment: a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  log k0 = -1, period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 
ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 500 ms (light 
gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). 
 
4.3.4 Effect of Switching Potential, Eλ 
The effect of switching potential on voltammograms for the surface-confined 
mechanism is shown in Figure 4.6.  As the switching potential is shifted positively, peak 
currents and potentials remain constant until the switching potential occurs before the 
current can return to the baseline.  Peak ratio decreases at this point, and peak separation 
is slightly decreased.  Similarly, peak widths are unaffected until the switching potential 
occurs before the current can to return to baseline.  At this point, peak widths decrease.  
Further inspection of the effect of switching potential and period on voltammograms is 












Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 4.6.  The effect of switching potential on the shape of the voltammogram when log 
k0 = -1, α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and the switching 
potential was varied from 200 (light gray) to 1000 (red) mV negative of E0 in 100 mV 
steps. 
 
The effect of switching potential on the voltammogram for the surface-confined 
mechanism is very similar to that of the diffusional case.  Peak currents and peak 
potentials are only affected when the switching potential occurs prior to the current to 
baseline.  Thus, the variation of switching potential cannot be used to distinguish between 




























Switching Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 4.7.  The dependence of net peak current on switching potential: a) s fp,ΔΨ , b) s rp,ΔΨ
, and c) peak ratio when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  increment = 10 mV, log k0 = -1, and 
period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 



































Switching Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 4.8.  The dependence of peak potential on switching potential: a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  increment = 10 mV, log k0 = -1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms 






















Switching Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 4.9.  The dependence of peak width on switching potential: a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when α = 0.5, amplitude = 50 mV,  increment = 10 mV, log k0 = -1, and period = 1 ms 
(red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms 
(purple), 200 ms (magenta), 500 ms (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). 
 
4.3.5 Effect of Amplitude, ESW 
Figure 4.10a presents the effect of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram for 
the surface-confined mechanism.  Mirčeski et al.22 have established that the voltammetric 
response depends on the product nESW. This section presents a discussion of the effect of 
amplitude for n = 1.  Readers encountering systems with n > 1 should refer to Mirčeski’s 
text.  As amplitude increases, s fp,ΔΨ  and s rp,ΔΨ increase curvilinearly, and both Ep,f and 
Ep,r shift toward E0.  Peak ratio remains constant at unity and ΔEp decreases as amplitude 
increases.  W1/2 increases with amplitude.  The effect of both period and amplitude on 




















Potential (mV vs. E0)
b
 Figure 4.10.  The effect of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram when α = 0.5, 
increment = 10 mV, and amplitude varied from 10 (red) to 90 mV (gray) in 10 mV steps.  
a) log k0 = -1  and period = 50 ms; b) log k0 = 1 and period = 200 ms. 
 
Systematic variation of amplitude leads to several similar trends for the surface-
confined and diffusional mechanisms.  Peak potentials shift toward E0 while ΔEp 
decreases for both cases.  However, the magnitude of the shift differs for each 
mechanism.  Peak currents and peak widths increase with amplitude for both cases.  
However, peak ratios for the surface-confined case remain constant at unity while peak 
ratios increase with amplitude for the diffusional case.  Thus, examining the effect of 
amplitude on peak ratio and the magnitude of peak potential shift can be used for the 































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 4.11.  The dependence of net peak current on amplitude: a) s fp,ΔΨ , b) s rp,ΔΨ , and 
c) peak ratio when α = 0.5, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 
ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 
200 ms (magenta), 500 ms (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). 
 
In some instances, when amplitude is varied a different trend emerges.  As shown in 
Figure 10b, s fp,ΔΨ  and s rp,ΔΨ increase with amplitude, reach a maximum, and then 
decrease and split into two separate peaks.  This phenomenon is unique to a 
quasireversible surface-confined mechanism.22  Amplitude, k0, and period values 
determine when the peak split will occur.  Splitting is observed at small k0 values when 
using long periods and high amplitudes.  It is also observed at large k0 values when using 
short periods and low amplitudes but the peak currents under these conditions are quite 
low (see section below on effects of k0).  Thus, peak splitting is an additional indicator of 



































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 4.12.  The dependence of peak potential on amplitude: a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp when α = 0.5, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 
ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 





















Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 4.13.  The dependence of peak width on amplitude: a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when α = 0.5, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -1, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 
10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 500 ms 
(light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). 
 
 
4.3.6 Effect of k0 
The impact of heterogeneous kinetics on the shape of the voltammogram depends 
upon the magnitude of k0 relative to τ.  Previous investigators have treated the effects of 
SWV frequency and k0 (or period and k0) as a single dimensionless kinetic parameter. 18, 
20, 22-24  These quantities are treated individually to assist non-specialists in interpreting 
the voltammetric trends and assigning the proper mechanism. In practice, one varies τ 
and determines k0 from changes in the shape of the voltammograms. The kinetic 




particular electrode immersed in a specific electrolyte.  Therefore, varying k0 at a fixed 
value of τ is, in effect, comparing responses for different analytes and/or different 
electrode/electrolyte combinations.     
Figure 4.14 depicts a set of calculated voltammograms for which period is held 
constant at 100 ms and log k0 is varied from -6 to 2 in decades.  These limits encompass 










Potential (mV vs. E0)   
Figure 4.14. The effect of k0 on the shape of the voltammogram when α = 0.5,  amplitude 
= 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and log k0 =  -6 (red),  -5  (orange), -4 
(gold), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 (magenta), and 2 (light gray). 
 
Figure 4.15 presents the dependence of peak potentials on log k0.  Peak potentials shift 
toward E0 as log k0 increases linearly from -6 to 0 and then curvilinearly from 0 to 1.  
Peak potentials equal E0 over the range 1 ≥ log k0 ≥ 1.7.  At log k0 > 1.7, the peak in each 
scan direction splits into two.  Consequently, peak potential separations decrease with 
increasing log k0 reaching zero at log k0 = 1.  After the peak splitting occurs, ∆Ep for each 



















log k0  Figure 4.15.  The effect of k0 on Ep,f and Ep,r and voltammogram shape when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, α = 0.5, and log k0 = -6 to 2.  Note: the current 
magnitudes for voltammograms depicted on top of the plot are normalized for display 
purposes.  They are not indicative of the variation of current with k0. 
 
Figure 4.16a presents the dependence of peak currents on log k0.  Peak currents remain 
unchanged up to log k0 equal -0.7.  At higher values of log k0, peak currents increase to a 
maximum at log k0 = 1.2.  After the maximum, the peak current decreases until it splits 
into two (vide supra) and then falls rapidly into the baseline. As the rate of electron 
transfer increases, the time required to convert Oxads to Redads at a given potential 
decreases.  When the period is longer than the time required for this conversion, peak 
currents will approach zero. Previous reports have established the quasireversible 
maximum in SWV as an indicator of a surface-confined process.22, 31-33  This trend is in 
sharp contrast with CV.  In CV using analog instrumentation, a peak is observed 
regardless of k0 and its magnitude is proportional to the potential sweep rate.  However, 
in cyclic staircase voltammetry (i.e. CV with digital instrumentation), the peak magnitude 






















log k0  Figure 4.16.  The effect of k0 on s fp,ΔΨ (black) and s rp,ΔΨ  (red), and d) W1/2,f (black) and 
W1/2,r (red) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, α = 0.5, and log k0 = -6 to 2. 
 
Figure 4.16b presents the dependence of peak widths on log k0.  Peak widths are equal 
to 127 mV and remain constant over the range -6 < log k0 < -1.  They increase to 133 mV 
as log k0 increases from -1 to 0 and then decrease to 101 mV at log k0 = 1.3.  At log k0 > 
1.3, the peak widths rise as a result of peak splitting. 
Several differences in the effect of k0 on the voltammogram for quasireversible 
diffusional and surface-confined cases can be identified.  Peak potentials and peak 
separation are dependent upon log k0 for both mechanisms but with slightly differing 
slopes.  Quasireversible diffusional processes have leak-over peaks34 at small values of k0 




processes, peak currents increase with log k0 in a sigmoidal fashion whereas peak 
currents reach a maximum and then fall with a surface-confined process.  Peak splitting is 
only observed with surface-confined processes; the point at which peak splitting occurs 
depends upon period, amplitude, and k0.  Peak widths decrease with increasing log k0 in a 
sigmoidal fashion for diffusional processes but both increase and decrease with 
increasing log k0 for surface-confined processes.  Thus, log k0 affects the shape and 
magnitude of the voltammogram differently for diffusional and surface-confined 
processes.  The range in log k0 accessible with CSWV is limited by the range in τ and 
whether the experimenter is using peak separation or peak current maxima.   
4.3.7 Effect of the Transfer Coefficient 
The transfer coefficient, α, describes the symmetry of the overlap of the two potential 
wells of the reaction coordinate for electron transfer.  The transfer coefficient is a 
property that is inherent to a particular electron transfer process.  Hence, this value cannot 
be varied by an experimenter, but CSWV experiments can be executed to identify the 
transfer coefficient for a given reaction.  An α value of 0.5 denotes a perfectly 
symmetrical overlap.  Since α ranges from 0 to 1, values other than 0.5 indicate that the 
overlap of the potential energy – reaction coordinate curves leans towards one well or the 
other.   
Figure 4.17 presents the effect of α on the shape of a voltammogram.  As α increases, 
s
fp,ΔΨ  increases while s rp,ΔΨ  decreases.  sratioΔΨ  decreases with increasing α.  Ep,f shifts 
positively towards E0 with increasing α whereas Ep,r shifts negatively away from E0. 
W1/2,f decreases with increasing α; W1/2,r increases with α.  Thus, α strongly affects the 















Potential (mV vs. E0)   
Figure 4.17.  The effect of α on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = -1, period 
= 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and α is a) 0.9 (gray), b) 0.7 (purple), c) 
0.5 (cyan), d) 0.3 (gold).  
 
Figure 4.18 presents the combined effect of α and period on the shape of the 
voltammogram.  For α = 0.5 (Figure 4.18c), peak potentials are symmetrically displaced 
from the formal potential; peak currents are of equal and opposite magnitude while W1/2,f 
= W1/2,r.  For α < 0.5 (Figure 4.18a and 4.18b), peak potentials are shifted negatively 
compared to values for α = 0.5.  s fp,ΔΨ  values are smaller for α < 0.5 compared to α = 
0.5; s fp,ΔΨ values are greater than values expected for α = 0.5.  W1/2,f are greater than the 
values obtained for α = 0.5, and W1/2,r values are smaller than the values obtained for α = 
0.5.  For α > 0.5 (Figure 4.18d and 4.18e), peak potentials are shifted positively compared 
to values for α = 0.5.  s fp,ΔΨ  values are larger for α < 0.5 compared to α = 0.5; s fp,ΔΨ
values are smaller than values expected for α = 0.5.  W1/2,f are smaller than the values 










Potential (mV vs. E0)
e
  
Figure 4.18. The effect of α and period on the shape of the voltammogram when log k0 = 
-1,  amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, α is a) 0.3, b) 0.4, c) 0.5, d) 0.6 and e) 0.7 and 
period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms (gold), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 
100 ms (purple), 200 ms (magenta), 500 ms (light gray), 1 s (gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s 
(brown). 
 
Interested readers are referred to Figure 4.19 for a further analysis of peak widths as a 






























Period-1 (s-1)  
Figure 4.19.  The dependence of net peak current on period: a) W1/2,f  and b) W1/2,r when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -1, and α = 0.1 (red),  0.2 (orange), 0.3 
(gold), 0.4 (green), 0.5 (cyan), 0.6 (blue), 0.7 (purple), 0.8 (magenta), and 0.9 (light gray). 
 
Figure 4.20a displays peak potentials as a function of α and log period corresponding 
to the voltammograms found in Figure 4.18.  Peak potentials are linearly related to period 
so long as log period ≤ -0.5.  For log period > -0.5, peak potentials curvilinearly approach 
zero and remain constant as period is increased.  Similarly, peak potential separation 
depends on both α and period (see Figure 4.21).  Note that the trace for α = 0.4 in Figure 
4.21 is identical to that for α = 0.6. The traces for α = 0.3 and 0.7, 0.2 and 0.8, as well as 






























Ep,f (mV vs. E0)
b
  
Figure 4.20.  Plot of a) peak potential versus log period and b) Ep,f versus Ep,r  as a function of α when log k0 = -1, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and where α is 0.3 (gold), 




























Figure 4.21.  Plot of peak separation versus log period as a function of α when log k0 = -
1, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and where α is 0.3 (gold), 0.4 (green), , 0.5 
(cyan), 0.6 (blue)and 0.7 (purple). 
 
It has been previously shown that the value of α for a diffusional quasireversible 
electrode reaction  can be determined from systematic variation of period.34 A plot of Ep,f 
vs. Ep,r constructed from measurements made over a range in period (while keeping 
amplitude, increment and switching potential constant) provides a straightforward means 
for calculating α.  This method is also applicable to the surface-confined reaction.  Figure 
4.20b illustrates that a linear relationship is obtained between Ep,f vs. Ep,r (when ∆Ep ≥ 
100 mV) and the marked dependence of the slope on α.  Thus the slope of the line can be 
used to calculate α  
α1
αE  vs.E of slope rp,fp,        (4.6) 
For all of the voltammograms depicted in Figure 4.18, spΔΨ  decreases with increasing 




depends upon α.  This contrasts with the diffusional quasireversible mechanism where 

pΔΨ  decreases with the square root of period.  Thus plots of peak currents versus period-


























Period-1 (s-1)  
Figure 4.22.  The dependence of net peak current on period: a) s fp,ΔΨ , b) s rp,ΔΨ , and c) 
peak ratio when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV,  log k0 = -1, and α = 0.1 (red),  
0.2 (orange), 0.3 (gold), 0.4 (green), 0.5 (cyan), 0.6 (blue), 0.7 (purple), 0.8 (magenta), and 
0.9 (light gray). 
 
4.3.8 Diagnostic Criteria for Identifying a Surface-Confined Reaction 
The peak currents, potentials and shapes of cyclic square wave voltammograms have 
been shown to be a complex function α, k0, increment, period, switching potential and 
amplitude.  The effects of these various parameters on the voltammograms for a surface-




mechanism.  These are listed in Table 4.1.  Also included in this table are diagnostic plots 
that will enable rapid identification of electrode reaction using CSWV.   
 
4.3.9 Experimental Verification of Predicted Trends for a Surface-Confined 
Mechanism 
To experimentally validate the trends delineated above, the oxidation of 
(Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH adsorbed on a gold electrode was investigated by CSWV.  This 
molecule was selected because it is well established that the molecule chemisorbs to the 
gold surface through a Au-S-C linkage and remains bound to the surface when the 
ferrocenyl moiety is oxidized at least over the potential range -0.2 to 0.45 V vs 
Ag/AgClO4.25-28  Voltammograms were acquired with systematic variation in period, 
increment, switching potential and amplitude. The following trends in peak currents and 
potentials were obtained.  As period increased, peak current decreased.  Figure 4.23 
presents a plot of peak current vs. the reciprocal of period; the expected linear 
relationship is obtained (compare Figure 4.23 with Figure 4.22).  As period increased, 
peak potentials shifted toward an E0 = 0.25 V vs. Ag/AgClO4 with a corresponding 
decrease in peak separation.  As increment was increased, peak currents increased in a 
manner consistent with theory (compare Figure 4.24 with Figure 4.3).  As increment 
increased, peak potentials shifted away from E0 with a corresponding increase in peak 
separation.   Peak currents and potentials were not affected by variation of switching 






























Potential (mV vs Ag/AgClO4)
 
Figure 4.23.  Effect of period on ΔIp for (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH when amplitude = 20 mV, increment = 10 mV, and period is 10 (red) , 20 (orange), 50 (yellow), 100 (green), and 200 
ms (cyan). 
 
Trends in amplitude were dependent upon period.  At a period of 20 ms, peak currents 
increased curvilinearly while Ep,f and Ep,r shifted negatively with amplitude (see Figures 
4.25 and 4.26).  The peak widths significantly broaden with increasing amplitude. The 
peak current and Ep,r trends align with theory; the apparent Ep,f  trend did not.  At a period 
of 200 ms, peak currents increased to a maximum, decreased slightly, and then split into 
two peaks in each scan direction, i.e. Ep,f1, Ep,r1, Ep,f2, and Ep,r2  (see Figures 4.27 and 
4.28).  As expected, peak widths at half maximum broadened with increasing amplitude.  
Prior to the peak splitting, Ep,f  and Ep,r  shifted negatively with amplitude.  After the peak 
splitting occurred, the separation between Ep,f1 and Ep,f2 as well as Ep,r1 and Ep,r2 increased 




at or near the E0 until peak splitting occurs.  It is possible that the apparent negative shift 
in Ep,f at low amplitude is due to inaccuracies in peak potential measurement caused by 
unresolvable split peaks.  




























Potential (mV vs Ag/AgClO4)
 
Figure 4.24.  Effect of increment on ΔIp for (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH when amplitude = 20 mV, period = 20 ms, and increment is 1 (red), 3 (orange), 5 (yellow), 7 (green), 10 (cyan), 
























Potential (mV vs Ag/AgClO4)
 
Figure 4.25.  Effect of amplitude on ΔIp for (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH when period = 20 ms, increment = 3 mV, and amplitude is varied from 10 (red) to 90 mV (light gray) in 10 mV 
steps. 
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Figure 4.27. Effect of amplitude on ΔIp for (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH when period = 200 ms, increment = 10 mV, and amplitude is varied from 10 to 140 mV in 10 mV steps. 
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Earlier, a method for determining α from peak potentials as a function of period was 
presented.  This method is most applicable when ∆Ep ≥ 100 mV.  The maximum peak 
separation observed for (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH was only 50 mV for parameter 
combinations investigated.  Mirčeski and coworkers22 have also presented a method for 
determining α from square wave voltammetry data for a surface confined analyte.  Their 
method scans the potential in one direction and plots the individual anodic and cathodic 
currents versus potential.  For oxidative electrode reactions, they compute the ratio of the 
maximum cathodic current over the maximum anodic current to determine α. Note: these 
currents are different than the net peak currents discussed above. Using this method, α 
was determined to be 0.49 ± 0.01 for oxidation of a monolayer of (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH 
on gold, a value consistent with literature.25  
 A method for determining k0 from peak potentials as a function of period was also 
presented earlier.  Again, this method is most applicable when ∆Ep ≥ 100 mV.  Since the 
observed ∆Ep for (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH was only 50 mV, this method is inapplicable in 
this instance.  Komorsky-Lovrić and Lovrić31 have an alternative method for determining 
k0 from SWV data.  Their method involves plotting net peak current versus the log of 
square wave frequency to determine the eponymous quasireversible maximum.  From the 
frequency at maximum current, k0 can be determined.  Unfortunately, this method is not 
applicable here since there was no quasireversible maximum observed over the range in 
period investigated.  Instead, the current decay on each and every pulse was examined 
over the potential range 0.210 to 0.300 V vs. Ag/AgClO4.  Plots of ln(I) vs. time on each 
pulse were constructed.  As shown in Figure 4.29a, curvature was observed consistent 




used to compute kf + kb from the linear portion over the second half of each pulse.37  A 
plot of kf + kb vs. Epulse was constructed (see Figure 4.29b) analogous to a Tafel plot.  An 
asymmetric curve was observed with the slope of the cathodic portion being less steep 
than that of the anodic portion.  Creager and Weber37 have also observed this asymmetry.  
They attribute this to the following phenomena: the chemisorbed monolayer is almost 
completely uncharged through the cathodic branch and almost completely charged 
through the anodic branch.  The minimum on this curve represents the point where the 
monolayer is undergoing large changes in surface charge.  It is important to note that the 
minima depend on period and amplitude as observed experimentally.  For example, at an 
increment of 3 mV and a period of 20 ms, (kf + kb)min equal to 98.3, 111, and 116 s-1 were 
measured at amplitudes of 10, 20, and 30 mV, respectively.  In comparison, at a period of 
50 ms, a (kf + kb)min of 64.4 s-1 was measured for a 20 mV amplitude at an increment of 3 
mV.   These rates are in close agreement with those previously reported for complete 
monolayer of (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH.37  Lower rates have been reported for submonolayer 
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Figure 4.29.  The relationship between a) ln I and potential measured at Epulse = 0.254 (V vs. Ag/AgClO4) when amplitude = 20 mV, increment = 3 mV, and period = 20 ms where the slope of the best line of fit yields the rate and b) rate as a function of Epulse for the same empirical parameters given in Figure 4.28a for (Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH. 
 
Variation of empirical parameters should have resulted in peak ratios of 1 for the 
surface-confined process modeled in this work.  However, this trend was not obtained.  
Since a peak ratio of unity over a wide range of scan rate was obtained from cyclic 
voltammetry on the same monolayer, this deviation from theory can be attributed to non-
ideal behavior, i.e., interactions between the surface-confined molecules, ion-solvation 
energies, and ion spatial distribution that result from our use of a full monolayer of 
(Fc)CONH(CH2)15SH.28, 37-47 
AQDS, another well characterized surface-confined analyte, was also investigated.8, 11, 




chemical reactions,53, 54  it was selected to highlight how variation of amplitude 
distinguishes a surface-confined process.  Note: a linear relationship between current and 
scan rate was observed by CV (results not shown) confirming surface confinement of 
both the oxidized and reduced forms.  With increasing CSWV amplitude, peak currents 
grew to a maximum, began to decrease and broaden, and finally, split into two separate 
peaks as shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.31.  This peak split is in agreement with theory, as 
reported in this manuscript (see Figure 10b) and by others.22, 31  Peak ratios ranged from 
1.0 to 1.2 (see Figure 4.32) which is indicative of coupled chemical reactions.   














Potential (mV vs. Ag/AgCl)  
Figure 4.30. The effect of amplitude on the AQDS experimental system when increment 
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Figure 4.31.  The effect of amplitude on peak current for AQDS when period = 30 ms and 
increment = 2 mV.  
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Figure 4.32.  The effect of amplitude on peak ratio for AQDS when period = 30 ms and 
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Figure 4.33.  The effect of amplitude on peak potential for AQDS when period = 30 ms 
and increment = 2 mV.  
 
Diagnostic criteria for chemically-coupled electrode reactions will be addressed in 
detail in a forthcoming manuscript.  Peak potentials remained at the formal potential until 
the peaks split, and peak separation was less than the increment (see Figure 4.34).   All 
trends with amplitude are consistent with a fast, surface-confined electron transfer. 
From the peak currents after peak splitting has occurred, α can be calculated using 
Mirčeski and coworkers’ previously established method.22  Using this method, it was 
determined that α = 0.53 for AQDS for the specific pH, electrolyte and electrode 
examined.  This value is in agreement with previous reports.48   
 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, theory for a surface-confined, kinetically-controlled electrode reaction 
has been developed for CSWV.  This theory is applicable to both planar and spherical 




CSWV data have been presented (see Table 4.1).  These criteria were experimentally 
verified using two well-characterized surface-confined analytes.  For this particular 
mechanism, the trends observed for CSWV are comparable to those obtainable with 
SWV coupled with reverse scan SWV.  However, this is not the case for chemically-





Table 4.1. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing a Quasireversible Surface-Confined Electrode Reaction by CSWV 
a Note: zero slope indicates reversible reaction. 







Switching potential,  
Eλ 
Amplitude, 
 ESW  Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs. τ-1 
ΔIp decrease with  τ; plot trace is linear with slope 
dependent upon α, k0, and 
n (see Figure 4.22) 
ΔIp vs. δE 
ΔIp increase curvilinearly with 
δE; magnitudes are 
dependent upon 
both period and k0 
(see Figure 4.3) 
ΔIp vs. Eλ 
ΔIp is independent of Eλ (see Figure 4.7) 
ΔIp vs. ESW 
ΔIp increase curvilinearly with  ESW (see Figure 4.11) or 
increase to a maximum, 
decrease, and splita (see 
Figure 4.10) depending 
on k0 relative to τ  
Peak ratio  Peak ratio 
vs. τ-1 
Independent of τ, with 





Independent of δE 
and equal to unity 




Independent of Eλ and equal to unity 




Independent of ESW and equal to unity (see 
Figure 4.11) 
Peak potentials  Ep vs. log τ 
 
Ep,f shifts positively and Ep,r shifts negatively with τ until both converge on E0.  
Plot trace is linear with 
slopea dependent on α (see 
Figure 4.1 and  4.20a)  
Ep vs. δE 
Ep,f shifts negatively and Ep,r shifts positively in a 
curvilinear fashion 
with increasing δE.   
(see Figure 4.4) 
Ep vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ (see Figure 4.8) 
Ep vs. ESW 
Ep,f shifts positively and Ep ,r shifts negatively with ESW;  the slope magnitudes are 
dependent upon both τ 
and k0 (see Figure 4.12) 
Ep,f vs. 
Ep,r 
Trace is linear or 
curvilinear dependent on  
α and k0 (see Figure 
4.20b) 
Peak separation  ∆Ep vs. 
log τ 
 
Decreases with increasing 
τ.  Plot trace is linear with 
slopea dependent on α (see 
Figure 4.21) 
∆Ep vs. δE 
Increases 
curvilinearly with 
increasing δE (see 
Figure 4.4) Trend 
magnitudes are 
dependent upon 
both period and k0. 
∆Ep vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ (see Figure 4.8) 
∆Ep vs. ESW 
Decreases linearly with 
increasing  ESW  depending on k0 relative 
to τ (see Figure 4.12) 
Peak widths W1/2 vs. τ-1 
Independent of τ but 
dependent upon α (see 
Figure 4.19) 




W1/2 vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ (see Figure 4.9) 
W1/2 vs. ESW 
Complex relationship 
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THE EC MECHANISM 
 




Electron transfer reactions that generate an unstable product are commonly referred to 
as an EC mechanism when the product of the chemical reaction following the electron 
transfer is electroinactive over the potential range examined.  The chemical reaction may 
be reversible or irreversible; the electron transfer may be fast or kinetically-controlled.  The 
EC mechanism can be identified with a variety of electrochemical techniques.1-8  While 
theory to guide the experimentalist in identifying this electrode reaction using SWV has 
been reported,9-18 very few applications of this theory have been published.19-22 
In this chapter, theory of CSWV for the ErevC mechanism is presented.  Signature 
trends resulting from systematic variation of the empirical parameters for CSWV, i.e. 
period, increment, switching potential, and amplitude are identified and used to establish 
diagnostic criteria for the identification of these mechanisms.  When properly applied, 
these trends enable the experimentalist to identify an EC mechanism and calculate the 
rate of the following reaction as well as thermodynamic parameters.  
 
5.2 Results and Discussion 
5.2.1 Theory  





   + ↔  →←         (5.1) 
where Ox is the reactant, Red is the initial product of the electron transfer, Z is the 
electroinactive product of the following chemical reaction, kf is the rate constant for the 
conversion of Red to Z in s-1, and kb is the rate constant for conversion of Z to Red in s-1.  
All chemical reactions are treated herein as first order.   The derivation of an equation 
that enables calculation of current at each applied potential for this electrode reaction 
starting from Fick’s laws of diffusion.  Expressions for the concentrations of Ox and Red 
as a function of time and distance from the electrode are found using Laplace 
transformations following application of the boundary conditions. These expressions are 









Ox0applied      (5.2) 
where n = number of electrons transferred, F = Faraday constant, A = area of the 
electrode, R = gas constant, T = temperature in Kelvin, E = applied potential, E0 = formal 
potential for the electron transfer reaction, DOx = diffusion coefficient of Ox (cm2/sec), 
DRed = diffusion coefficient of Red (cm2/sec), COx (0, t) = concentration of Ox at the 
electrode surface and any time t, CRed (0, t) = concentration of Red at the electrode 
surface and any time t. Numerical approximation of the resultant integral equations were 
performed in the same manner put forth by Nicholson and Olmstead.23  The final 


















































   (5.3) 
where L = number of subintervals on each potential, K = the equilibrium constant for the 
following chemical reaction and equal to kf/kb, m = dimensionless current for each time 
increment with the serial number m, m = number of discrete potentials that comprise the 
waveform, τ = period, k = the sum of the forward and reverse rate constants for the 
chemical reaction following the electron transfer, i.e. kf + kb, and  
    0applied EERTnFexpε       (5.4) 
Cyclic square wave voltammograms were calculated to examine the impact of the 
empirical parameters period, increment, and amplitude on the characteristic features of 
the voltammogram for the singular case where the number of electrons transferred equals 
one.   
5.2.2 Effect of K and kf.  
The shape of the voltammogram depends upon the magnitude of K as shown in Figure 
5.1a.  When the equilibrium favors Red (log K < -1), the voltammogram resembles that 
obtained for a reversible process (e.g. peak separation is ~ 0 mV, peak ratio is unity, etc.). 
The reader is referred to a previous publication for further details regarding reversible 
process characteristics.24  When the equilibrium favors Z (log K ≥ -1), the shape of the 
voltammogram significantly departs from that of a reversible process.  The peak 
parameters ( pΔΨ , Ep, and W1/2) for both the forward and reverse sweep depend upon K, 

























Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 5.1.  The impact of a) K and b) kf + kb on the shape of the voltammogram when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -200 mV, and increment is 10 mV. In panel a, log K ranges from -2 (red) to 2 (cyan) in steps of 1 when log (kf + kb) = 0. In panel b, log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) in steps of 1 when log K = 6.  
The shape of the voltammogram also depends upon the magnitude of kf as shown in 
Figure 5.1b.  At log kf ≤ -2, the peak currents are commensurate with a reversible 
process.  At -2 < log kf ≤ 2, both  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ decrease; the resultant peak ratio drops 
from 1.0 to 0.2.  At log kf > 2, the peak currents remain constant and the peak ratio equals 
0.2.  In contrast, peak potentials remain constant at log kf ≤ 0.  At larger values, both Ep,f 
and Ep,r shift positively.  The peak separation is 19 mV for log kf > 2.  
Figure 5.2a presents the dependence of  fp,ΔΨ on both log (kf + kb) and K.   This plot is 
similar to that presented as indicative of an EC mechanism.9, 15 For all values of log K ≥ -




magnitude of the decrease and the span in kf + kb values where  fp,ΔΨ remains below the 
value for a reversible voltammogram depend upon K. At low values of kf + kb, there is no 
appreciable chemical reaction following the electron transfer.  Thus, the process appears 
reversible.  As kf increases,  fp,ΔΨ  decreases until a minimum is reached.   fp,ΔΨ  begins 
to increase when kb becomes sufficiently large for conversion of Z back to Red within the 




























log (kf + kb)  
Figure 5.2.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ , and c) peak ratio when 
amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -200 mV, and increment = 10 mV. Log K ranges from -3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1. 
 
Figure 5.2b presents the dependence of  rp,ΔΨ  versus log (kf + kb) for various values of 




The onset of the decrease in  rp,ΔΨ  magnitude occurs at lower values of kf + kb and the 
magnitude of  rp,ΔΨ  at its minimum is much lower than  fp,ΔΨ  at its lowest value.  The 
point at which  rp,ΔΨ  begins to increase in magnitude, however, occurs at the same the 
same kf + kb value for  fp,ΔΨ .  Figure 5.2c presents the dependence of peak ratio versus 
log (kf + kb) for various values of K.  The trend in peak ratio with K, kf, and kb reflects 
the greater impact on the peak parameters for the reverse sweep relative to those on the 
forward sweep.   
Figure 5.3 presents the dependence of Ep,f, Ep,r, and ∆Ep versus log (kf + kb) for various 
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For log K ≤ -1, both Ep,f and Ep,r  are equal to E0 and are thus  independent of kf and kb.  
When log K > -1, both Ep,f and Ep,r shift positively by an amount that depends upon K, kf, 
and kb.  Peak widths vary somewhat over the range in K, kf, and kb investigated herein 
(see Figure 5.4).  While the trends in pΔΨ  and Ep as a function of K and kf + kb suggest 
the utility of CSWV in identifying the presence of a chemical reaction following the 
electron transfer, they do not provide a means for determining the rate constants or 
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5.2.3 Effect of Period (τ)  
A set of voltammograms in which period alone is varied is depicted in Figure 5.5a.  
Ep,f and Ep,r are ~ E0 at short periods but shift positively with increasing period; peak 
potential separation is initially zero increasing to 19 mV (Figure 5.5b).   fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  
decrease as period increases.  A characteristic of a diffusion controlled, reversible process 
is that peak currents are proportional to period-1/2.25  As shown in Figure 5.5c, a linear 
relationship was found for  fp,ΔΨ  but not for  rp,ΔΨ .  Curvilinearity is indicative of a 
following chemical reaction (vide infra).  Figure 5.5d presents the dependence of peak 
ratio on period.   As period increases, the peak ratio decreases from 1.0 to 0.2.  This trend 
is comparable to that observed in cyclic voltammetry since increasing period decreases 















































log Period  
Figure 5.5.  The impact of period on the shape of the voltammogram when amplitude = 
50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -200 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel a): Period ranges from 1 ms (red) to 5 s (brown). Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel 
c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  Panel d): Peak ratio (red). 
 
Figure 5.6a presents the peak ratio as a function of both period and K when log (kf + 
kb) = 0.  At log K ≤ -2, the peak ratio is equal to unity and independent of period.  This 




Over the range -2 < log K ≤ 1, the peak ratio decreases then increases with period; the 
span in peak ratio depends upon log K.  A drop in peak ratio occurs because of increased 
conversion of Red to Z within the time window of the pulse.  At longer periods, the peak 
ratio begins to rise with increasing conversion of Z back to Red and subsequently to Ox 
within the time window.  Finally, at log K > 1, the peak ratio drops from 1.0 to 0.2 
indicative of little to no conversion of Z back to Red to Ox within the time window 
determined by period.     
Figure 5.6b presents the relationship between ratioΔΨ  and log period as log (kf + kb) is 
varied from -3 to 6 and log K = 1 (the cyan trace in panel a).  Vertical sectioning of this 
contour plot at any value of period reveals that as log (kf + kb) increases, ratioΔΨ  falls 
from 1 to a minimum before rising back to 1.  Similarly, horizontal sectioning of this 
contour plot reveals that as period increases ratioΔΨ  may increase, decrease, or fall to a 





























































Figure 5.6.  The impact of period on the peak ratio as a function of log K and log (kf + kb) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and switching potential = -200 mV.  
Panel a illustrates the relationship between ratioΔΨ  and period as log K is varied from -3 
(red) to 3 (purple) and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel b presents the relationship between ratioΔΨ  
and period as log (kf + kb) is varied from -3 to 6 and log K = 1 (the cyan trace in panel a).  
Panel c relates the minimum in ratioΔΨ  versus log K.   
 
Figure 5.7 demonstrates that the minimum in ratioΔΨ versus log period trace depends 
both on log K and log (kf + kb).  Note: to facilitate the reader’s review of the evidence 
supporting this statement, two versions of Figure 5.7 are provided; one that presents 

ratioΔΨ  vs. log period traces for specific kf + kb values in an overlay format (Figure 5.7) 
and the other in contour plot format (Figure 5.8).  At large K values, i.e., kf >> kb, peak 
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2, the reaction proceeds so quickly that the peak ratio is 0.2 and independent of period.  
At intermediate K values (panels c-f in Figure 5.7) although kf > kb, peak ratio drops and 
then rises with increasing period.  The minimum value for peak ratio ranges from 0.2 (at 
log K = 4) to 0.4 (at log K = 1).  A similar trend in peak ratio is observed at log K = 0 
(panel g in Figure 5.7).  At this K, kf  ~ kb and the minimum value for peak ratio is 0.7.  
At log K ≤ -1 (panel h), the peak ratio is essentially unity and independent of period and 
log (kf + kb).   
Clearly, the dependence of peak ratio on period is an important indicator of an EC 
mechanism. This mechanism is indicated when the peak ratio ≤ 1 and varies with period.  
To experimentally determine K and kf + kb, a plot of peak ratio versus log period should 
be constructed and examined.  If a minimum in the ratioΔΨ - log period curve is observed, 
the value of K is directly obtained from the working curve presented in Figure 5.6c.  The 
value of log (kf + kb) is then determined by identifying the period at which the apex 
occurs in the appropriate panel in Figure 5.7 or Figure 5.8.  Note that extrapolation 
between minima presented in a given panel or between panels may be necessary.  If a 
minimum in the ratioΔΨ - log period curve is not observed, both K and kf + kb can be 
estimated from overlaying the trace onto the best fitting trace in Figure 5.7.  In this 
situation, additional simulations at other log K and log (kf + kb) values than those 
reported in Figure 5.7 may be required for refinement of initial estimates.   
A second indicator of an EC mechanism is the relationship between  fp,ΔΨ  and period-
1/2 (see Figure 5.9).  At log K = 6 and low values of kf, the slope is identical to that found 
for a reversible mechanism.  At high values of kf, the slope approximately half the value 




the relationship between  rp,ΔΨ  follows the same trend as  fp,ΔΨ  except that at high 
values of kf, the slope approaches zero reflecting that conversion of Red to Z is 
essentially complete.  Again, at intermediate values, the trace is curvilinear but with a 
larger bowing compared to  fp,ΔΨ .     
A third indicator of an EC mechanism is the shift in peak potentials with period.  The 
magnitude of shifts in Ep,f (Figure 5.10) and Ep,r (Figure 5.11) depend on K and kf + kb.  
At log K ≤ 0, the peak potentials remain essentially unchanged as period is varied.  At 0 < 
log K < 4, the peak potential versus log period trace is curvilinear with slopes 



















Figure 5.9.  The impact of period on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 


































































































































Figure 5.11.  The impact of period on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when amplitude = 50 mV, Eλ = -200 mV, and increment = 10 mV.   
 
At log K ≥ 4, the slope is 30 mV, consistent with the trend in peak potentials with scan 
rate found by Nicholson and Shain for cyclic voltammetry.2 
When varying period, several differences can be identified between the EC and 
reversible cases.  Peak potentials shift positively from E0 with period for the EC case and 




EC case and linearly related to period-1/2 reversible case.  Peak ratios vary with period for 
the EC case but are always unity for the reversible case.  Readers are reminded that all 
trends for the EC case are dependent on K, kf, and kb.  Thus, given these differences in 
the trends for the two mechanisms, variation of period can be used to distinguish between 
the reversible and EC mechanisms. 
5.2.4 Effect of Increment (δE) 
A set of voltammograms in which increment alone is varied is depicted in Figure 5.12a 
for log K = 3 and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Peak potentials shift toward the formal potential with 
increment (see Figure 5.12b).  The change in  rp,ΔΨ  with increment is greater than that 
for  fp,ΔΨ  though both values increase (see Figure 5.12c).  Peak ratio increases with 
increment from 0.25 to 0.7 as shown in Figure 5.12d.   
Figure 5.13 shows the effects of increment on peak ratio for selected values of K.  For 
log K ≤ -2, the peak ratio is independent of increment.  At greater values of log K, the 
peak ratio increases with increment.  This trend is comparable to that observed in cyclic 
voltammetry since increasing increment increases the potential sweep rate and shortens 














































Increment (mV)  
Figure 5.12.  The impact of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -200 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel a): Increment ranges from 1 mV (red), 5 mV (orange), 10 mV (yellow), 15 mV 
(green), and 20 mV (cyan). Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and 















Increment (mV)  
Figure 5.13.  The impact of increment on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) 
to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -200 mV, and log (kf + kb) = 0.    
The relationship of peak ratio with increment is markedly dependent upon kf + kb and 
K.  The complex dependency is shown in Figure 5.14.  At log K ≥ 5 (panels a & b), the 
effect of kf + kb and increment on peak ratio is similar.  When log (kf + kb) = -3, the trend 
for peak ratio vs. increment mirrors that for a reversible reaction.  When -2 ≤ log (kf + kb) 
≤ 0, peak ratio increases with increment.  When log (kf + kb) > 0, peak ratio remains 
constant and independent of increment.   
For intermediate values of K (panels c-e), the effects of increment log (kf + kb) ≤ 0 
remain the same as in panels a & b.  For log (kf + kb) > 0, peak ratio decreases as 
increment is increased with a magnitude dependent upon the value of log (kf + kb).  For 0 
≤ log K ≤ 1 (panels f & g), trends in peak ratio with increment and log (kf + kb) match 
those obtained for log K = 2 but over a smaller span in peak ratio.  When log K ≤ -1 
(shown for log K = -1 in panel h), the peak ratio is independent of increment and very 






























































Increment (mV)  
Figure 5.14.  The impact of increment on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when amplitude = 50 mV, Eλ = -200 mV, and period = 50 ms.   
 
Figure 5.15 presents the impact of increment on  fp,ΔΨ  (panel a) and  rp,ΔΨ  (panel b) 
as a function of kf + kb.  Detailed inspection of this figure provides insight into the trends 
shown in Figure 5.14a.  When log (kf + kb) > 2, both  fp,ΔΨ and  rp,ΔΨ increase in 
magnitude curvilinearly with increment; the slope depends upon log (kf + kb).  But, for 




















Increment (mV)  
Figure 5.15.  The impact of increment on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 
period = 50 ms, Eλ = -200 mV, log K = 6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray). 
 
The impact of increment, K, and kf + kb on peak potentials is shown in Figures 5.16 
and 5.17.  Regardless of the value of K, when the rate of the following reaction is slow 
(i.e. log (kf + kb) ≤ -1) Ep,f and Ep,r = E0 and are independent of increment.  At faster rates 
of the reaction (i.e. log (kf + kb) > -1) when the equilibrium lies strongly in favor of Z (i.e. 
log K ≥ 1, panels a-f), Ep values shift curvilinearly toward E0 with increment.  The 
displacement of both peak potentials from E0 depends strongly on kf + kb.    When the 
equilibrium begins to favor Red (i.e. log K < 1, panels g & h), the shift in Ep with 


























































































































Figure 5.17.  The impact of increment on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when amplitude = 50 mV, Eλ = -200 mV, and period = 50 ms.  
 
In comparing the trends for the EC and reversible cases as a function of increment, 
several differences can be identified.  Peak potentials shift negatively towards E0 with 
increment for the EC case but remain at E0 for the reversible case; the magnitude of the 
shift depends on K, kf, and kb.  Peak currents increase with increment for the EC case but 




EC case but are unity regardless of increment for the reversible case; the trend is 
dependent upon K, kf, and kb.  Hence, the systematic variation of increment can be used 
to discern between the reversible and EC mechanisms. 
5.2.5 Effect of Switching Potential (Eλ)  
The dramatic effect of switching potential on the wave shape for an EC mechanism is 
shown in Figure 5.18 for log K = 3 and log (kf + kb) = 0.  While  fp,ΔΨ , Ep,f, and Ep,r are 
unaffected,  rp,ΔΨ is greatly affected by Eλ (Figures 5.18b&c).  As Eλ approaches E0, 

rp,ΔΨ increases and consequently, the peak ratio increases (Figure 5.18d).  This occurs as 
less time is allowed for Red to convert to Z when Eλ is closer to the formal potential.  The 



















































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 5.18.  The impact of switching potential on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel a): Switching potentials: 1000 mV (red), 900 mV (orange), 800 mV (yellow), 700 
mV (green), 600 mV (cyan),  500 mV (blue), 400 mV (purple), 300 mV (magenta), 200 
mV (light gray), and 100 mV (dark gray).  Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c): 

fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  Panel d): Peak ratio (red). 
 
The impact of K on the relationship between peak ratio and Eλ is shown in Figure 5.19 




unaffected by the switching potential just as in the reversible electron transfer 
mechanism.  At higher K values, peak ratio decreases with increasing Eλ.  The magnitude 
of the decrease is proportional to K.   













Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 5.19.  The impact of switching potential on the peak ratio as log K is varied from 
-3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and log (kf + kb) = 0.    
The impact of kf + kb on the peak ratio vs. Eλ is quite complex as shown in Figure 
5.20.  At low values of log (kf + kb) (i.e. ≤ -2), peak ratios are independent of Eλ and 
equal to unity regardless of log K.  The rate of the following reaction is too slow to 
impact the current within the time window of the period. At intermediate values (i.e. -2 < 
log (kf + kb) ≤ 2), peak ratios decrease curvilinearly with Eλ; the span in peak ratio over 
the range in Eλ depends upon log K.  At high rates (log (kf + kb) > 2), the span in peak 
ratio is only 0.1 with increasing Eλ. The magnitude of peak ratio at a given Eλ increases 
with decreasing K.  For example, at log (kf + kb) = 6 and Eλ equal to 400 mV, the peak 




































































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 5.20.  The impact of switching potential on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV 
and period = 50 ms.   
 
The relationship between peak currents and Eλ depends upon both K (vide supra) and 
log (kf + kb) as shown in Figure 5.21.   fp,ΔΨ  remains constant while switching potential 
is varied though the value of  fp,ΔΨ is dependent upon log (kf + kb).   Similarly,  rp,ΔΨ is 
unaffected by Eλ when log (kf + kb) ≤ -2.  At higher values of kf + kb,  rp,ΔΨ increases 






















Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 5.21.  The impact of switching potential on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when increment = 10 
mV, period = 50 ms, log K = 6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
The effect of kf + kb on the relationship between peak potentials and Eλ is shown in 
Figures 5.22 and 5.23.  Ep,f and Ep,r are unaffected by switching potential though their 








































































Figure 5.22.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV and 





































































Figure 5.23.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV and 
period = 50 ms.  
 
There are contrasting trends for the effect of switching potential on the 
voltammograms of the reversible and EC cases.  Ep,f and Ep,r are displaced from E0 but 
remain essentially constant with variation in switching potential for the EC mechanism 
whereas Ep,f  and Ep,r remain at E0 for the reversible case.   fp,Ψ is unaffected by 




E0.  The magnitude of both  fp,Ψ  and  rp,Ψ  depend on K, kf, and kb.  Peak currents are 
unaffected by switching potential for the reversible case.  Subsequently, peak ratio 
increases as the switching potential approaches E0 for the EC case while peak ratio is 
invariant of switching potential for the reversible case.  Thus, the effect of switching 
potential on the peak properties can be used to identify EC vs. reversible mechanisms.  
5.2.6 Effect of Amplitude (ESW)          
The effect of amplitude on the voltammogram is illustrated in Figure 5.24a and 
explored in detail in Figures 5.24b-d for log K = 3 and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Peak potentials 
shift slightly with amplitude (Figure 5.24b).  Both  fp,ΔΨ and  rp,ΔΨ increase with 
amplitude though the effect on  fp,ΔΨ is more drastic (Figure 5.24c).  Amplitude has a 
negligible effect on peak ratio as shown in Figure 5.24d where the peak ratio increases by 














































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 5.24.  The impact of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram when 
increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -200 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel a): Amplitude ranges from 10 mV (red), 20 mV (orange), 30 mV (yellow), 40 mV 
(green), 50 mV (cyan),  60 mV (blue), 70 mV (purple), 80 mV (magenta), and 90 mV 
(light gray).  Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  
Panel d): Peak ratio (red). 
 
The value of peak ratio is governed by log K and log (kf + kb) (Figure 5.25).  Figure 





fp,ΔΨ and  rp,ΔΨ  increase curvilinearly with amplitude however the effect of amplitude on 



























































Amplitude (mV)  






















Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 5.26.  The impact of amplitude on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when increment = 10 mV, 
period = 50 ms, Eλ = -200 mV, log K = 6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray). 
 
Figures 5.27 and 5.28 present the impact of amplitude on peak potentials as a function 
of log (kf + kb) and log K.  When log (kf + kb) ≤ -1 (red, orange and yellow traces in both 
figures), both peak potentials are essentially at E0, regardless of log K and amplitude.  
When log (kf + kb) ≥ 0 and log K ≥ 3, both Ep,f and Ep,r shift positively with amplitude; 
peak potentials values and magnitude of change depends on log (kf + kb) (see panels a-d 
in both figures).  As K becomes smaller (panels e-g in both figures), larger log (kf + kb) 
values are invariant with amplitude while intermediate vales of log (kf + kb) shift 
positively with amplitude.  When log K ≤ -1, peak potentials become invariant of 











































































































































Figure 5.28.  The impact of amplitude on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -200 mV, and period = 50 ms. 
 
Several contrasting trends can be identified when comparing the EC and reversible 
mechanisms.  For the EC mechanism, peak potentials shift positively from E0 with 
amplitude.  For the reversible mechanism, peak potentials are independent of amplitude.   
Peak currents increase with amplitude for both cases, but the increase is dependent upon 
K, kf, and kb for the EC mechanism.  Peak ratios are either less than unity or increase 




the variation of amplitude can be used to distinguish between the reversible and EC 
mechanisms. 
 
5.3 Conclusion   
The peak currents, potentials, and shapes of cyclic square wave voltammograms for 
the EC mechanism have been shown to be a complex function K, (kf + kb), increment, 
period, switching potential and amplitude.  The effects of these empirical parameters on 
the voltammograms for this mechanism are summarized in Table 5.1.  The diagnostic 
criteria presented in this table will enable rapid identification of EC mechanisms using 
CSWV.  Close examination of the trends presented in the figures throughout this chapter 
reveals the following limits.   When the following chemical reaction is irreversible, i.e. 
log K ≥ 3, measureable log kf values are limited to the range -2 < log kf < 2.  When the 
following chemical reaction is reversible, i.e.  0 ≤ log K < 3, measureable log (kf + kb) 













Switching potential,  
Eλ 
Amplitude, 
 ESW  Plot Trace Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 




period (see Figure 
5.5c and 5.9) 
ΔIp vs. δE 
Increases in 
magnitude  with 
increment (see Figure 
5.12c and 5.15) 
ΔIp vs. Eλ 
ΔIp,f is independent of Eλ  ΔIp,r increases with Eλ approaching E0 (see Figure 5.18c and 5.21) 
ΔIp vs. ESW 
ΔIp increases with ESW though ΔIp,f increases more than 
ΔIp,r (see Figure 5.24c and 5.26) 






magnitude of K 
and kf + kb (see Figure 5.5d, 5.6, 







upon K and kf + kb (see Figure 5.12d, 




Increases with Eλ approaching E0 (see 






with ESW (see Figure 5.24d and 
5.25) 




period (see Figure 
5.5b, 5.10, and 
5.11) 
Ep vs. δE 
Shift negatively with 
increment (see Figure 
5.12b, 5.16, and 
5.17) 
Ep vs. Eλ 
Invariant with Eλ approaching E0 (see 
Figure 5.18b, 5.22, and 
5.23) 
Ep vs. ESW 
Shift positively 
with ESW (see Figure 5.24b, 5.27, 
and 5.28) 








magnitude of K 
and kf + kb (compare Figures 
5.10 and 5.11) 
∆Ep vs. δE 
Complex 
relationship, may 
increase or decrease 
with increasing 
increment depending 
upon magnitude of K 
and kf + kb (compare Figures 5.16 and 
5.17) 
∆Ep vs. Eλ 
Invariant with Eλ approaching E0 





increasing ESW depending upon 
magnitude of K 
and kf + kb (compare Figures 
5.27 and 5.28) 
Peak widths W1/2 vs. (period)-1/2 
Generally varies 
by ~10 mV 
W1/2 vs. δE 
Generally varies by 
~10 mV 
W1/2 vs. Eλ 
Invariant with Eλ approaching E0 
W1/2 vs. ESW 
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THE CE MECHANISM 
 
Helfrick, J.C., Jr., M.A. Mann, and L.A. Bottomley: Diagnostic Criteria for the 
Characterization of Electrode Reactions with Chemically-Coupled Reactions Preceding 
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6.1 Introduction 
The CE mechanism has been investigated by electrochemists over the past five 
decades.1-9  The continuing interest reflects the advent of new mathematical approaches 
for modeling the electrode reaction sequence and new electrochemical techniques to 
identify short lived intermediates and quantify reaction rates.  This mechanism frequently 
occurs in electrode reactions of coordination compounds,10-14 carboxylic acids in aprotic 
media,15, 16 as well as benzoic acid and protonated amines and sulfonamides in ionic 
liquids.17, 18  With various examples of the CE or CEC square mechanisms present in the 
literature, a need for a technique that provides a means for mechanistic assignment and 
rate determination is imperative.  This chapter examines the effect of empirical 
parameters on peak parameters for the CE mechanism.  From this, the diagnostic criteria 
for the CE mechanism using CE and a protocol for an experimentalist to determine the 







6.2 Results and Discussion 
6.2.1 Theory 
This CE mechanism is characterized by a chemical reaction that precedes an electron 
transfer, as shown in Equation 6.1. 
 →← + ↔          (6.1) 
where Ox is the reactant, Red is the product of the electron transfer, Y is the 
electroinactive reactant in the reaction preceding the electron transfer step, kf is the rate 
constant for the conversion of Y to Ox in s-1, and kb is the rate constant for conversion of 
Ox to Y in s-1.  The forward and reverse chemical reactions have been treated as first 
order and the electron transfer is diffusion limited.  The derivation of an equation that 
enables calculation of current at each applied potential for this electrode reaction begins 
with Fick’s laws of diffusion.  Expressions for the concentrations of Ox and Red as a 
function of time and distance from the electrode are found using Laplace transformations 
following application of the boundary conditions. These expressions are related by the 









Ox0applied     (6.2) 
where n = number of electrons transferred, F = Faraday constant, A = area of the 
electrode, R = gas constant, T = temperature in Kelvin, Eapplied = applied potential, E0 = 
formal potential for the electron transfer reaction, DOx = diffusion coefficient of Ox 




at the electrode surface and any time t, CRed (x, t) = concentration of Red at the electrode 
surface and any time t. Numerical approximation of the resultant integral equations were 
performed in the same manner put forth by Nicholson and Olmstead.19  The final 















































  (6.3) 
where L = number of subintervals on each potential, K = equilibrium constant for the 
following chemical reaction and equal to kf/kb,  m = dimensionless current for each time 
increment with the serial number m, τ = period, k = the sum of the forward and reverse 
homogeneous first order rate constants for the chemical reaction preceding the electron 
transfer, i.e. kf + kb, and  
    0applied EERTnFexpε      (6.4)  
6.2.2 Effect of K, kf, and kb 
K and kf + kb greatly affect the shape of the voltammogram for the CE mechanism.  
Figure 6.1a shows the effect of K at a fixed value of kf + kb on peak parameters and 

























Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 6.1.  The impact of a) K and b) kf + kb on the shape of the voltammogram when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and increment is 10 mV. For panel a, log K ranges 
from -3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when log (kf + kb) = 2. For panel b, log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) in steps of 1 when log K = -2. 
 
When the equilibrium lies in favor of Y (log K = 0), the current for reduction of Ox is 
small, peak potentials are negative of the formal potential, and peak ratio > 1.  When the 
equilibrium lies in favor of Ox (log K > 0), peak currents increase, peak potentials 
approach the formal potential, and peak ratio approaches unity. 
The effect of kf + kb on the voltammogram for the CE mechanism is shown in Figure 
6.1b for log K = -2, where Y is the predominant species in solution.  Under this 
condition, the peak currents reflect the amount of conversion from Y to Ox during the 
time of the potential pulse.  At small values of log (kf + kb), i.e., log (kf + kb) ≤ 2, the 




increases, current increases, peak potentials shift negatively, and peak ratio is > 1.   When 
log (kf + kb) > 5, the wave shape appears reversible as peak ratio approaches unity; 
however, peak potentials remain shifted negative of the formal potential. 
The dependence of peak currents and peak ratio on both K and kf + kb is further 
illustrated in Figure 6.2.  Figure 6.2a shows how  fp,ΔΨ  scales with log (kf + kb) and log 
K. Figure 6.2b shows that  rp,ΔΨ  scales with log (kf + kb) and log K as well but the change 
in magnitude starts at a lower log (kf + kb) value.  When log K > 1,  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  are 
independent of log (kf + kb) and are equal to the value expected for a reversible process.  
Figure 6.2c illustrates the peak ratios for a CE process are ≥ 1 and sensitive to log (kf + 
kb) at log K ≤ 0.  It is important to note that Figure 6.2a is identical to previously reported 
trends for SWV.2, 7  The data presented in Figures 6.2b and 6.2c are only available with 
CSWV. 
The effect of log (kf + kb) and log K on peak potentials and peak separation for the CE 
mechanism is shown in Figure 6.3.  When the equilibrium favors Ox (i.e. log K ≥ 0), 
peak potentials remain at the formal potential and ΔEp = 0.  When the equilibrium favors 
Y (i.e. log K < 0) and log (kf + kb) > 0, peak potentials shift negatively with log (kf + kb); 
the magnitude is dependent upon K and kf + kb.  Subsequently, for the same values of K 
and kf + kb, ΔEp increases to a maximum and then decreases with log (kf + kb); the 


































log (kf + kb)  
Figure 6.2.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ , and c) peak ratio when 
amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and increment = 10 mV. Log K ranges from -3 (red) 
to 3 (purple) in steps of 1. 
 
Figure 6.4 presents the impact of K and kf + kb on peak width.  For K ≥ 1, both W1/2, f 
and W1/2, r are independent of log (kf + kb) and equal to the value for a reversible 
mechanism.  When K < 1, W1/2, f increases to a maximum and decreases with log (kf + 
kb); the magnitude is dependent upon log K.  In contrast, W1/2, r decreases to a minimum 
and increases with log (kf + kb) where the magnitude is dependent on K.  While the trends 
in pΔΨ  and Ep as a function of K and kf + kb suggest the utility of CSWV in identifying 
the presence of a chemical reaction preceding the electron transfer, they do not provide a 



































log (kf + kb)  
Figure 6.3.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) peak separation when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and increment = 10 mV. Log K ranges from -3 (red) 




























log (kf + kb)  
Figure 6.4.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and increment = 10 mV. Log K ranges from -3 (red) to 3 (purple) in 
steps of 1. 
 
6.2.3 Effect of Period (τ)  
The effect of period on the voltammogram for the CE mechanism is shown in Figure 
6.5.  As period increases, peak currents decrease, and peak potentials shift negatively 
(Figure 6.5a).  Ep,f and Ep,r are ~ E0 at short periods but shift negatively with increasing 
period; peak potential separation is initially zero increasing to ~10 mV and then collapses 











































log Period  
Figure 6.5.  The impact of period on the shape of the voltammogram when amplitude = 
50 mV, increment = 10 mV, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) = 2.  Panel a): Period ranges 
from 1 ms (red) to 5 s (brown). Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) 
and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  Panel d): Peak ratio (red). 
 

rp,ΔΨ is decreases more rapidly than  fp,ΔΨ  though both decrease curvilinearly with 




As period increases, the peak ratio increases from 2.0 to 2.4 before decreasing to unity.  
This trend is similar to that observed in CV since increasing period decreases the 
potential sweep rate and lengthens the time window for the conversion of Y to Ox.1 
The impact of K on the relationship between peak ratio and period is shown in Figure 
6.6a for log (kf + kb) equal to 2.  When log K ≥ 1, peak ratio is unity and independent of 
period.  Over these log K values, the equilibrium lies in favor of Ox, and the peak ratio is 
identical to that for reversible mechanism.  When log K = 0, peak ratio decreases with 
period.  When log K < 0, peak ratio increases to a maximum and then decreases with 
period; the apex of the curve is dependent upon K.  Figure 6.6b presents the relationship 
between ratioΔΨ  and log period as log (kf + kb) is varied from -3 to 6 and log K = -2 (the 
orange trace in panel a).  Vertical sectioning of this contour plot at any value of period 
reveals that as log (kf + kb) increases, ratioΔΨ  rises from 1 to a maximum before falling 
back to 1.  Similarly, horizontal sectioning of this contour plot reveals that as period 
increases, ratioΔΨ  may increase, decrease, or rise to a maximum before falling, depending 
upon on the log (kf + kb). 
Figure 6.7 demonstrates that the apex in ratioΔΨ versus log period trace depends both 
on log K and log (kf + kb).  To facilitate the review of the evidence supporting this 
statement, two variations of Figure 6.7 are provided; one that overlays ratioΔΨ  vs. log 
period traces for specific kf + kb values (Figure 6.7) and another presenting the same 
evidence in contour plot format (Figure 6.8).  Close inspection of these figures reveals 
that an apex in the ratioΔΨ - log period trace is observed over all values of log K except 




results presented in these figure, it is demonstrated that the magnitude of the ratioΔΨ  apex 
depends only on K; the period value at which the apex is observed depends upon kf + kb.  













































log K  
Figure 6.6.  The impact of period on the peak ratio as a function of log K and log (kf + kb) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV.  Panel a illustrates the relationship 
between ratioΔΨ  and period as log K is varied from -3 (red) to 3 (purple), and log (kf + kb) 
= 2.  Panel b presents the relationship between ratioΔΨ  and period as log (kf + kb) is varied 
from -3 to 6 and log K = -2 (the orange trace in panel a).  Panel c relates the maximum in 

ratioΔΨ  versus log K.  This panel is a working curve enabling determination of log K 









































Figure 6.7.  The impact of period on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV and increment 
= 10 mV.   
 
Clearly, the dependence of peak ratio on period is an important indicator of a CE 
mechanism. This mechanism is indicated when the peak ratio ≥ 1 and varies with period.  
To experimentally determine K and kf + kb, a plot of peak ratio versus log period should 
be constructed and examined.  If an apex in the ratioΔΨ - log period curve is observed, the 
value of K is directly obtained from the magnitude of the apex using the working curve 







































































































































































































Figure 6.8.  The impact of period on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 to 6 for log K = -2 (panel a), -1.5 (panel b), -1 (panel c), -0.5 (panel d), and 0 (panel e) when 
amplitude = 50 mV and increment = 10 mV.  
 
Log (kf + kb) is then determined by identifying the period at which the apex occurs in the 




presented in a given panel or between panels may be necessary.  If an apex in the ratioΔΨ - 
log period curve is not observed, both K and kf + kb can be estimated from overlaying the 
trace onto the best fitting trace in Figure 6.7.  In this situation, additional simulations at 
other log K and log (kf + kb) values than those reported in Figure 6.7 may be required for 
refinement of initial estimates. 
The effect of period on peak current for a fixed value of K while kf + kb is varied is 
shown in Figure 6.9.  When the rate of conversion of Y to Ox is slow, both  fp,ΔΨ  and 



















Figure 6.9.  The impact of period on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 
increment = 10 mV, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
When the rate of conversion of Y to Ox is very fast (e.g. log (kf + kb) = 6), peak currents 




rates of conversion, peak currents are curvilinearly related to period-1/2 and increase with 
log (kf + kb).  Thus, a curvilinear relationship between peak current and period-1/2 is a 
second indicator of a coupled chemical reaction. 
The effect of K, kf + kb, and period on Ep,f and Ep,r is shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11, 
respectively.  When the equilibrium lies heavily in favor of Y, i.e. log K ≤ -2, (see panels 
a & b) and when log (kf + kb) ≤ -2, peak potentials equal E0 and are unaffected by period.  
When log (kf + kb) > -2, Ep,f and Ep,r shift negatively with period; the magnitude of the 
shift is dependent upon kf + kb.  When -1 ≤ log K ≤ 0, (see panels c & d) and at slow rates 
of conversion, Ep,f and Ep,r remain at E0 and are independent of period.   At intermediate 
rates of conversion i.e. -2 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 4, peak potentials shift negatively with period; 
the magnitude of the shift is dependent upon kf + kb.  At fast rates of conversion, i.e., 
when log (kf + kb) ≥ 5, both Ep,f and Ep,r become invariant with period and are shifted 
negatively from E0 by an amount determined by K.  When the equilibrium lies heavily in 
favor of Ox, i.e. log K ≥ 1, (panels e & f), peak potentials equal E0 regardless of period 
and the magnitude of log (kf + kb).  Thus, a third indicator of a CE mechanism is the 







































log Period  
Figure 6.10.  The impact of period on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV and increment = 10 












































Figure 6.11.  The impact of period on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV and increment = 10 
mV.   
 
When varying period, several differences can be identified between the CE and 




(except when the equilibrium lies in favor of Ox) and remain at E0 for the reversible case.  
Current is curvilinearly related to period-1/2 for the CE case and linearly related to period-
1/2 reversible case.  Peak ratios are ≥ 1 with period for the CE case but are always unity 
for the reversible case.  Readers are reminded that all trends for the CE case are 
dependent on K, kf, and kb.  Thus, given these differences in the trends for the two 
mechanisms, variation of period can be used to distinguish between the reversible and CE 
mechanisms. 
Similarly, when varying period, several differences can be identified between a 
coupled chemical reaction preceding (CE) and following (EC) the electron transfer.  Peak 
potentials shift negatively from E0 with period for the CE case and positively for the EC 
case.  Current is curvilinearly related to period-1/2 for both cases.  Peak ratios vary with 
period for both mechanisms; peak ratios are ≥ 1 for the CE case and ≤ 1 for the EC case.  
Thus, systematic variation in period affords ready differentiation between a CE and EC 
mechanism. 
6.2.4 Effect of Increment (δE)         
The effect of increment on the voltammogram for a CE mechanism is shown in Figure 
6.12a.  Ep,f and Ep,r are both negative of E0 and shift positively with increasing increment 
though Ep,f shifts less than Ep,r (Figure 6.12b).  Thus, the peak separation is initially 10 
mV and decreases with increasing increment.  fp,ΔΨ  decreases slightly with increment 
while  rp,ΔΨ increases with increment (Figure 6.12c).  Relative changes in peak currents 




comparable to that observed in CV since the effective potential sweep rate scales with 
increment and shortens the time window for the conversion of Y to Ox. 






































Increment (mV)  
Figure 6.12.  The impact of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) = 2.  Panel a): Increment ranges from 1 mV (red), 5 mV (orange), 10 mV (yellow), 15 mV (green), and 
20 mV (cyan). Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  





Figure 6.13 presents the effect of increment and K on peak ratio when kf + kb is held 
constant.  When log K = -3, peak ratio decreases slightly with increment.  For -2 ≤ log K 
≤ 0, peak ratio increases with increment though the value of peak ratio depends on K.  
When log K > 0, peak ratio is unaffected by increment as the equilibrium favors Ox, 
appearing as a reversible reaction.  











Increment (mV)  
Figure 6.13.  The impact of increment on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) 
to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and log (kf + kb) = 2.    
The effect of K, kf + kb, and increment on peak ratio is shown in Figure 6.14.  When 
the equilibrium lies heavily in favor of Y, i.e. log K ≤ -2 (panels a & b) peak ratio ranges 
from 1 to 3.5 depending upon increment and log (kf + kb).  At slow rates of conversion 
from Y to Ox, the peak ratio is unaffected by increment.  At intermediate rates i.e. -1 ≤ 
log (kf + kb) ≤ 2, peak ratio decreases with increment but scales with kf.  At fast rates of 
conversion i.e. log (kf + kb) > 2, peak ratio increases with increment but decreases with 
increasing log (kf + kb).  For -1 ≤ log K ≤ 1 (panels c to d) and log (kf + kb) ≤ -2 or when 
log (kf + kb) > 3 peak ratio is unaffected by increment.  At -2 < log (kf + kb) ≤ 3, the trend 




lies heavily in favor of Ox, i.e. log K ≥ 1 (panels e & f), peak ratio is unaffected by 
increment regardless of K and kf + kb.   
The effect of increment on peak current as a function of kf + kb is shown in Figure 
6.15.  The magnitudes of both  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  increase in proportion to kf + kb.   fp,ΔΨ is 
invariant of increment over all values of kf + kb whereas  rp,ΔΨ increases slightly with 
increment for log (kf + kb) ≥ 2 and either decreases slightly or is unaffected by increment 



































Increment (mV)  
Figure 6.14.  The impact of increment on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV and 


























Increment (mV)  
Figure 6.15.  The impact of increment on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 
period = 50 ms, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
Ep,f and Ep,r are related K, kf + kb, and increment as shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17.  
When the equilibrium lies heavily in favor of Y, i.e. log K = -3 & -2 (panels a & b in both 
figures) and log (kf + kb) ≥ -2, peak potentials shift positively with increment; the 
magnitude and the shift depends on kf + kb.  When -2 ≤ log K ≤ -1 (panels c & d in both 
figures), peak potential is invariant with increment when log (kf + kb) ≤ -1 and when log 
(kf + kb) ≥ 5 at values dictated by log (kf + kb).  Intermediate values shift positively with 
increment though the magnitude and shift depend on (kf + kb).  When the equilibrium lies 
heavily in favor of Ox, i.e. log K ≥ 1 (panels e & f in both figures), peak potential 




In comparing the trends for the CE and reversible cases as a function of increment, 
several differences can be identified.  Peak potentials shift positively towards E0 with 
increment for the CE case but remain at E0 for the reversible case; the magnitude of the 






































Increment (mV)  
Figure 6.16.  The impact of increment on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV and period = 










































Increment (mV)  
Figure 6.17.  The impact of increment on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV and period = 
50 ms.   
 
Peak currents increase slightly with increment for the CE case but are unaffected by 
increment for the reversible.  Peak ratios are ≥ 1 and vary with increment for the CE case 




K, kf, and kb.  Hence, the systematic variation of increment can be used to discern 
between the reversible and CE mechanisms. 
Similarly, when varying increment, several differences can be identified between a CE 
and EC mechanism.  Peak potentials shift positively towards E0 with increment for the 
CE case and negatively for the EC case.  Peak currents increase to a small extent with 
increment for the CE case and to a much larger extent for the EC case.  Peak ratios vary 
with increment for both mechanisms; peak ratios are ≥ 1 for the CE case and ≤ 1 for the 
EC case.  Thus, systematic variation in increment enables discrimination between a CE 
and EC mechanism. 
6.2.5 Effect of Switching Potential (Eλ)  
Switching potential (relative to E0) greatly affects the voltammogram for a CE 
mechanism as shown in Figure 6.18a.  Ep,f remains constant as Eλ is varied though Ep,r 
shifts slightly positive as Eλ approaches E0 (Figure 6.18b).   fp,ΔΨ  is unaffected by Eλ -
while  rp,ΔΨ decreases as Eλ approaches E0 (Figure 6.18c).  Subsequently, peak ratio 
decreases as Eλ approaches E0 (Figure 6.18d). 
The effect of K and Eλ on peak ratio is shown in Figure 6.19.  For cases in which the 
equilibrium favors Y, i.e., K ≤ -1, peak ratio decreases as Eλ approaches E0.  When log K 
≥ 0, peak ratio is invariant with switching potential.   
The effect of K, kf + kb, and Eλ on peak ratio is shown in Figure 6.20.  When the 
equilibrium lies heavily in favor of Y, i.e. log K ≤ -3 (panel a) and log (kf + kb) ≤ -2, peak 
ratio is unaffected by Eλ.  Peak ratio decreases as Eλ approaches E0 log (kf + kb) > -2.  For 




whereas intermediate values of log (kf + kb) cause peak ratios to decrease as Eλ -
approaches E0.  


































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 6.18.  The impact of switching potential on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) = 2.  Panel a): Switching potential ranges from 1000 mV (red), 900 mV (orange), 800 mV 
(yellow), 700 mV (green), 600 mV (cyan),  500 mV (blue), 400 mV (purple), 300 mV 
(magenta), 200 mV (light gray), and 100 mV (dark gray).  Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r 





When the equilibrium lies heavily in favor of Ox, i.e. log K ≥ 1 (panels e & f), peak ratio 
is nearly unaffected by Eλ.   
Figure 6.21 presents the effects of Eλ and kf + kb on peak currents when log K is 
constant.   fp,ΔΨ  (Figure 6.21a) is invariant of Eλ unless Eλ occurs before the current 
returns to baseline; the magnitude of  fp,ΔΨ depends on kf + kb.   rp,ΔΨ  (Figure 6.21b) 
decreases as Eλ approaches E0 with some values of  rp,ΔΨ approaching zero.  Like  fp,ΔΨ , 
the magnitude of current depends on kf + kb. 















Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 6.19.  The impact of switching potential on the peak ratio as log K is varied from 
-3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and log (kf + kb) = 2.    
Peak potential trends with Eλ, K, and kf + kb are shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23.  Ep,f 
is invariant of Eλ unless Eλ occurs before the current returns to baseline.  The value of Ep,f 
depends on kf + kb and K.  Ep,r remains at E0 regardless of K and Eλ for log (kf + kb) ≤ 1 
(Figure 6.23 all panels).  Ep,r approaches E0 as Eλ approaches E0 when log K < 1 and log 
(kf + kb) > 1 (panels a to d); the value of Ep,r depends on kf + kb and K.  When log K ≥ 1 




There are contrasting trends for the effect of switching potential on the 
voltammograms of the reversible and CE cases.  Peak potentials are displaced from E0 but 
remain essentially constant with the variation of switching potential CE mechanism; Ep,f 





































Figure 6.20.  The impact of switching potential on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, 





Peak currents are unaffected by switching potential for the reversible case. 
 fp,Ψ is unaffected by switching potential for the CE case but the magnitude of 
depends on K, kf, and kb.   rp,Ψ may increase with Eλ.  Subsequently, peak ratio increases 
with switching potential for the CE case while it is invariant for the reversible case.  This 
trend is observed because as Eλ increases, the number of potential steps past E0 increases.  
Conversion of Y to Ox to Red occurs on each step past E0 and consequently the net 
current on the reverse sweep grows with Eλ.  Thus, the effect of switching potential on 
























Figure 6.21.  The impact of switching potential on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 





Varying switching potential also affords discrimination between a CE and EC 
mechanism.  Peak potentials are displaced from E0 but remain essentially constant with 












































Figure 6.22.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, 





 fp,Ψ is unaffected by switching potential for both CE and EC.  However,  rp,Ψ  
decreases as the switching potential moves towards E0 for the CE case and increases for 











































Figure 6.23.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 
(red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, 






Peak ratios are ≥ 1 for the CE case and decrease as Eλ approaches E0 whereas peak 
ratios ≤ 1 for the EC case and increase as Eλ approaches E0.  Thus, systematic variation in 
switching potential distinguishes a CE from an EC mechanism.   
It should be noted that for the CE mechanism, the results obtained by CSWV will not 
be equivalent to those obtained by conventional SWV followed by a reverse scan.  
Significant differences in the magnitude of the reverse peak (and consequently, peak 
ratio) will occur with any delay between the completion of the forward and the initiation 
of the reverse scans in SWV or if the working electrode potential is momentarily 
uncontrolled in between the two scans. The former will result in an increase in the 
effective switching potential.  The latter will cause changes in the concentrations of Red 
and Ox at the electrode surface prior to the initiation of the reverse scan.  In either case, 
significant differences in the reverse peak current and peak current ratios will be 
obtained. 
6.2.6 Effect of Amplitude (ESW)   
The effect of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram is shown in Figure 6.24a.  
As amplitude increases, Ep,f shifts negatively by a few mV while Ep,r shifts negatively by 
more than 40 mV (see Figure 6.24b).  Both  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ increase with amplitude 
though  rp,ΔΨ increases more rapidly than  fp,ΔΨ (Figure 6.24c).  As a result, peak ratio 
decreases with amplitude, as shown in Figure 6.24d. 
The relationship between peak ratio and amplitude depends on K.  This is shown in 
Figure 6.25 for an intermediate rate of conversion of Y to Ox.  When the equilibrium 




peak ratio depends on K.  When the equilibrium favors Ox i.e. K ≥ 0, peak ratio is nearly 
unity, remaining constant and unaffected by amplitude.   











































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 6.24.  The impact of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram when 
increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) = 2.  Panel a): Amplitude ranges from 10 mV (red), 20 mV (orange), 30 mV (yellow), 40 mV (green), 
50 mV (cyan),  60 mV (blue), 70 mV (purple), 80 mV (magenta), and 90 mV (light gray).  
Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  Panel d): 





The effect of K, kf + kb, and amplitude on peak ratio is shown in Figure 6.26.  When Y 
is favored in the equilibrium, i.e., when log K ≤ 0 (panels a-d), peak ratios decrease or 
remain constant, dependent upon kf + kb.   When the equilibrium favors Ox, i.e. log K ≥ 
1, peak ratio is unaffected by kf + kb. 
The impact of amplitude and kf + kb on  fp,ΔΨ and  rp,ΔΨ are shown in Figure 6.27a and 
6.27b, respectively.  Both peak currents increase with amplitude; however, the magnitude 
of the peak current and the span of the current range depend markedly on kf + kb. 












Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 6.25.  The impact of amplitude on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) 
to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and log (kf + kb) = 2.  
Figures 6.28 and 6.29 present the impact of amplitude on peak potentials as a function 
of log (kf + kb) and log K.  Over the entire range in log K and log (kf + kb), Ep,f shifts 
negatively by less than 15 mV with increasing amplitude.  However, the position of Ep,f 
relative to E0 depends on log (kf + kb) and log K (see Figure 6.28).  For a given log K, Ep,f 
shifts negative of E0 with increasing log (kf + kb).  Similarly, for a given log (kf + kb), Ep,f 




much as 60 mV with increasing amplitude.  The position of Ep,r relative to E0 also 
depends on log (kf + kb) and log K (see Figure 6.29). 
Several contrasting trends can be identified when comparing the CE and reversible 
mechanisms.  For a reversible mechanism peak potentials occur at E0 and are independent 
of amplitude.  For the CE mechanism, peak potentials are negatively shifted from E0 by 
an amount that depends on log (kf + kb) and log K; the shift in Ep,r is greater than the shift 


































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 6.26.  The impact of amplitude on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when increment = 10 mV and 
period = 50 ms.   
 
Peak currents increase with amplitude for both cases, but the increase is dependent upon 
K, kf, and kb for the CE mechanism.  Peak ratios are greater than one for the CE 




always unity for the reversible case.  Thus, the reversible and CE mechanisms can be 

























Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 6.27.  The impact of amplitude on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when increment = 10 mV, 
period = 50 ms, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
Varying amplitude also affords discrimination between a CE and EC mechanism 
because the peak potentials shift in opposite directions (positively from E0 for EC and 
negatively for CE).  Peak ratios are greater than one for the CE mechanism and decrease 
towards unity with increasing amplitude whereas they are either less than unity or 
increase towards unity for the EC mechanism.  Thus, systematic variation of amplitude 
enables one to discern between coupled chemical reactions that precede or follow the 












































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 6.28.  The impact of amplitude on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when increment = 10 mV and period = 

















































Figure 6.29.  The impact of amplitude on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when increment = 10 mV and period = 









The peak currents, potentials and shapes of cyclic square wave voltammograms for the 
CE mechanism have been shown to be a complex function K, kf + kb, increment, period, 
switching potential and amplitude.  The effects of these empirical parameters on the 
voltammograms for this mechanism are summarized in Table 6.1.  The diagnostic criteria 
presented in this table will enable rapid identification of CE mechanisms (with both 
reversible and irreversible coupled chemical reactions) using CSWV so long as the 
equilibrium [Y] ≥ [Ox], i.e. -3 < log K ≤ 0.  Within this range, peak current, peak ratio, 
and peak potential variation with the empirical parameters investigated herein afford 
measure of the rate of conversion from Y to Ox within the time period of the potential 






Table 6.1. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing a CE Electrode Reaction by CSWV 







Switching potential,  
Eλ 
Amplitude, 
 ESW  Plot Trace Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs. τ-1/2 
Decreases linearly or 
curvilinearly with 
increasing period (see 
Figures 6.5c and 6.9) 
ΔIp vs. δE 
ΔIp,f is invariant with δE;  ΔIp,r may increase or be invariant with δE 
depending upon log K 
and log (kf + kb) (see Figure 6.12c and 6.15) 
ΔIp vs. Eλ 
ΔIp,f  is invariant with Eλ; ΔIp,r decreases as  Eλ approaches E0 (see 
Figure 6.18c and 
6.21) 
ΔIp vs. ESW 
ΔIp,f and ΔIp,r  increase with ESW (see Figure 6.24c 
and 6.27) 
Peak ratio  Peak ratio 
vs. τ-1/2 
Is greater than or 
equal to unity. May 
be curvilinearly 
related to period 
depending upon log K 





Is greater than or equal 
to unity. May be 
curvilinearly related to 
increment depending 





invariant as Eλ approaches E0 
depending upon log 
K and log (kf + kb). (see Figures 6.18d, 




Decreases or is 
invariant with ESW depending upon log 
K and log (kf + kb). (see Figure 6.24d 
and 6.26) 
Peak potentials  Ep vs. log τ 
 
Shifts negatively with 
increasing period (see 
Figure 6.5b, 6.10, and 
6.11); Magnitude of 
displacement of Ep from E0 depends upon 
log K and log (kf + kb). 
Ep vs. δE 
Shifts positively towards 
E0 or is invariant with 
increasing δE; 
Magnitude of 
displacement of Ep from E0 depends upon log K 
and log (kf + kb). (see Figure 6.12b, 6.16, and 
6.17) 
Ep vs. Eλ 
Ep,f is unaffected by Eλ; Ep,r shifts slightly positive (see 
Figure 6.18b, 6.22, 
and 6.23) Magnitude 
of displacement of 
Ep from E0 depends upon log K and log 
(kf + kb). 
Ep vs. ESW 
Ep shifts negatively with ESW; shift   magnitude depends 
on log K and log 
(kf + kb). (see Figure 6.24b, 6.28, 
and 6.29) 
Peak separation  ∆Ep vs.  log τ 
 
Generally unaffected 
by period (see Figure 
6.5b)  
∆Ep vs. δE 
Slight decrease for low 
δE values but generally 
invariant with δE 
∆Ep vs. Eλ 
Generally 
unaffected or slight 
decrease as Eλ approaches E0 
∆Ep vs. ESW 
Increases with ESW for some values of 
log (kf + kb) but otherwise is 
invariant with ESW Peak widths W1/2 vs. τ-1/2 
Generally unaffected 
by period 
W1/2 vs. δE 
Generally unaffected by 
δE 
W1/2 vs. Eλ 
Generally invariant 
as Eλ approaches E0 
W1/2 vs. ESW 
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THE ECcat AND EqCcat MECHANISMS 
 
Reproduced with permission from ACS Catalysis, submitted for publication. Unpublished 
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7.1 Introduction 
Electrocatalysis is foundational to solving current challenges in sequestration 
oxidation of CO, improving fuel cell efficiency, and the transformation of CO2 into 
useful organic chemicals.1-4 The term electrocatalysis describes several different 
processes.1, 5  In some instances, the term refers to electrode reactions in which the 
electrode material is chemically involved in the catalytic process. An example of this is 
oxygen reduction at a platinum electrode.4  The term also refers to electrode materials or 
coatings that increase the rate of reaction that involves an exchange of electrons.  Fuel 
cells are an example of this as electrocatalysts are needed at both the anode and the 
cathode to carry out the oxidation of H2 (and reduction of O2) at a reasonable rate. 
Electrocatalytic reactions include homogeneous2 or heterogeneous6 and inner or outer 
sphere charge transfer reactions.7, 8  In this chapter, the term is used to describe a 
chemical reaction in which a homogeneous irreversible chemical reaction regenerates a 
species undergoing a heterogeneous electron transfer at an electrode surface. 
This electrocalytic mechanism has been the subject of considerable interest by 
electrochemists over the past five decades.9-22   Though many reports have been 
published, seldom is it used in the greater scientific community for mechanistic 




ECcat mechanism as well as the case where the heterogeneous electron transfer step is 
kinetically limiting, i.e. EqCcat mechanism.  This evaluation involves examination of 
theoretical voltammograms following systematic variation of empirical parameters for 
CSWV, i.e. period, increment, switching potential, and amplitude.  Changes in the 
voltammogram characteristic of this electrode reaction are identified and form the basis 
of diagnostic criteria for recognition of an electrocatalytic mechanism.   
 
7.2 Results and Discussion 
7.2.1 Theory 
The general reaction pathway for an electrocatalytic mechanism, ECcat, is:  
RedneOx         (7.1) 
Z'OxZRed        (7.2) 
where Red, the product of the electron transfer, undergoes a homogeneous electron 
transfer reaction with Z to regenerate Ox.6, 23-28  In chapter work, the concentration of Z is 
assumed to be at least three orders of magnitude higher than the concentration of Ox so 
that the reaction can be treated as a pseudo-first order following chemical reaction,19 i.e. 
RedneOx         (7.3) 
OxRed   apparentk       (7.4) 
The rate of the reaction can be expressed as  
rate = kapparent[Red]    (7.5) 
where the apparent rate constant kapparent = kcatalytic[Z]n in L mol-1sec-1, and kcatalytic is the 
rate constant for the catalytic reaction in sec-1.  The derivation of an equation that enables 




Expressions for the concentrations of Ox and Red as a function of time and distance from 
the electrode are found using Laplace transformations following application of the 
boundary conditions. These expressions are related by the Nernst equation for a 









Ox0applied     (7.6) 
where n = number of electrons transferred, F = Faraday constant, A = area of the 
electrode, R = gas constant, T = temperature in Kelvin, E = applied potential, E0 = formal 
potential for the electron transfer reaction, DOx = diffusion coefficient of Ox (cm2/sec), 
DRed = diffusion coefficient of Red (cm2/sec), COx (0, t) = concentration of Ox at the 
electrode surface and any time t, and CRed (0, t) = concentration of Red at the electrode 
surface and any time t. Numerical approximation of the resultant integral equations were 
performed in the same manner put forth by Nicholson and Olmstead.29  The final 











 Ψ      (7.7) 
where τ = period in s, m is the dimensionless current for each time increment with the 
serial number m, and 
    0applied EERTnFexpε       (7.8) 
When the electron transfer step is kinetically controlled, the general reaction pathway for 








OxRed   apparentk      (7.10) 
where k1 is the forward rate constant (cm/sec), k2 is the reverse rate constant (cm/sec), 
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)EnF(Eα-1 exp k = k
0
applied02                (7.12) 
The derivation of the equation used to compute theoretical voltammograms for this EqCcat 
mechanism followed similar lines as above except that the surface concentrations of Ox 
and Red are related by the Erdy-Gruz and Volmer equation for a quasi-reversible electron 
transfer 28, 30: 
   t)(0,CDεt)(0,CDεkDD nFAi(t) RedRedOxOxα0α/2Red/2α1Ox     (7.13) 
where α = electron transfer coefficient.  Based on this equation and the numerical 
approximation of Nicholson and Olmstead29 the following final equation used to compute 










































7.2.2 Effect of kapparent 
The voltammetric features characteristic of a reversible reaction are: Ep,f = Ep,r = E0,  
ΔEp = 0,   fp,ΔΨ =  rp,ΔΨ ,  fp,rp, ΔΨΔΨ = unity, W1/2,f = W1/2,r = 126 mV/n.  In contrast, 
when the electron transfer reaction is coupled to a following irreversible reaction, i.e. an 
ECirrev mechanism, the characteristic voltammetric features are Ep,f and Ep,r are shifted 
positively from E0,  fp,ΔΨ ≥  rp,ΔΨ , and  fp,rp, ΔΨΔΨ ≤ unity.  Figure 7.1a illustrates the 
effect of the rate of the catalytic reaction following electron transfer on the shape of the 
voltammogram.  Regardless of the magnitude of kapparent, peak potentials remain at E0, 
ΔEp = 0 mV and peak widths ~ 126 mV.  While peak currents depend upon the rate of the 
catalytic reaction, peak ratios are equal to unity and independent of kapparent.  Thus, when 
compared to the voltammogram for a reversible reaction, the presence of the following 
catalytic reaction impacts the magnitude of  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ .  When compared to the 
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Figure 7.1.  Panel a: The effect of kapparent on the shape of the voltammogram when period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and log kapparent = -3 (red) to 6 
(dark gray) in decades.  Panel b:  log  fp,ΔΨ vs. log kapparent. 
 
Figure 7.1b presents a correlation of  fp,ΔΨ  with kapparent under a fixed set of empirical 
parameters (τ = 50 ms, δE = 10 mV, and ESW = 50 mV).  For log kapparent ≤ 0,  fp,ΔΨ  is 
equivalent to the value observed for the reversible mechanism.  For log kapparent > 0, 

fp,ΔΨ  increases exponentially.  An identical trend is observed for  rp,ΔΨ . Thus, the 
experimenter has but two choices in distinguishing the catalytic reaction from the 
reversible reaction: by comparing voltammograms acquired in the presence and absence 
of Z and/or by comparing currents at the end of the individual potential pulses.23-28, 31-35 
Discriminating between these two mechanisms by the latter comparison is illustrated in 




potential transition into a superimposable sigmoidal wave.  The sigmoidal wave shape is 
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Figure 7.2.  The effect of kapparent on the individual currents on the forward sweep.  Black trace denotes the current at the end of the cathodic potential pulse; red trace denotes the 
current at the end of the anodic potential pulse when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 
mV, and period = 50 ms. Panel a presents the individual pulse voltammograms for a 
reversible mechanism.  Panel b through f presents the corresponding voltammogram 
when log kapparent = -3, -1, 1, 2, 6, respectively.   
7.2.3 Effect of Period (τ) 
In SWV and CSWV, the effective potential sweep rate is increment divided by period.  
Thus, increasing period is equivalent to decreasing the potential sweep rate and 
consequently, increasing the time window for the catalytic reaction to occur. The effect 
of period on the voltammogram for the ECcat mechanism is shown in Figure 7.3a for log 




mV, and peak widths are ~ 126 mV/n.  The peak currents diminish with increasing period 
while the peak ratio is constant and equal to unity.  Figure 7.3b presents the dependence 
of pΔΨ  on both period and kapparent.  When log kapparent ≥ 4, pΔΨ  is invariant with period.  
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Figure 7.3.  Panel a: The effect of period on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, log kapparent = 2, and period = 1 ms (red),  2 ms (orange), 5 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms, 50 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, 500 ms, 1 s, 2 s, and 5 s (dark 
gray).  Panel b:  The effect of kapparent on the relationship between pΔΨ and period-1/2 and 
log kapparent = -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) in decades.  
When 1 < log kapparent < 4, pΔΨ  is linear with period-1/2 at short periods and invariant at 
long periods.  pΔΨ  becomes invariant with period when the shape of the forward and 
reverse pulse voltammograms is sigmoidal (see Figure 7.2).  For comparison, pΔΨ  is 




illustrates how systematic variation in period provides a second way to distinguish the 
ECcat from the reversible mechanism. 
The trends associated with systematic variation of period for the ECirrev mechanism 
are: both Ep,f and Ep,r shift positively with period.  fp,ΔΨ is linear with period-1/2 and  rp,ΔΨ  
is curvilinear with period-1/2 and peak ratio decreases with period.  Hence, variation of 
period can be used to discern between ECcat and ECirrev mechanisms.   
7.2.4 Effect of Increment (δE) 
Figure 7.4 shows the effect of increment on the voltammogram for the ECcat 
mechanism.  As increment is increased, Ep remains at E0, and ΔEp = 0 mV.  pΔΨ  is 
constant with increment though the magnitude is dependent upon kapparent.  Peak ratio 
remains constant at unity with the variation of increment.  W1/2 increases with increment 
but by no more than 5 mV, which is within the error of the increment values used in the 
simulation. 










Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 7.4.  The effect of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when period = 50 





Unfortunately, increment cannot be used to discern between the ECcat and the 
reversible mechanism as peak parameter trends for two mechanisms are the same.  
However, increment can be used to discriminate between the ECcat and ECirrev cases.  
Peak potentials remain at E0 for the ECcat mechanism while peak potentials shift 
negatively toward E0 for the ECirrev case.  ΔEp = 0 mV for the ECcat mechanism while ΔEp 
decreases with increment for the ECirrev mechanism.  pΔΨ  is invariant with increment for 
the ECcat mechanism while pΔΨ increases with increment for the ECirrev case.  Thus, 
variation of increment can be used to differentiate between the ECcat and ECirrev 
mechanisms.   
7.2.5 Effect of Switching Potential (Eλ) 
Switching potential has little effect on the voltammogram for an ECcat mechanism as 
shown in Figure 7.5.  Again, Ep remains at E0, and ΔEp = 0 mV as switching potential 
approaches the formal potential.  W1/2 is invariant with switching potential.  pΔΨ  is 
constant with switching potential though the magnitude of pΔΨ  depends upon kapparent.  
Switching potential cannot be used to distinguish between the ECcat and reversible 















Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 7.5.  The effect of switching potential on the shape of the voltammogram when 
period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and the switching potential is 
moved from 1000 to 0 mV past E0. 
 
Several differences in the effect of switching potential on the voltammogram for the 
ECcat and ECirrev mechanisms can be noted.  For both mechanisms,  fp,ΔΨ , Ep,f, and Ep,r 
are unaffected by switching potential.  ΔEp is also invariant of switching potential for 
both mechanisms.  However,  rp,ΔΨ is unaffected by switching potential for the ECcat case 
whereas it increases in magnitude as the switching potential approaches E0 for the ECirrev 
case.  Peak ratio remains constant at unity for the ECcat case whereas peak ratio decreases 
the switching potential goes further negative of E0.  Thus, by inspection of  rp,ΔΨ and 
peak ratio, differences in the ECcat and the ECirrev mechanism can be used to discern these 
mechanisms. 
7.2.6 Effect of Amplitude (ESW) 
The effect of amplitude on the voltammogram for the ECcat mechanism is shown in 
Figure 7.6.  As with other empirical parameters, when amplitude is increased, Ep remains 




of the increase depend upon kapparent.  Peak ratio is independent of amplitude and remains 
at unity.  W1/2 increases from 94 to 188 mV as amplitude is increased from 10 to 90 mV 
for all values of kapparent.  Amplitude cannot be used to discern between the ECcat 
mechanism and the reversible mechanism as trends in peak parameters for each 
mechanism are identical.   
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Figure 7.6.  The effect of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram when period = 50 
ms, increment = 10 mV, log kapparent = 2, and amplitude = 10 to 90 mV in 10 mV steps. 
Inset:  The effect of kapparent on the relationship between pΔΨ and amplitude. 
 
Differences in effect of amplitude on the voltammograms enable discrimination 
between the ECcat and ECirrev mechanisms.  Ep remains at E0 for the ECcat case but shifts 
positively with amplitude for the ECirrev case.  ΔEp = 0 mV for all amplitudes in the ECcat 
case but ΔEp > 0 mV for the ECirrev case.   fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ increase equally with 
amplitude for the ECcat case; however,   fp,ΔΨ  increases more than  rp,ΔΨ with amplitude 




peak ratio ≤ 1 and increases with amplitude for the ECirrev case.  Thus, the variation of 
amplitude can lead to discerning between the ECcat and ECirrev mechanisms. 
7.2.7 Effect of Heterogeneous Kinetics (k0) 
The impact of heterogeneous kinetics on the shape of the voltammogram depends 
upon the magnitude of k0 relative to τ.  Previous investigators have treated the effects of 
SWV frequency and k0 (or period and k0) as a single dimensionless kinetic parameter.23, 
28, 37  The work within this thesis deliberately treats these quantities individually to assist 
non-specialists in interpreting the voltammetric trends and assigning the proper 
mechanism. In practice, one varies τ and determines k0 from changes in the shape of the 
voltammograms. The kinetic parameter k0 is intrinsic to the analyte undergoing an 
electron transfer reaction at a particular electrode immersed in a specific electrolyte.  It 
cannot be experimentally varied without changing the electrode and/or electrolyte.  
Theoretically, varying k0 at a fixed value of τ enables one to assess its impact on the 
shape of the voltammogram.     
The effect of k0 on the EqCcat mechanism is shown in Figure 7.7.    When the rate of 
the catalytic reaction is slow (e.g. Figure 7.7a), the voltammogram is identical to the 
quasireversible mechanism.  At log k0 ≥ -2, the voltammogram is identical to that 
obtained for a reversible process.  At log k0 < -2, Ep,f shifts negatively from E0, Ep,r shifts 
positively from E0, and thus the peak separation increases.  Similarly, p decreases and 
then levels off with decreasing k0.  The symmetry in peak potential shifts and peak 
current diminution is a function of alpha.  The reader is referred to Chapter 3 and a 
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Figure 7.7. The effect of log k0 on the shape of the voltammogram when period = 50 ms, 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, log kapprent = -3 (panel a), 1 (panel b), and 6 (panel c) and log k0 varies from -6 (red) to 2 (light gray) in steps of 1. 
 
At intermediate rates of the catalytic reaction (Figure 7.7b) and at log k0 ≥ -2, the 
voltammogram is identical to that obtained for a reversible process.  At log k0 < -2, Ep,f 
and Ep,r shift negatively from E0 while p decreases and then levels off with decreasing 
k0.  Similar trends exist at fast rates of the catalytic reaction (Figure 7.7c) except that shift 
in peak potentials commence at log k0 < 0 and shift negatively by 120 mV per decade in 











log kapparent  
Figure 7.8.  Plot of log  fp,ΔΨ  versus log kapparent as log k0 varies from -6 (red) to 2 (light 
gray) in decades when period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, and increment = 10 mV. 
 
The effect of increment, switching potential and amplitude on the shape of the 
voltammogram for kinetically-controlled electron transfers essentially mirrors that 
described above when the rate of the electron transfer step is fast.  However, systematic 
variation in period provides a straightforward means for distinguishing between the two 
mechanisms and measurement of k0.     
The effect of period on peak currents for the EqCcat mechanism is shown in Figure 7.9.  
The trends are qualitatively similar to that shown in Figure 7.3b.  p  decreases linearly 
with period-1/2 for log kapparent ≤ 0.  When 0 < log kapparent ≤ 3, p  is linearly related to 
period-1/2 at short times and invariant with period-1/2 at long times.  When log kapparent > 3, 
p  is independent of period.  Over the entire range in log kapparent, p  is proportional 
to log k0 as shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.9.  Peak ratio is unity and invariant with both 















Figure 7.9.  The effect of kapparent on the relationship between pΔΨ and period-1/2 when 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, log k0 = -3, and log kapparent = -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) in decades. 
 
The effect of period on peak potentials is a distinguishing feature between the ECcat 
and EqCcat mechanisms.  In the former case, peak potentials are independent of period.  In 
the latter case, Ep is independent of period only when log kapparent ≤ -2.  When -2 < log 
kapparent ≤ 2, Ep,f  and Ep,r shift negatively in a curvilinear fashion with log period (see 
Figure 7.10).  When log kapparent > 2, Ep,f and Ep,r shift negatively and linearly with log 
period.  Consequently, ΔEp decreases with log period for -1 ≤ log kapparent < 2; otherwise, 



































log period  
Figure 7.10.  The effect of kapparent on the relationship between peak potential and period when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, log k0 = -3, and log kapparent = -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) in decades. 
 
Several comparisons between the EqCcat mechanism and the Equasi mechanism38 can 
be made.  The relationship between p  and period-1/2 depends on kapparent for the EqCcat 
mechanism whereas p  is always linear with period-1/2 for the Equasi mechanism.  Peak 
ratio is invariant at unity with period for log k0 ≥ -3 for the EqCcat mechanism whereas 
peak ratio increases with period for the Equasi case.  Both peak potentials shift negatively 
with period (in a manner dependent on kapparent) for the EqCcat case whereas both peak 
potentials shift toward E0 for the Equasi case.  ΔEp decreases for both mechanisms though 




EqCcat and ECcat have similar trends in p  as a function of period though the 
magnitude of p  is smaller for the EqCcat case.  Peak ratio is invariant at unity with 
period for both cases so long as log k0 ≥ -3 for the EqCcat mechanism.  Peak potentials 
shift negatively with log period for the EqCcat case but remain at E0 for the ECcat case.  
Furthermore, dependent on log kapparent, ΔEp may change for EqCcat whereas ΔEp is always 
0 for the ECcat case.  Thus, the variation of period and its effect on peak parameters 
provides insight into identifying the EqCcat mechanism. The effects of the various 
parameters on the peaks for the ECcat and EqCcat mechanisms are summarized in Tables 
7.1 and 7.2.   
 
7.3 Conclusion 
In this work, the effect of variation of empirical parameters on the shape and 
magnitude of voltammograms using CSWV was completed for the ECcat mechanism.  
Trends in the peak parameters were identified and experimentally verified.  Furthermore, 
trends in peak parameters for the ECcat case were compared to that of the ECirrev case.  
Unfortunately, all trends in empirical parameters for the ECcat mechanism are identical to 
the reversible mechanism except when log kapparent is sufficiently large or the individual 
currents are analyzed.  When the electron transfer step is kinetically controlled, the 
presence of a chemical reaction following the electron transfer that catalytically 
regenerates Ox is identified by analyzing peak potential shifts as a function of period.  
While CSWV has limited value in the characterization of an ECcat mechanism, it is 
incredibly useful in identifying for chemically coupled mechanisms, e.g. EC, CE, and 




Table 7.1. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing an ECcat Electrode Reaction by CSWV  
 Empirical variables 
Waveform 
parameters 
Period, τ Increment, δE Switching potential, Eλ Amplitude, ESW 
 Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs. (period)-1/2 
ΔIp is dependent on log kapparent** (see Figure 7.3) 
ΔIp vs. δE 
Independent of δE ΔIp vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ ΔIp vs. ESW 
ΔIp increases with ESW 
Peak ratio  Peak ratio vs. log 
period 





Unity for all δE Peak 
ratio 
vs. Eλ 
Unity for all Eλ Peak ratio vs. 
ESW 
Unity for all ESW 
Peak potentials  Ep vs. log period 
 
Independent of 
period; remains at 
E0 
Ep vs. δE 
Independent of δE; 
remains at E0 
Ep vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ; remains at E0 
Ep vs. ESW 
Independent of 
ESW; remains at E0 
Peak separation  ∆Ep vs. log period 
 
Independent of 
period; ∆Ep = 0 
∆Ep vs. δE 
Independent of δE; 
∆Ep = 0 
∆Ep vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ; ∆Ep = 0 
∆Ep vs. ESW 
Independent of 
ESW; ∆Ep = 0 
Peak widths W1/2 vs. log period 
Independent of 
period 
W1/2 vs. δE 
Independent of δE W1/2 vs. Eλ 
Independent of Eλ W1/2 vs. ESW 




Table 7.2. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing an EqCcat Electrode Reaction by CSWV 
 Empirical variables 
Waveform 
parameters 
Period, τ Increment, δE Switching potential, Eλ Amplitude, ESW 
 Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs. (period)-1/2 
ΔIp is dependent on log kapparent** (see Figure 7.9) 
ΔIp vs. δE 
Slight increase with 
δE for log kapparent ≤ 0 and invariant 
otherwise; magnitude 
depends on kapparent 
ΔIp vs. Eλ 
Independent of 
Eλ; magnitude depends on log 
kapparent 
ΔIp vs. ESW 
ΔIp increases with ESW; magnitude depends on log kapparent 
Peak ratio  Peak ratio vs. log 
period 
Unity for all periods Peak 
ratio 
vs. δE 
Unity for all δE Peak 
ratio 
vs. Eλ 
Unity for all Eλ Peak ratio 
vs. 
ESW 
Unity for all ESW 
Peak potentials  Ep vs. log period 
 
Invariant when log 
kapparent ≤ -2 and shifts negatively with period 
when log kapparent > -2; magnitude of shift and 
displacement from E0 
depends on log kapparent (see Figure 7.10) 
Ep vs. δE 
Ep,f shifts negatively while Ep,r shifts slightly positive with 
δE for log kapparent ≤ 0; both are invariant with 
δE for log kapparent ≥ 1.  Displacement from E0 
for both depends on 
kapparent 
Ep vs. Eλ 
Ep,f  is independent of Eλ while Ep,r shifts slightly negative 
for log kapparent ≤ 0; displacement 
from E0 depends 
on kapparent 
Ep vs. ESW 
Ep,f shifts slightly positive and Ep,r shifts slightly negative for 
log kapparent ≤ 0; both are independent of ESW for log kapparent ≥ 1. Displacement from E0 
depends on kapparent 
Peak separation  ∆Ep vs. log period 
 
Decreases with period 
for -1 ≤ log kapparent ≤ 1 and invariant 
otherwise; magnitude 
depends on kapparent (see Figure 7.10) 
∆Ep vs. δE 
Increases negatively 
with δE for log kapparent ≤ 0; independent of δE 
and zero for log 
kapparent ≥ 1    
∆Ep vs. Eλ 
Decreases with Eλ and negative for 
log kapparent ≤ 0; independent and 
zero for log 
kapparent ≥ 1    
∆Ep vs. ESW 
Slight decrease with 
ESW and negative for log kapparent ≤ 0; independent of ESW and zero for log 
kapparent ≥ 1 
Peak widths W1/2 vs. log period 
Increases with period 
for -1 ≤ log kapparent ≤ 3 and independent 
otherwise; magnitude 
depends on kapparent 
W1/2 vs. δE 
Increases with δE for 
log kapparent ≤ 0 and invariant otherwise; 
magnitude depends on 
log kapparent 
W1/2 vs. Eλ 
Independent of 




W1/2 increases with ESW; magnitude depends on kapparent 
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THE ECE MECHANISM 
 




The ECE mechanism has been the subject of considerable interest by electrochemists 
over the past five decades.1-13  The continuing interest reflects: (1) the challenge in 
mathematically modeling the complex electrode reaction sequence involving two 
sequential heterogeneous electron transfer reactions coupled by a homogeneous 
kinetically-controlled chemical reaction(s) that may or may not involve homogeneous 
electron transfer, and (2) the advent of new electrochemical techniques to identify short 
lived intermediates and quantify reaction rates.14-19  The primary motivation educes from 
the fact that this mechanism is quite common in organic electrochemistry.20-22  Hence, 
there is a need for an electrochemical technique which provides experimenters with an 
efficient and straightforward means to identify an ECE mechanism.  This chapter 
investigates the effect of empirical parameters on the peak parameters for the ECE 
mechanism.  From this investigation, the diagnostic criteria for an ECE mechanism are 
presented as well as a protocol for experimentalists to identify the ECE mechanism and 








8.2 Results and Discussion 
8.2.1 Theory   
















where E10 is the formal potential for reduction of Ox1 and E20 is the formal potential for the 
reduction of Ox2.  For simplicity, E10 = 0 and all other potential values are referenced to it.  
This work only considers the situation where E20  ≤ E10 and denotes the difference in 
formal potentials as ∆E0 = E10 - E20.  This restriction enables discussion of the mechanism 
without considering the complication of homogeneous electron transfer 
(disproportionation4-7, 9, 23, 24) reaction, i.e. Ox1+Red2 ⇄ Red1+Ox2. 
Derivation of an equation for predicting current as a function of potential and time 
began by solving Fick’s laws of diffusion using Laplace transformations following 
application of appropriate boundary conditions for each case. Expressions for the 
concentrations of Ox1, Red1, Ox2, and Red2 are related by the Nernst equation for a 
reversible electron transfer for each redox pair: 
  t0,C t0,ClnnFRTEE 11Red
Ox01applied     (8.1) 
  t0,C t0,ClnnFRTEE 22Red





where n = number of electrons transferred, F = Faraday constant, A = area of the 
electrode, R = gas constant, T = temperature in Kelvin, Eapplied = applied potential, E0 = 
formal potential for the designated electron transfer reaction, COx1(x, t), COx2(x, t), 
CRed1(x, t), CRed2(x, t) are concentrations of Ox1, Ox2, Red1, and Red2, respectively at the 
electrode surface and any time t. Numerical approximation of the resultant integral 
equations were performed in the same manner put forth by Nicholson and Olmstead.25  


























































  (8.4) 
m22m11total ΨnΨnΨ         (8.5) 
where L = number of subintervals on each potential, kf is the rate of the chemical reaction 
in s-1, m = dimensionless current for each time increment with the serial number m, and  
   01applied1 EERTnFexpε      (8.6) 
   02applied2 EERTnFexpε     (8.7) 






8.2.2 Effect of kf.  
The impact of chemical reactions on voltammetric features depends upon the extent of 
the reaction within the time window of the measurement.  The overall effect is usually 
evaluated using a dimensionless kinetic parameter. In cyclic voltammetry (CV) this 
parameter is kf/v where v is the potential sweep rate.  In CSWV, the effective sweep rate 
is the increment ÷ period; the dimensionless kinetic parameter is kfτ.  The kf and τ 
variables have been separated to enable consideration of the empirical parameters.  In 
doing so, the theoretical trends presented directly match what experimentalists observe 
from systematic variation in period.   
At the onset, an ECE mechanism can be readily distinguished from case where the 
analyte undergoes two sequential electron transfers, i.e. the EE mechanism.  Two 
separate reversible processes are observed in the voltammogram for the EE mechanism 
so long at the ∆E0 ≥ 150 mV.  The peak potentials for each process remain at E0, peak 
currents scale linearly with τ-1/2, and peak ratios for both processes are unity.26  In cyclic 
voltammetry and CSWV, the number and magnitude of peaks observed for the ECE 
mechanism is a function of the rate of the chemical reaction interposed between the two 
electron transfers, the difference in formal potentials, and the effective potential sweep 
rate.3      Figure 8.1 presents the impact of log kf and ∆E0 on the voltammogram.  For very 
slow rates of reaction, the voltammogram is comprised of a single peak on each sweep 
direction whose shape and magnitude resembles that found for a reversible electron 
transfer reaction.  At intermediate rates (e.g. -2 < log kf < 4), the number of peaks 
observed on each sweep depends on E20 relative to E10.  Two peaks are observed on each 





peak broadens and splits into two peaks while only one peak is observed on the reverse 
sweep with increasing kf. When E20 = E10, only one peak is observed on each sweep.  At 
fast rates (e.g. log kf ≥ 4), two peaks are observed on the forward sweep and only one 
peak on the reverse sweep when E20 ≤ E10.   




















Potential (mV vs. E01)  
Figure 8.1.   Effect of kf and E  on the shape of the voltammogram when E  is -300 mV relative to E  (top panel), -100 mV (middle panel), and equal to E  (bottom panel) and 
log kf is -3 (red), -2 (orange), -1 (yellow), 0 (green), 1 (cyan), 2 (blue), 3 (purple), 4 (magenta), 5 (light gray) and 6 (dark gray).  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV.  The switching potential is 200 mV negative of 
E . 
Comparison of the voltammograms when E20 < E10 reveals that the peak potentials for 





the peak potentials for the second remain constant at E20 as shown in Figure 8.1 and more 















































log kf  
Figure 8.2. Dependence of peak currents and peak potentials on log kf for E  = -300 mV (top panels), -100 mV (middle panels), and 0 mV (bottom panels).  Parameter values are: 
period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV.  The switching potential is 200 
mV negative of E .  For the top panels:  f1p,ΔΨ  and Ep,f1 (green),  f2p,ΔΨ  and Ep,f2 (red), 

r1p,ΔΨ  and Ep,r1 (black),  r2p,ΔΨ  and Ep,r2 (blue).  For the middle and bottom panels:  

f1p,ΔΨ  and Ep,f1 (green),  f2p,ΔΨ  and Ep,f2 (red),  rp,ΔΨ  and Ep,r (gold).  Open circles 
denote the specific parameter levels for simulated data. 
 
The peak currents for the first process (both  f1p,ΔΨ  and  r1p,ΔΨ ) diminish in magnitude 





second process (both  f2p,ΔΨ  and  r2p,ΔΨ ) increase in magnitude before holding constant 
with increasing log kf (see Figure 8.2).  Similarly, comparison of the voltammograms 
when E20 = E10 (bottom panels in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2) reveals that at low to 
moderate values of log kf, one peak is observed on each sweep.  At log kf > 3, a second 
peak emerges at potentials positive of E10.  The peak current for this process remains 
constant with increasing log kf.   
A qualitative tool for identifying an ECE process with cyclic voltammetry involves 
performing multiple scans over the potential range.  The same holds true for CSWV.  For 
a reversible mechanism, there is no difference in the shape of the voltammogram on the 
first and second cycle.  However, in the presence of coupled chemical reactions, the 
difference in peak currents between the first and second scans is a function of log kf and 
∆E0.4, 6, 10, 11, 13  This is illustrated in Figure 8.3.  When E20 ≤ -100 mV, measurable 
differences in  f1p,ΔΨ  for the second relative to the first scan at log kf ≥ -1; at E20 = 0, 


























Potential (mV vs. E01)  
Figure 8.3.   Comparison of voltammograms acquired on the first (black) and second 
(red) scans for E   = -300 mV (top panel), -100 mV (middle panel), and 0 mV (bottom 
panel).  Parameter values are: log kf = 3; period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV; switching potential is 200 mV negative of E .  
 
8.2.3 Effect of Period (τ)  
The effect of period on the shape of the voltammogram is a complex function of the 
separation between E20 and E10 and log kf.  Figure 8.4 presents the impact of varying 
period on the shape of the voltammogram as a function of E20 for log kf = 3.  On both the 
forward and reverse sweeps, the peak potential for the first process shifts positively with 





mV.  In contrast, when E20 = 0, the peak potentials on both the forward and reverse 
sweeps are invariant with period at this particular value of log kf. 
Figure 8.5 presents a detailed description of the relationships between peak potentials 
and currents on period and log kf when E20 = -300 mV.   Both Ep,f1 and Ep,r1 shift 
positively by 30 mV per decade with increasing period (for log kf ≥ 0) whereas Ep,f2 and 
Ep,r2 remain essentially constant at E20.    Peak currents are proportional to the τ -1/2 over a 
wide range in log kf.   The  f1p,ΔΨ  vs. τ -1/2 trace is linear at log kf ≤ 1, curvilinear over the 
range 2 ≤ log kf ≤ 3, and again linear at log kf ≥ 4.  The slopes of the linear traces 
decrease with increasing log kf.  The ratio of  r1p,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ  ranges from 0.1 to 1 
depending upon log kf and period.  This is shown in the upper right panel of Figure 8.5 
and is comparable to the trend for an EC mechanism.27  Similarly, the ratio of  r2p,ΔΨ /

p,f2ΔΨ ranges between 1 and 2 depending upon log kf and period.  At log kf ≤ 0, this ratio 
increases to a value of two and then decreases to a value of one.  At 0 < log kf ≤ 2, the 
peak ratio decreases to a value of one over the range in period investigated herein.  For 
log kf > 2, the ratio is invariant at unity.  The trend shown in  r2p,ΔΨ / p,f2ΔΨ  is 
comparable to the trend for a CE mechanism where peak ratios > 1 reflect the amount of 
conversion of Red1 to Ox2 and subsequent reduction to Red2 over the period of the 






























Potential (mV vs. E01)  
Figure 8.4. Effect of period and E  on the shape of the voltammogram when E  is -300 mV relative to E  (top panel), -100 mV (middle panel), and equal to E  (bottom panel) 
and log kf = 3.  Parameter values are: amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, switching potential is 200 mV negative of E , and period is varied from 1 ms (red), 2 ms (orange), 5 
ms (yellow), 10 ms (green), 20 ms (cyan), 50 ms (blue), 100 ms (purple), 200 ms 
(magenta), 500 ms (dark gray), 1 s (dark gray), 2 s (black), and 5 s (brown). 
 
Finally, the ratio of  r2p,ΔΨ / p,f2ΔΨ  ranges from 0 to 1.8 depending upon log kf and period 
as shown in Figure 8.5.  The slope of the linear portions of the traces depicted in this 
panel of the figure are consistently 0.778.  Note that peak ratios presented in Figure 8.5 
are specific to the increment, amplitude and switching potential values given in the 





































































































log Period  
Figure 8.5.  Plots of peak current versus τ -1/2 and peak potentials and peak ratios versus 
log period for E  = -300 mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) using the color scheme described in the caption of Figure 8.1.  Parameter values are: 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and switching potential is 200 mV negative of 
E .  Open circles denote the specific parameter levels for simulated data.   
 
Figure 8.6 presents the relationships between peak potentials and currents on period 
and log kf when E20 = -100 mV.   Ep,f1 shifts positively by 30 mV per decade increase in 
period (for log kf ≥ 0).  Ep,f2 emerges when log kf ≥ 0, and remains essentially constant at 
E20.  This trend is not observed for Ep,r.  At log kf ≥ 3, the peak is located at E20 over all 
periods.  At log kf < 3, the peak moves from E10 to E20 as period increases.  Peak currents 
are linearly or curvilinearly related to τ -1/2 depending upon log kf.   The  f1p,ΔΨ  and 

rp,ΔΨ  vs. τ -1/2 traces are linear at log kf ≤ 1, curvilinear over the range 2 ≤ log kf ≤ 3, and 
again linear at log kf ≥ 4.  At log kf ≤ 0, the ratio of  rp,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ diminishes from 1 to 
~0.7 with increasing period until the Ep,r shifts to E20 whereupon the ratio begins to 





the forward peak separates into two.  When this occurs, the ratio  rp,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ  increases 
from 1.15 to 1.8 whereas the ratio  rp,ΔΨ / p,f2ΔΨ  decreases from 1.15 to unity with 
increasing period.   Thus, the transition in the shape of the voltammogram from one to 
two peaks on the forward sweep occurs for all log kf values but at different periods; the 
higher the log kf value, the shorter the period at which the transition occurs. Figure 8.7 
provides insight into this transition by presenting the individual and difference currents 















































































log Period  
Figure 8.6.  Plots of peak current versus τ -1/2 and peak potentials and peak ratios versus 
log period for E  = -100 mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) using the color scheme described in the caption of Figure 8.1.  Parameter values are: 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and switching potential is 200 mV negative of 











Potential (mV vs E01)  
Figure 8.7.  The effect of period on the individual and difference currents when log kf = 1, E  = -100 mV, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, switching potential is -300 
mV, and period: a) 5 ms, b) 50 ms, c) 500 ms, and d) 5000 ms.  Difference currents 
(black); individual currents: forward sweep (blue), reverse sweep (red); odd numbered 
pulses (dashed), even numbered pulses (dotted). 
 
Figure 8.8 presents the relationships between peak potentials and currents on period 
and log kf when E20 = 0 mV.  Ep,f remains at E10 until log kf ≥ 3 when both Ep,f1 and Ep,f2 
are resolved. At this point, Ep,f1 shifts positively by 30 mV per decade with increasing 
period.  Ep,f2 remains at E20.  Ep,r remains essentially constant at 0 mV over the entire 
range in log kf.   f1p,ΔΨ  vs. τ -1/2 is linear for all log kf values.  However, the slopes of the 
traces marginally vary with log kf.  The ratio of  rp,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ  ranges from 0.9 to 1.0 
depending upon log kf and period until Ep,f1 and Ep,f2 are resolved.  At this point, the ratio 





kf ≤ -1, the peak width is invariant with period and equivalent to that for a reversible 
process.  At all other values of log kf, the W1/2,f increases with period with a magnitude 














































































log Period  
Figure 8.8.  Plots of peak current versus τ -1/2 and peak potentials and peak ratios versus 
log period for E  = 0 mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  Parameter values are: amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and switching potential is 
200 mV negative of E .  Open circles denote the specific parameter levels for simulated 





























log Period  
Figure 8.9.  Plots of peak width versus log period for E  = 0 mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  Parameter values are: amplitude = 50 mV, 
increment = 10 mV, and switching potential is -200 mV.  Open circles denote the specific 
parameter levels for simulated data. 
 
Thus, key indicators of an ECE mechanism are the differential dependences of peak 
potentials, currents, and current ratios with period.  The shift in peak potential with 
period is diagnostic for the presence of a chemical reaction following the first reduction 
process.3 A plot of peak current versus τ -1/2 confirms that the electrode reaction is 
diffusional rather than surface-confined29-31 and identifies the presence of a chemical 
reaction following the first reduction process.  Peak ratios deviate from unity and are 
indicative of both a following and preceding chemical reaction.3  It is interesting to note 
that the trends for the first process mirror those for an EC mechanism;27 however, the 





collectively, systematic variation of period provides a diagnostic trend characteristic of 
the ECE mechanism from which the magnitude of kf can be determined. 
8.2.4 Effect of Increment (δE) 
The effect of increment on the shape of the voltammogram depends on the separation 
between E20 and E10 and log kf.  Figure 8.10 presents the impact of varying increment on 
the shape of the voltammogram as a function of E20 for log kf = 3 and 1.  On the forward 
scan, Ep,f1 shifts negatively and  f1p,ΔΨ increases with increment while Ep,f2 and p,f2ΔΨ  
are invariant of E20 = -300 and -100 mV and log kf = 3 and 1.  When E20 = 0 mV at log kf = 
3, Ep,f and Ep,r are essentially unchanged, pΔΨ  increases slightly, and the apparent peak 
width increases with increment.  At log kf = 1, Ep,f = Ep,r, and the peak currents are 
independent of increment.  The effective scan rate is increment divided by period.  Thus, 
increasing increment versus increasing period shifts Ep,1 in opposite directions (see 


























Potential (mV vs. E01)  





















Potential (mV vs. E01)  
Figure 8.10. Effect of increment and E  on the shape of the voltammogram when E  is -300 mV relative to E  (top panel), -100 mV (middle panel), and equal to E  (bottom 
panel) and log kf = 3 (left column) and log kf = 1 (right column).  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, switching potential is 200 mV negative of E , and 
increment is varied from 1 mV (red), 5 mV (orange), 10 mV (yellow), 15 mV (green), 
and 20 mV (cyan). 
 
Figure 8.11 presents the dependence of peak potentials, currents, and current ratios on 
increment as a function of log kf when E20 = -300 mV.  Ep,f1 and Ep,r2 shifts negatively ~28 
mV per decade in increment whereas Ep,f2 and Ep,r2 remain constant at E20.  At log kf ≤ -2, 

f1p,ΔΨ and  r1p,ΔΨ  are independent of increment.  At higher kf values,  f1p,ΔΨ and  r1p,ΔΨ   
increase curvilinearly with increment whereas  f2p,ΔΨ and  r2p,ΔΨ  decrease with increment 






r1p,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ  ranges from 0.1 to 1 whereas the ratio of  r2p,ΔΨ /  f2p,ΔΨ ranges between 1 
and 2.2 depending upon log kf and increment. Finally, the ratio  r2p,ΔΨ /  f2p,ΔΨ  decreases 
with increment for log kf ≥ -1.  This trend is comparable to that observed in cyclic 
voltammetry3 where increasing the potential sweep rate shortens the time window for the 























































































Increment (mV)  
Figure 8.11.  Plots of peak currents, potentials, and ratios versus increment for E  = -300 
mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) using the color scheme described in the caption of Figure 8.1.  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, amplitude = 
50 mV, and switching potential is -500 mV.  Open circles denote the specific parameter 
levels for simulated data. 
 
  Figure 8.12 presents the dependence of peak potentials, currents, and current ratios 
on increment as a function of log kf when E20 = -100 mV.   Ep,f1 shifts negatively ~28 mV 
per decade in increment whereas Ep,f2, when it emerges, remains constant at E20.  At log kf 
< 1, Ep,r moves from E20 to E10 as increment increases whereas at log kf ≥ 1, Ep,r is located 





At higher kf values,  f1p,ΔΨ and  r1p,ΔΨ  increase curvilinearly with increment whereas 
 f2p,  decreases with increment at low values of kf but become independent of increment 
at log kf ≥ 2.  The ratio of  rp,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ  ranges from 0.75 to 4 whereas the ratio of  rp,ΔΨ
























































































Increment (mV)  
Figure 8.12.  Plots of peak currents, potentials, and ratios versus increment for E  = -100 
mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, and switching potential is -300 mV.  Open circles 
denote the specific parameter levels for simulated data. 
 
Figure 8.13 presents the dependence of peak potentials, currents, and current ratios on 
increment as a function of log kf when E20 = 0 mV. Ep,f1 remains constant (within the 
value of the increment) until it becomes resolved from Ep,f2.  Then, Ep,f1 shifts negatively 
by ~28 mV per decade in increment whereas Ep,f2 remains constant at E20.  Ep,r remains 
constant at E10 (within the value of the increment) over all increments.   f1p,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ





/  f1p,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ /  f2p,ΔΨ are equal to unity except when Ep,f2 is resolved from Ep,f1.  




















































































Increment (mV)  
Figure 8.13.  Plots of peak currents, potentials, and ratios versus increment for E  = 0 
mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, and switching potential is -200 mV.  Open circles 
denote the specific parameter levels for simulated data. 
 
The differential dependences of peak potentials and current ratios with increment are 
also indicators of an ECE mechanism.  When the two processes are sufficient separated 
along the potential axis, Ep,f1 and Ep,r1 shift negatively towards E0 with increment similar 
to an EC mechanism.3  In contrast to the CE mechanism, Ep,f2 and Ep,r2 are independent of 
increment.28  Peak ratios for the first process are ≤ 1 (similar to an EC mechanism) and 
for the second process ≥ 1 (similar to a CE process).12,13  Peak potential dependence on 
increment can provide a measure of kf if E10 is known.  When the two processes are not 





distinguish this mechanism from a reversible, quasireversible, EC, and CE mechanism 
(vide supra). 
8.2.5 Effect of Amplitude (ESW)  
The effect of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram also depends on the 
separation between E20 and E10 and log kf.  Figure 8.14 presents the impact of varying 
amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram as a function of E20 for log kf = 3.  On both 
the forward and reverse sweeps, the peak potentials for the first process shifts positively 
with amplitude while the peak potentials for the second process (at E20) are invariant for 
all three E20 values investigated herein.   
The dependence of peak potentials, currents, and current ratios on amplitude is also 
indicative of log kf.  When E20 = -300 mV, Ep,f1 and Ep,r1 shift positively whereas Ep,f2 and 
Ep,r2 remain constant with increasing amplitude (see Figure 8.15).  The peak current 
magnitudes increase curvilinearly with amplitude; the degree of curvature depends upon 
log kf.  In contrast, peak ratios are almost always independent of amplitude but the value 
changes with log kf.   
When E20 = -100 mV, Ep,f1 shifts positively when log kf ≥ 2 whereas Ep,f2 remains 
essentially constant with increasing amplitude (see Figure 8.16).  Note that at log kf ≤ -2 
Ep,r remains at E10 and at log kf ≥ 2 Ep,r remains at E20.  In between these limits in log kf, 
Ep,r shifts with amplitude (see Figure 8.16).  The peak current magnitudes increase 

























Potential (mV vs. E01)  
Figure 8.14. Effect of amplitude and E  on the shape of the voltammogram when E  is -300 mV relative to E  (top panel), -100 mV (middle panel), and equal to E  (bottom 
panel) and log kf = 3.  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, increment = 10 mV, switching potential is 200 mV negative of E , and amplitude is varied from 10 mV (red) 
to 90 mV (light gray) in steps of 10 mV. 
 
In contrast to when E20 = -300 mV, the peak ratio  rp,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ  depends upon both 
amplitude and log kf.  At log kf ≤ -2,  rp,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ equals unity at all amplitudes.  At -2 < 
log kf ≤ 0,  rp,ΔΨ /  f1p,ΔΨ is less than unity and increases towards unity with amplitude.  At 
log kf = 1, two forward peaks are resolved along the potential axis at amplitudes ≤ 50 









































































































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 8.15.  Plots of peak currents, potentials, and ratios versus amplitude for E  = -300 
mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) using the color scheme described in the caption of Figure 8.1.  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, increment = 
10 mV, and switching potential is -500 mV.  Open circles denote the specific parameter 















































































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 8.16.  Plots of peak currents, potentials, and ratios versus amplitude for E  = -100 
mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, increment = 10 mV, and switching potential is -300 mV.  Open circles 






When Ep,f2 is resolved from Ep,f1, the ratio  rp,ΔΨ /  f2p, is measureable and equal to unity 
except with log kf = 1 (see Figure 8.16). 
Figure 8.17 presents the dependence of peak potentials, currents, and current ratios on 
amplitude as a function of log kf when E20 = 0 mV.   Ep,f1 remains essentially constant with 
increasing amplitude up to log kf ≤ 3.  When log kf = 4, Ep,f2 becomes resolved from Ep,f1 
at low amplitudes.  At log kf > 4, Ep,f2 is resolved from Ep,f1 at all amplitudes and both shift 
positively with increasing amplitude but with differing slopes.  In contrast, Ep,r remains 
essentially constant at E10 regardless of kf and amplitude.  The peak current magnitudes 
increase curvilinearly with amplitude; the degree of curvature depends somewhat upon log 

















































































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 8.17.  Plots of peak currents, potentials, and ratios versus amplitude for E  = 0 
mV as a function of log kf ranging from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  Parameter values are: period = 50 ms, increment = 10 mV, and switching potential is -200 mV.  Open circles 






The dependence of peak ratios on amplitude mirrors that presented above for E20 = -100 
mV (see Figure 8.17).  Thus, the shift in peak potentials and the magnitude of peak ratios 
as a function of amplitude can be used to identify the value of kf. 
8.3 Conclusion    
In this chapter, theory for an ECE mechanism has been developed for CSWV.  The peak 
currents, potentials, and shapes of cyclic square wave voltammograms for the ECE 
mechanism have been shown to be a complex function kf, increment, period, and 
amplitude.  The effects of these empirical parameters on the voltammograms for this 
mechanism are summarized in Table 8.1.  It is anticipated that experimenters seeking to 
identify the mechanism of the electrode reaction under investigation will prepare the 
diagnostic plots listed in this table.  If the trends observed match those listed in Table 8.1, 
then assignment of the electrode reaction as an ECE mechanism is appropriate.  If not, then 
the experimenter should consult other chapters in this thesis, other publications26-28, 31-33, 
or the text by Mirčeski34 to identify the electrode reaction pathway.  The magnitude of kf 
can then be determined by comparison of the observed trends in the diagnostic plots with 
those presented in figures both in this chapter.  If the mechanism is properly assigned, the 
kf value obtained from the trend in peak potentials will be consistent with that obtained 
from peak current and peak ratio data. Note that the range in measureable log kf values is 
a function of ∆E0 and whether an independent measure of E10 is available (i.e. at low 
temperatures or fast scan rates).  If ∆E0 ≥ 100 mV, the range in log kf extends from -2 to 6 
if E10 is known and from -2 to 2 if it isn’t.  When ∆E0 < 100 mV, only fast rates of reaction 





Table 8.1. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing an ECE Electrode Reaction by CSWV 
 









 Plot Trace Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs.  τ -1/2 All ΔIp decrease linearly or curvilinearly with increasing period 
regardless of separation between E10 
and E20 (see Figures 8.5, 8.6, and 8.8) 
ΔIp 
vs. δE 
ΔIp,1 increase whereas ΔIp,2 decrease 
with increment; the magnitude 
depends upon log kf and E20  relative 
to E10 (see Figures 8.11, 8.12, and 8.13)   
ΔIp vs. 
ESW 
All ΔIp values increase with ESW with magnitude and curvature dependent on 
log kf and E20  relative to E10 (see Figures 8.15, 8.16, and 8.17) 
Peak ratio  Peak ratio 
vs. log 
τ 
Complex behavior that depends on log 




Either independent of or curvilinearly 
related to increment; trend depends 





Either independent of or curvilinearly 
related to amplitude; trend depends on 
log kf and E20  relative to E10  (see Figures 8.15, 8.16, and 8.17) 
Peak potentials  Ep,f vs. log τ 
 
When two processes are observed on 
the forward sweep, Ep,f1 shifts 
positively by 30 mV per decade in 
increasing period (see Figure 8.4).  
Ep,f2 = E20. For one process observed on the forward sweep, Ep,f may be at 
E10 or E20, depending upon kf. (see Figures 8.5, 8.6, and 8.8) 
Ep,f 
vs. δE 
Trend depends upon whether Ep,f1 
and Ep,f2 are resolved: when only one 
peak is present Ep,f remains 
essentially constant; when two peaks 
are present Ep,f1 shifts negatively 
whereas Ep,f2 is generally constant 
(see Figures 8.11, 8.12, and 8.13) 
Ep vs. 
ESW 
Trend depends on whether Ep,f1 and Ep,f2 are resolved: when only one peak is 





When two processes are observed on 
the reverse sweep, Ep,r1 shifts 
positively by 30 mV per decade in 
period while Ep,r2 remains constant at 
E20.  When one process is observed on 
the reverse sweep, Ep,r may be at E10 or 
E20, depending upon kf when E20 < E10. (see Figures 8.5, 8.6, and 8.8) 
Ep,r 
vs. δE 
Ep,r1 shifts negatively whereas Ep,r2 is 
generally constant; if only 1 peak 
exists, Ep,r is generally constant but 
may transition from between E20 and 
E10  (see Figures 8.11, 8.12, and 8.13) 
 Ep,r1 shifts with ESW whereas Ep,r2 is generally constant; magnitude dependent 
upon log kf and E20  relative to E10 .  If only 1 peak exists, Ep,r generally 
constant but may transition from 
between E20 and E10  (see Figures 8.15, 8.16, and 8.17) 
Peak widths W1/2 vs. log 
τ 
General increase when E10 = E20 (see Figure 8.9) 
W1/2 
vs. δE 
Small increase in W1/2 with δE W1/2 
vs. 
ESW 
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Electrode reactions with a chemical reaction occurring after an electron transfer, i.e., 
the EC mechanism, have been of interest for years.1-15  When the electron transfer is 
kinetically controlled, the mechanism is known as the EqC mechanism.  The EqC 
mechanism is far less common in the literature, and has been evaluated by cyclic 
voltammetry16 and SWV13, 17-19  Though previous reports have presented methods to 
identify the EqC mechanism, it is rarely used by experimentalists.  The significance of 
investigating the EqC mechanism with CSWV is two-fold: 1) providing experimentalists 
with a rapid and fluid means for identifying the EqC mechanism and determining any 
associated rates, and 2) providing experimentalists with diagnostic criteria to discern 
between the EC and EqC mechanisms.   
The work presented here investigated the EqC mechanism using CSWV.  The 
empirical parameters (period, increment, switching potential, and amplitude) were varied, 
and the trends in peak parameters were analyzed.  From these trends, the diagnostic 
criteria for the EqC mechanism were elucidated.  The effects of the kinetic parameters 
(both the rate of the electron transfer and the rate of the chemical reaction) as well as the 
thermodynamics (the equilibrium constant) on peak parameters were also be considered.    




in addition to a protocol for identifying the mechanism and determining any associated 
kinetic or thermodynamic values. 
 
9.2 Results and Discussion 
9.2.1 Theory 
This work examines the EqC mechanism in which a chemical reaction precedes a 
kinetically controlled electron transfer, as shown in Equation 9.1. 
+ ↔ →←          (9.1) 
where Ox is the reactant, Red is the product of the electron transfer, Z is the 
electroinactive product in the reaction following the electron transfer step, kf is the rate 
constant for the conversion of Red to Z in s-1, kb is the rate constant for conversion of Z to 
Red in s-1, and k0 is the standard heterogeneous rate constant in cm/s.  The forward and 
reverse chemical reactions have been treated as first order and the electron transfer is 
diffusion limited.  The derivation of an equation that enables calculation of current at 
each applied potential for this electrode reaction begins with Fick’s laws of diffusion.  
Expressions for the concentrations of Ox and Red as a function of time and distance from 
the electrode are found using Laplace transformations and application of the appropriate 
boundary conditions.  For a quasireversible electron transfer, the current, potential, and 





                tCDEERTnFtCDEERTnFkDD nFAti appapp ,0exp,0exp RedRed0OxOx002Red2-1Ox    (9.2)  
where τ = period (sec), DOx = diffusion coefficient of Ox (cm2/sec), and DRed = diffusion 
coefficient of Red (cm2/sec).  To provide a current that is independent of electrode area 
and concentration of the electroactive species, the current is made dimensionless by using 
the following form of Erdey-Gruz and Volmer equation: 
            t0,CDφexpt0,CDαφexpDD kCD πτtΨ RedRedOxOx2αRed2α-1Ox 0*OxOx       (9.3) 
where    0applied EERTnFφ  
Integrals representing the current as a function of time and potential are replaced with 
summations and solved by using previously established numerical methods. 21  The final 
equation coded in MATLAB to generate voltammograms for the EqC mechanism is: 
    
















































     (9.4) 
where L = number of subintervals on each potential, K = equilibrium constant for the 
following chemical reaction and equal to kf/kb,  m = dimensionless current for each time 
increment with the serial number m, τ = period, k = the sum of the forward and reverse 
homogeneous first order rate constants for the chemical reaction preceding the electron 
transfer, i.e. kf + kb. 
In the following sections, the results of simulations for the effect of K and kf + kb and 
the variation of empirical parameters for the EqC mechanism are presented, first holding 




criteria that can be used to identify a kinetically controlled reaction are presented and 
comparisons to the EC mechanism are made.  This work concludes with protocol for 
evaluating experimental data. 
9.2.2 Effect of kf + kb and K 
The effect of K on the shape of the voltammogram is shown in Figure 9.1a.  As log K 
increases,  rp,ΔΨ decreases, and subsequently, peak ratio decreases.   fp,ΔΨ and Ep,f are 
unaffected by K for this particular scenario, and Ep,r shifts within the error of the 






















Potential (mV vs. E0)  




The effect of kf + kb is presented in Figure 9.1b.  As log (kf + kb) increases,  fp,ΔΨ  and 

rp,ΔΨ decrease and remains constant.  Peak ratio decreases with increasing kf + kb.   Ep,f 
shifts positively with kf + kb while Ep,r shifts negatively.   
Further examination of the effect of K and kf + kb on  fp,ΔΨ ,  rp,ΔΨ , and peak ratio are 
displayed in Figure 9.2.   fp,ΔΨ  is unaffected by K when log K ≤ -1 regardless of log (kf + 
kb).  When log (kf + kb) > -0.5, K affects the magnitude of  fp,ΔΨ .  As K and log (kf + kb) 





























log (kf + kb)  
Figure 9.2.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ , and c) peak ratio when 





Similarly,  rp,ΔΨ  is also unaffected when log K ≤ -1 regardless of log (kf + kb).  At higher 
values of K,  rp,ΔΨ  decreases then increases with log (kf + kb) whereas  rp,ΔΨ  decreases 
then plateaus with log (kf + kb) when log K = 3.  Peak ratio is unaffected by log (kf + kb) 
when log K ≤ -1.  Peak ratio decreases then increases with log (kf + kb) when log K > -1 
except for log K = 3 where peak ratio decreases then plateaus.  The magnitude of the 
decrease and increase of peak ratio depends on K though log (kf + kb) value, i.e., log (kf + 
kb) = -1, where peak ratio begins to decrease is the same for all K. 
The effect of K and kf + kb on Ep,f, Ep,r, and ΔEp is shown in Figure 9.3.  Ep,f is 
unaffected by K when log (kf + kb) ≤ 0.  As log (kf + kb) increases, Ep,f shifts positively 
then remains constant for log K > -1.  Ep,r behaves in a similar manner though the shift 
positive is much greater than that for Ep,f when log K ≤ 0.  At higher K values, Ep,r shifts 
negatively with log (kf + kb) before shifting positively.  This results from the chemical 
reaction rate increasing and becoming competitive with the electron transfer rate.  As log 
(kf + kb) increases, the voltammogram appears like a typical EC mechanism with a 
reverse peak directly in line with the forward peak.  At high values of log (kf + kb), i.e., 
when the electron transfer is the limiting step, a second reverse peak appears, and 
becomes the larger reverse peak.  This is characteristic of a quasireversible mechanism.22  
Subsequently, ΔEp changes with log (kf + kb) as a result of the shift by both peak 
potentials.  ΔEp is essentially constant when log K < 1.  At higher values of log K, ΔEp 
values become negative then positive with log (kf + kb) as the reverse peak shifts about 
the potential axis.   For log K = 3, ΔEp transitions from positive to negative values and 



































log (kf + kb)  
Figure 9.3.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) peak separation when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -300 mV, and increment = 10 mV. Log K ranges from -3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1. 
 
Peak width as it relates to kf + kb and K is shown in Figure 9.4.  W1/2, f is invariant for 
all kf + kb values when log K ≤ -1.  When log K > -1 and when log (kf + kb) > 1, W1/2, f 
increases with log (kf + kb) and then plateaus.  The magnitude is of the increase is 
proportional to K though the same for log K > 1.  Similarly, W1/2, r is invariant for all kf + 
kb values when log K ≤ -1.  When log K > -1, and when log (kf + kb) > 0, W1/2, r increases 
then decreases with log (kf + kb) though the magnitude is dependent on K.  Again, the 
exception is for log K = 3 where W1/2,r increases with log (kf + kb).  The reverse peak 
width is also evidence in the change in voltammogram shape that occurs with increasing 




result of the reverse peak diminishing then transitioning into two reverse peaks as a result 
of the quasireversibility of the electron transfer.  Thus, peak width is affected by K and kf 






















log (kf + kb)  
Figure 9.4.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -300 mV, and increment = 10 mV. Log K ranges from -3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1. 
 
When comparing the effects of kf + kb and K on the EC and EqC mechanisms, several 
observations can be made.  In general, peak currents are smaller for the EqC case than for 
the EC.  For the EC case, peak currents and peak ratio decrease and increase when log (kf 
+ kb) when log K > -1.  For the EqC case over the same region of K,  fp,ΔΨ  decreases then 
plateaus with kf + kb whereas  rp,ΔΨ  and peak ratio decreases then increases with the 




K > -1 and log (kf + kb) > 0, Ep,f shifts positively with kf + kb for both mechanisms though 
the magnitude of the shift is much greater for the EC case.  Under the same kinetic 
conditions, Ep,r shifts positively for both cases though moreso for the EqC case for og K < 
3.  The trends in Ep,r differ greatly when log K = 3; Ep,r shifts positively for the EC case 
and negatively with a plateau for the EqC case.  As a result, peak separation when log K > 
-1 and log (kf + kb) > 0 is larger and positive for the EqC case and smaller and negative 
the EC case with the exceptions being the negative components in the trends for log K > 
0 for the EqC case.  Peak widths also differ between the two cases.  Both mechanisms 
have peak widths that are invariant with kf + kb when log K < 0; however, the magnitudes 
are different.  At higher values of K and kf + kb, W1/2,f decrease then increases with kf + 
kb for the EC case and changing by no more than ~13 mV.  In contrast, W1/2, f increases 
then plateaus with kf + kb and K up to ~40 mV.  Similarly, W1/2, r increases then decreases 
with kf + kb for the EC mechanism by ~11 mV whereas it increases, then decreases and 
plateaus with kf + kb for the EqC case.  The change in W1/2,r may be as large as 200 mV 
for the EqC case and only increases with log (kf + kb) for log K = 3.  Thus, kf + kb and K 
greatly impact peak shape for the EqC mechanism in a manner different from the EC case 
and will be further investigated as a function of empirical parameters below.   
9.2.3 Effect of Period (τ) 
The length of the period greatly affects peak shape, and the variation of period 
provides insight into each electrode reaction mechanism.  Figure 9.5 shows the effect of 
period on the EqC mechanism when kf + kb and K are held constant.  Ep,f shifts positively 




both linearly related to period-1/2 (see figure 9.5c).  Lastly, peak ratio decreases from 1.0 
to 0.2 as period increases (see Figure 9.5d). 










































log Period  
Figure 9.5.  The impact of period on the shape of the voltammogram when amplitude = 
50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -300 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel a): Period ranges from 1 ms (red) to 5 s (brown). Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel 





Figure 9.6 shows the relationship between peak ratio and K as a function of period for 
a specific value of log (kf + kb).  Peak ratio is at or near unity when log K ≤ -1.  Peak ratio 
decreases then increases for log K = 0 and 1 with increasing period.  For log K > 1, peak 
ratio decreases then remains constant with increasing period. 














log Period  
Figure 9.6.  The impact of period on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) to 3 
(purple) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -300 mV, and log (kf + kb) = 0.   
 
A more detailed investigation of peak ratio, kf + kb, K, and period is presented in 
Figure 9.7.    For log K ≥ 4 (panels a-c) and log (kf + kb) ≤ 1, peak ratio decreases with 
increasing period.  For log (kf + kb) > 1, peak ratio is essentially invariant with period at 
~0.2.  When 3 ≤ log K ≤ 4, there are reverse small peaks located several hundred mV 
positive of E0 at long periods and very fast kf + kb values.  The larger of the two reverse 
peaks is always used to peak ratio.  For log K = 3 (panel d), peak ratio decreases with 
period for log (kf + kb) ≤ 1, is constant for 2 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 4, and increases with period 
for log (kf + kb) > 4.  Like higher K values, peak ratio decreases with period for log K = 2 
(panel e) and log (kf + kb) ≤ 1 though it is constant for log (kf + kb) = 2 and increases for 




peak when log K = 2.  Similar trends occur for 0 ≤ log K ≤ 1 (panels f & g) though trends 
for 0 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 1 may increase at long periods though only one peak exists on the 
reverse sweep.  Peak ratio is ≥ 0.9 for log K = -1 (panel h).  Thus, the effect of period on 


































































Figure 9.8 shows the relationship between  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ and period-1/2.    fp,ΔΨ  is 
linearly related to period-1/2 when log (kf + kb) ≤ 1 and ≥ 4.  Intermediate values are 
curvilinearly related to period-1/2.  Conversely,  rp,ΔΨ  is linearly related to period-1/2 when 
log (kf + kb) ≤ -1 and ≥ 4.  Again, intermediate values are curvilinearly related to period-



















Figure 9.8.  The impact of period on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 
increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -300 mV, log K = 6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray). 
 
The relationship between Ep,f, kf + kb, K, and period is shown in Figure 9.9.  
Regardless of K and kf + kb, Ep,f is within ± 20 mV of E0.  For log K ≥ 1, Ep,f shifts 




does shift slightly for log (kf + kb) = -1 and 3 though it is within the error of the 
increment.  Otherwise, Ep,f is invariant with period.  When log K < 2, Ep,f behaves 
similarly to higher values of K; however, the magnitude of the Ep,f shift is nearly the of 





































































Figure 9.10 displays the relationship between Ep,r, kf + kb, K, and period.  Ep,r shifts 
negatively with period for log K ≥ 4 and -1 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 2 (panels a-c).  When log (kf 
+ kb) < -1 and when log (kf + kb) > 2, Ep,r either does not shift or does not shift by an 
amount greater than the increment.  Similar trends hold for log K = 3 (panel d) except for 












































































When log K = 2 (panel e), Ep,r is within 10 mV of E0 for log (kf + kb) ≤ 1.  At higher 
values of log (kf + kb) and with increasing period, Ep,r jumps to values significantly 
displaced from E0.   This is again the result of a second peak emerging on the reverse 
sweep.  When log K = 1 (panel f), Ep,r shifts positively for log (kf + kb) ≥ 0.  The 
magnitude of the shift and the displacement from E0 is determined by kf + kb.  For log (kf 
+ kb) < 0, Ep,r remains constant with period.  For log K = 0 (panel g), Ep,r shifts positively 
with period for 0 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 3 and is otherwise invariant with period.   For log K = -
1 (panel h), Ep,r is invariant with period. 
When comparing the effects of period on the EC and EqC mechanisms, several 
differences can be identified.  At extreme values of K, i.e. log K > 4 and when log K ≤ 0, 
peak ratio for the EC and EqC mechanisms is essentially identical for all kf + kb.  At 
intermediate values of K, i.e., when 2 ≤ log K ≤ 4, trends are identical for the two 
mechanisms when log (kf + kb) ≤ 1 and differ for higher values; the value of log (kf + kb) 
where the two mechanisms depend on K.  When log K = 1, and log (kf + kb) < 3, peak 
ratios are identical for the two mechanisms.  However, when log (kf + kb) ≥ 3, the 
magnitudes of the two peak ratio trends differ though the traces are similar in shape.  
Peak currents are similar in their relationship to period-1/2, but the magnitude of the 
currents for the EqC case are lower than that for the EC case.   
Ep,f trends differ drastically between the EC and EqC cases even though Ep,f shifts 
positively with log period for both cases.  At large K values, i.e., log K ≥ 4, Ep,f shifts 30 
mV/decade when log (kf + kb) ≥ 0 with log period for the EC case whereas Ep,f values for 




beginning potentials prior to the shift for each mechanism are not the same; Ep,f values 
for log (kf + kb) > 1 are located positive of E0 for the EC case whereas the Ep,f values for 
the EqC case are located within ± 15 mV of E0.  The same trend holds true for 
intermediate K values, i.e., 2 ≤ log K ≤ 4 though the trends change slope for the EC 
mechanism.  When log K = 1, and log (kf + kb) ≥ 0, Ep,f shifts by differing amounts for 
the two cases – more for the EC case than the EqC case.  At low values of K, i.e., log K ≤ 
0, Ep,f  shifts by 15 mV of E0 for both cases and is located within ± 15 mV of E0.  Thus, 
Ep,f is indistinguishable for these cases for this low range in K.   
Trends in Ep,r are also drastically different between the two mechanisms.  When log K 
≥ 4 and log (kf + kb) ≥ 0, Ep,r shifts positively by 30 mV/decade with log period for the 
EC case whereas log (kf + kb) = 1 and 2 give rise to Ep,r shifting negatively by 30 mV 
with period for the EqC case.  Similar trends hold true for log K = 3 though there is a 
significant jump in potentials for the EqC mechanism when log (kf + kb) ≥ 5.  When log K 
= 2, trends are drastically different as Ep,r jumps largely positive for the EqC case for fast 
rates and shifts less so for the EC case.  When log K = 1, trends for each kf + kb value are 
similar for each case the but the magnitude of the shift is greater and potentials are 
located more positively of E0 for the EqC mechanism.  When log K < 1, peak potentials 
shift positively for both mechanisms, and the trends for each mechanism are within the 
error of the increment of each other.  Thus, trends in peak potential with period may be 
used to identify the EC versus the EqC mechanism. 
9.2.4 Effect of Increment (δE) 
The effect of increment on the EqC mechanism is shown in Figure 9.11.  Ep,f shifts 





fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  increase with increment though more so for  rp,ΔΨ  (see Figure 9.11c).  
Subsequently, peak ratio increases from 0.2 to 0.6 with increment (see Figure 9.11d). 








































Increment (mV)  
Figure 9.11.  The impact of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -300 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel a): Increment ranges from 1 mV (red), 5 mV (orange), 10 mV (yellow), 15 mV 
(green), and 20 mV (cyan). Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and 






The relationship between K, peak ratio, and increment is shown in Figure 9.12.  Peak 
ratio is near or at unity for log K ≤ -1.  As K increases, peak ratio increases with 
increment though the magnitude is dependent on K.   









Increment (mV)  
Figure 9.12.  The impact of increment on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) 
to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -300 mV, and log (kf + kb) = 0.    
A more detailed investigation of K, peak ratio, and increment is presented in Figure 
9.13.  When log K ≥ 3, and log (kf + kb) = -3, the trend for peak ratio vs. increment 
mirrors that for a reversible reaction.  When -2 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 0, peak ratio increases 
with increment.  When log (kf + kb) > 0, peak ratio remains constant at unity and 
independent of increment with the exception for log K = 3 and log (kf + kb) = 6.  When 0 
≤ log K ≤ 2, the same trends for log (kf + kb) ≤ 0 are true.  However, when log (kf + kb) > 
0, peak ratio decreases with increment; the magnitude of the decrease is dependent on log 
(kf + kb).  Readers are reminded that the reverse peak is the larger of the two peaks for log 
K = 3 and log K = 2.  When log K = -1, peak ratio is invariant with increment and 






























































Increment (mV)  
Figure 9.13.  The impact of increment on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when amplitude = 50 mV, Eλ = -300 mV, and period = 50 ms.   
 
 
Trends in peak ratio can be understood by evaluating peak currents.  The relationship 
between peak current and increment is shown in Figure 9.14.   fp,ΔΨ  increases with 
increment for log (kf + kb) ≥ 0 whereas  rp,ΔΨ  increases with increment for log (kf + kb) ≥ 



















Increment (mV)  
Figure 9.14.  The impact of increment on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 
period = 50 ms, Eλ = -300 mV, log K = 6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray). 
 
The effect of increment on Ep,f is shown in Figure 9.15.  Ep,f shifts negatively with 
increment though the offset from E0 is dependent on K and kf + kb.  Ep,f may shift 
between 15 and 60 mV.  A complex relationship exists between Ep,r, kf + kb, and K as 
shown in Figure 9.16.  When log K ≥ 4 (panels a-c), Ep,r shifts slightly positive for log (kf 
+ kb) < 1 and shifts negatively for log (kf + kb) ≥ 1.  The trends for log K = 3 (panel d) are 
similar to higher K values except at small increments for log (kf + kb) = 6.  The trends in 
Ep,r for log K = 2 (panel e) shift positively with increment for log (kf + kb) < 1 and shift 
negatively with increment for log (kf + kb) = 2 and 3.  The trend for log (kf + kb) = 4 




closer to E0.  When log (kf + kb) ≥ 5, Ep,r shifts positively with increment.  When log K = 
1 and 0 (panels f & g), Ep,r shifts positively with increasing when log (kf + kb) < 0 and > 
3.  Otherwise, Ep,r shifts negatively with increment.  The location of Ep,r relative to E0 
depends on K and kf + kb.  When log K = -1 (panel h), shifts positively by ~10 mV.  














































































































































Figure 9.16.  The impact of increment on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb)  range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when amplitude = 50 mV, Eλ = -300 mV, and period = 50 ms.  
 
Comparing trends in increment for the EC and EqC mechanism leads to several 
differences.  Peak ratio trends with increment are essentially identical for the EC and EqC 
cases.  Trends in peak ratio may be discernable for the two mechanisms when 1 ≤ log K ≤ 
3 and fast rates.  Peak currents are smaller for the EqC mechanism than for the EC case 




negatively with increment for both mechanisms though the magnitude of the shift and the 
position relative to E0 differs between the two for all values of K.  For instance, when log 
K ≥ 5, Ep,f may be as far as 200 mV positive of E0 for the EC case whereas it does not 
exceed 60 mV positive of E0 for the EqC case.  Ep,r trends are drastically different 
between the two mechanisms for all values of K both in magnitude and displacement 
from E0.  Thus, increment can be used as a means to differentiate between the two 
mechanisms.    
9.2.5 Effect of Switching Potential (Eλ) 
Switching potential provides great insight into chemically coupled mechanisms.  The 
effect of switching potential on the EqC mechanism is shown in Figure 9.17.  As the 
switching potential approaches E0, Ep,f does not vary while Ep,r varies within the error of 
the increment (see Figure 9.17b).   fp,ΔΨ  is invariant while  rp,ΔΨ  increases as switching 
potential approaches E0 (see Figure 9.17c).  Consequently, peak ratio increases as the 
switching potential approaches E0 (see Figure 9.17d). 
Switching potential affects peak ratio and is a function of K as shown in Figure 9.18.  
Peak ratio is unaffected and remains at or near unity when log K < 0.  For greater values 
of K, peak ratio increases as Eλ approaches E0.  The magnitude of the increase depends 
on K.  Further investigation of the relationship between peak ratio and switching potential 
as a function of K and kf + kb is shown in Figure 9.19.  When log K ≥ 3, peak ratio is 
constant at unity for log (kf + kb) < -1 while peak ratio increases as switching potential 
approaches E0 for log (kf + kb) ≥ -1.  The magnitude and the increase of peak ratio 
depends on log (kf + kb). The only exception is for log K = 3 and log (kf + kb) = 6 where 














































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 9.17.  The impact of switching potential on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  Panel a): Switching potential ranges from 1000 mV (red), 900 mV (orange), 800 mV 
(yellow), 700 mV (green), 600 mV (cyan),  500 mV (blue), 400 mV (purple), 300 mV 
(magenta), 200 mV (light gray), and 100 mV (dark gray).  Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r 
(black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  Panel d): Peak ratio (red). 
 
When log K = 2 (panel e), again, peak ratio is unaffected by switching potential for log 




kb) < 5.  For log (kf + kb) ≥ 5, peak ratio decreases slightly as switching potential 
approaches E0.   When log K = 1 (panel f), peak ratio is unaffected at unity by switching 
potential when log (kf + kb) < -1.  For -1 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 2, peak ratio increases as 
switching potential approaches E0.  For log (kf + kb) = 3, peak ratio is unaffected.  When 
log (kf + kb) > 3, peak ratio decreases slightly as switching potential approaches E0.  
When log K = 0 (panel g), peak ratio decreases is unaffected at unity by switching 
potential when log (kf + kb) < -1 and increases as switching potential approaches E0 when 
-1 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 1.  Peak ratio is essentially invariant for higher values of kf + kb.  
When log K = -1 (panel h), peak ratio is invariant at unity with switching potential. 













Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 9.18.  The impact of switching potential on the peak ratio as log K is varied from 





































































Figure 9.19.  The impact of switching potential on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV 
and period = 50 ms.   
 
The effect of switching potential on peak current is displayed in Figure 9.20.   fp,ΔΨ  is 
invariant while switching potential is varied though the magnitude depends on log (kf + 
kb).   rp,ΔΨ  is invariant with switching potential when log (kf + kb) < -1 whereas  rp,ΔΨ  
increases as switching potential approaches E0 for larger values of kf + kb.  The 






















Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 9.20.  The impact of switching potential on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when increment = 10 
mV, period = 50 ms, log K = 6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
Peak potentials, Ep,f and Ep,r, as they relate to switching potential, K, and kf + kb are 
displayed in Figures 9.21 and 9.22, respectively.  Ep,f is only a function K and kf + kb and 
is invariant with switching potential.  Ep,r shifts slightly negative when log K ≥ 3 (panels 
a-d) and when log K ≤ 0 (panels g & h) though the position of Ep,r relative to E0 is 
dependent on K and kf + kb.  Again the exception to these trends is for log K = 3 and log 
(kf + kb) = 6 where a dramatic jump in peak potential occurs.  When 1 ≤ log K ≤ 2, Ep,r is 
near E0 and shifts slightly negative for log (kf + kb) ≤ 1.  For higher values of log (kf + 
kb), Ep,r may be shifted greatly positive of E0 with a magnitude and trend greatly 


































































Figure 9.21.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV and 














































































Figure 9.22.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV and 
period = 50 ms.  
 
In comparing trends in switching potential for the EqC and EC cases, several 
differences in the mechanism can be identified.   fp,ΔΨ  is invariant for both mechanisms 
while  rp,ΔΨ increases as switching potential approaches E0; the magnitude of both 
currents depends on K and kf + kb.    When log K ≥ 4, trends in peak ratio are similar for 




when log (kf + kb) ≥ 0.  For intermediate values of log K, i.e., 2 ≤  log K ≤  3, peak ratio 
trends are identical for small values of kf + kb but differ in magnitude and trend for higher 
values of kf + kb, i.e., for log (kf + kb) > 4 for log K = 3 and for log (kf + kb) ≥ 3 for log K 
= 2.  When log K = 1 and log (kf + kb) > 1, peak ratio differs in magnitude and trend as 
peak ratio decreases with increment for the EC case and increases with increment for the 
EqC case.  When log (kf + kb) ≤ 1 and when log K ≤ 0, peak ratio is identical for the two 
mechanisms.  Ep,f values are essentially constant with switching potential and only shift 
when as the switching potential approaches E0.  The location of Ep,f relative to E0 is a 
function of kf + kb and K and is different for each mechanism.  Similarly, Ep,r trends are 
identical but differ in displacement from E0 for both mechanisms except in the case when 
1 ≤ log K ≤ 3.  The magnitude of Ep,r and displacement of Ep,r from E0 depends on K and 
kf + kb for both mechanisms but is these properties and trends in Ep,r drastically different 
in this range of K. Thus, switching potential is not useful in identifying the EqC versus 
the EC mechanism but does identify a chemically-coupled mechanism. 
9.2.6 Effect of Amplitude (ESW) 
The effect of amplitude of on the shape of the voltammogram is shown in Figure 9.23.  
Ep,f shifts positively with amplitude whereas Ep,r shifts slightly negative with amplitude 
(see Figure 9.23b).  Both  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  increase with amplitude though by differing 
amounts (see Figure 9.23c).  Subsequently, peak ratio increases slightly with amplitude 
(see Figure 9.23d). 
A more detailed investigation in the relationship between peak ratio and amplitude is 
displayed in Figure 9.24.  When log K ≥ 3 (panels a-d), peak ratio only increases slightly 














































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 9.23.  The impact of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram when 
increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, Eλ = -300 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  
Panel a): Amplitude ranges from 10 mV (red), 20 mV (orange), 30 mV (yellow), 40 mV 
(green), 50 mV (cyan),  60 mV (blue), 70 mV (purple), 80 mV (magenta), and 90 mV 
(light gray).  Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  
































































Figure 9.24.  The impact of amplitude on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = 6 (panel a) to -1 (panel h) when increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -300 mV, and period = 50 ms.   
 
The reader is reminded that the largest reverse peak is used to calculate peak ratio for 
scans in which there are two reverse peaks (log K = 3).  The case in which log K = 2 
(panel e) is special.  At low amplitudes and fast rates, i.e., ESW ≤ 50 mV and log (kf + kb) 
≥ 4, two peaks appear on the reverse sweep.  As amplitude increases for these cases of kf 




ratio, and its corresponding peak potentials are identified below.  The trends for log K = 2 
are identical to higher values of K when log (kf + kb) ≤ 3 and increase with amplitude 
when log (kf + kb) ≥ 4.  When log K = 1 and 0 (panels f & g), peak ratio is invariant and 
at unity with amplitude for log (kf + kb) < -1.  For -1 ≤ log (kf + kb) ≤ 0, peak ratio is 
nearly constant at a value less than unity.  For larger kf + kb values, peak ratio increases 
with amplitude and approaches unity.  The magnitude of each trend depends on K.  When 
log K = -1 (panel h), peak ratio is invariant with amplitude and near unity for all values of 
kf + kb.  The effect of amplitude on peak currents is shown in Figure 9.25.  Both  fp,ΔΨ  

















Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 9.25.  The impact of amplitude on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when increment = 10 mV, 





The relationship between Ep,f, kf + kb, K, and amplitude is shown in Figure 9.26.  Ep,f 
shifts positively with amplitude thought the magnitude of the shift and the displacement 
from E0 depends on kf + kb and K.  Some cases may only shift by 10 mV whereas others 






























































































In contrast, Ep,r has a complex relationship with amplitude as displayed in Figure 9.27  
Ep,r may shift positively, negatively, or be invariant with amplitude depending on K and 
kf + kb.    Some shifts are 10 mV whereas other shifts may be 30 mV.  Trends in Ep,r for 

























































































The special case exists for log K = 2 (panel e) where at fast rates, such as log (kf + kb) ≥ 
4, two peaks are present at low amplitudes and converge into one at high amplitudes.  
There is a significant jump in Ep,r when this occurs for log (kf + kb) = 4 whereas Ep,r is 
located more than 150 mV positive of E0 for log (kf + kb) ≥ 5.  Dramatic shifts from E0 in 
Ep,r occur for log (kf + kb) > 1 when log K = 1 (panel f), and the trend is dependent on log 
(kf + kb).  Ep,r shifts slightly negative, e.g. by no more than 10 mV, for log K = 0 (panel g) 
and log K = 1 (panel h) though Ep,r is located positive of E0 for fast rates when log K = 0.  
Thus, the effect of amplitude on peak potential may provide insights into identification of 
the EqC mechanism.  
Comparison of the effect of amplitude on the EqC and EC mechanisms lead to several 
differences in the trends.  Peak ratio trends are nearly identical with only small 
differences in magnitude for the two mechanisms when log K ≥ 4.  In this intermediate 
range in K, the following scenarios result in trends with differing magnitudes: log K = 3 
and log (kf + kb) ≥ 5, log K = 2 and log (kf + kb) ≥ 3, and log K = 1 and log (kf + kb) ≥ -1.  
Peak ratios are also identical for log K ≤ 0.  Peak current trends are similar for both 
mechanisms though the magnitude of the trends for the EqC mechanism is lower than that 
for the EC mechanism.  Ep,f shifts positively with amplitude for both mechanisms, but the 
magnitude of the shift and the location of the peak relative to E0 are quite different for all 
values of log K.  Ep,f trends corresponding to low K values with fast rates shift for the 
EqC case whereas shifts in this kinetic region do not occur for the EC case.  Ep,r trends 
and displacement from E0 are quite different between the two mechanisms for all values 
of K and most significantly for log K = 2.  Thus, the relationship between peak potentials 




9.2.7 Effect of k0  
Experimentally, k0 is intrinsic to a given analyte/electrolyte/electrode combination.  
However, changing either the electrode and/or electrolyte may change the reversibility of 
an electron transfer for a given analyte.  Furthermore, different analytes in the same 
electrode/electrolyte conditions may follow the EqC reaction pay with differing values of 
k0.  Simulating the variation of k0 is in essence evaluating a host of 
analyte/electrode/electrolyte conditions.   The range in k0 investigated here predicts how 
changing these experimental variables affects the voltammogram for the EqC mechanism.  
Furthermore, the variation of k0 and empirical parameters provides a means for 
determining the value of k0 experimentally. 
The effect of k0 on the shape of the voltammogram is shown in Figure 9.28.  At low 
values of k0, i.e., log k0 ≤ -4, one peak appears on the forward sweep, and two peaks 
appear on the reverse sweep.  The peaks are asymmetrically displaced from E0.   











Potential (mV vs E0)  
Figure 9.28.  The effect of k0 on the shape of the voltammogram when, amplitude = 50 
mV, period = 50 ms, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -1000 mV, log K = 2 and log (kf + kb) = 2, and log k0 is varied from -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 





As k0 increases, only one peak exists on the reverse sweep, and the peak potentials 
approach E0 then shift positive of E0.  Regardless of k0, the forward peak is larger than 
the reverse peak.   
The range that CSWV is sensitive to the EqC mechanism for determination of k0 is 
best investigated by examining the effect of simultaneous variation of k0 and period.  As 
shown in Figure 9.29a,  fp,ΔΨ  decreases linearly with period-1/2, and the slope of the 
relationship increases with k0.  Slopes approach those of a reversible process for log k0 ≥ 



















Figure 9.29.  The effect of period and k0 on  fp,ΔΨ (panel a) and  rp,ΔΨ (panel b) when 
amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -600 mV, log K = 3, log (kf + kb) = 0, and log k0 is varied from -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 





Similarly, in Figure 9.29b,  rp,ΔΨ  decreases linearly with period-1/2 at short periods and 
becomes curvilinear for long periods.  As result of these changes in peak current, trends 
in peak ratio as a function of period and k0 are shown in Figure 9.30.  Peak ratio 
decreases with increasing period as expected for the EC mechanism.  However, the 
magnitude of peak ratio depends on k0; for k0 ≤ -4, peak ratio trends are lower than the 
corresponding trends for higher k0 values.  Readers are reminded that the largest reverse 
peak is used to calculate peak ratio when two peaks may exist on the reverse sweep.   














log Period  
Figure 9.30.  The effect of period and k0 on peak ratio when amplitude = 50 mV, 
increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -600 mV, log K = 3, log (kf + kb) = 0, and log k0 is varied from -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 (pink), and 
2 (light gray). 
 
The effect of k0 and period on peak potentials is displayed in Figure 9.31.  Ep,f (panel 
a) is constant with period when log k0 ≤ -4, shifts slightly positive with period when log 
k0 = -3, and shifts positively by ~50 mV at long periods for log k0 ≥ -2.  The effect of 
period and k0 on Ep,r (panel b) is interesting.  For log k0 ≤ -4, a several hundred mV jump 
is observed in Ep,r as the magnitude of the two reverse peaks change with period.  At 




the more positive of the two reverse peaks diminishes, and the reverse peak located 
negative of E0 becomes the dominant peak.  Ep,r for log k0 = -3 shifts slightly negative by 
~ 20 mV with period whereas trends for log k0 ≥ -2 shift positively by ~30 mV with 
period.  Subsequently, ΔEp decreases rapidly and changes sign for log k0 ≤ -4.  A similar 
but smaller trend in ΔEp occurs for log k0 = -3.  For larger values of k0, ΔEp increases 
negatively with period.  Thus, peak parameters for the EqC mechanism are affected by 





































log Period  
Figure 9.31.  The effect of period and k0 on a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -600 mV, log K = 3, log (kf + kb) = 0, and log k0 is varied from -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 





Several comparisons to distinguish the EqC and EC mechanisms have been made 
throughout this chapter.  What has yet to be addressed is the ability to discern between 
the EqC and the Equasi mechanisms.  Peak currents are linearly or curvilinearly related to 
period-1/2 for both mechanisms, and the slope of the relationship is dependent on k0.  
However, the trends in peak ratio, period, and k0 differ drastically.  Peak ratio increases 
and may approach unity for the Equasi mechanism though peak ratio decreases then 
plateaus for the EqC mechanism as shown in Figure 9.32.  It should be noted that for each 
mechanism, peak ratio has s a dependence on the magnitude on k0 and that one value was 
chosen to highlight the differences in the two mechanisms.   














log Period  
Figure 9.32.  The effect of period on peak ratio for the Equasi mechanism (red) and the EqC mechanism (black) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and log k0 = -3.  For the EqC mechanism, Eλ = -600 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  
Furthermore, trends in peak potential differ markedly as displayed in Figure 9.33.  
Peak potentials approach E0 with increasing period, and peak separation decreases for the 
Equasi mechanism.  In contrast, Ep,f is constant or shifts positively (away from E0) with 
period, and Ep,r transitions between the reverse peaks or shifts positively (away from E0) 




mechanism as the trend for EqC does not decrease with period and depends on k0.  Again, 
it should be noted that peak potentials for both mechanisms depend on k0.  Thus, the 
variation of period using CSWV can be used to discriminate between the EqC and Equasi 
































log Period  
Figure 9.33.  The effect of period on a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp for the Equasi mechanism (red) and the EqC mechanism (black) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and log k0 = -3.  For the EqC mechanism, Eλ = -600 mV, log K = 3, and log (kf + kb) = 0.  
9.3 Conclusion 
This chapter presented an investigation of the EqC mechanism using CSWV.  The 




empirical parameters were varied, and key trends in peak parameters were identified.  
Examination of these trends was used to generate the diagnostic criteria for the EqC 
mechanism.  The effect of rates in combination with the variation of empirical parameters 
led to the protocol for experimentalists to assign the EqC mechanism to an analyte of 
interest and determine any associated kinetic or thermodynamic properties.  The protocol 
is presented in Table 9.1.  Comparisons between the diagnostic criteria for EC and EqC 






Table 9.1. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing an EqC Electrode Reaction by CSWV 







Switching potential,  
Eλ 
Amplitude, 
 ESW  Plot Trace Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs.  
τ -1/2 
ΔIp is linearly or curvilinearly related to 
period-1/2 dependent 
upon K and kf + kb (see Figures 9.5c and 9.8) 
ΔIp vs. 
δE 
ΔIp may increase or be invariant with δE 
dependent on K and kf + kb  (see Figures 9.11c and 9.14) 
ΔIp vs. Eλ 
ΔIp,f is independent of Eλ while ΔIp,r may be invariant or increase as 
Eλ approaches E0  (see Figures 9.17c and 9.20) 
ΔIp vs. 
ESW 
ΔIp increases with ESW with a magnitude 
dependent on K and kf + kb (see Figure 9c and S-16) 
Peak ratio  Peak ratio 
vs. 
log τ 
Peak ratio ≤ unity and 
may increase, decrease 
or be invariant with 
period dependent on K 





Peak ratio may 
increase, decrease or 
remain constant; trend 
and magnitude 




Peak ratio may 
increase, decrease, or 
be invariant with Eλ dependent upon K and 





Peak ratio either 
increases or is 
invariant as ESW increases; the 
magnitude and trend 
depend on K and kf + kb (see Figures 9.23d and 9.24) 
Peak potentials  Ep vs. log τ 
 
Ep,f either shifts positive or is invariant 
with period; Ep,r may 
shift positively, 
negatively, or be 
invariant with period.  
Both depend greatly on 
K and kf + kb (see Figures 9.5b, 9.9, and 
9.10) 
Ep vs. δE 
Ep,f shifts negatively with δE while Ep,r has a complex relationship 
with δE; magnitude 
and trend depend on K 
and kf + kb  (see Figures 9.11b, 9.15, 
and 9.16) 
Ep vs. Eλ 
Ep,f is invariant with Eλ  though the location 
relative to E0 depends 
on K and kf + kb; Ep,r may be invariant or 
shift negatively with Eλ dependent on K and kf + kb  (see Figures 9.17b, 9.21, and 9.22) 
Ep vs. ESW 
Ep,f may shift in small or large amounts 
positively with ESW whereas Ep,r may shift positive, negative, or 
be invariant with ESW; both potentials depend 
on K and kf + kb (see Figures 9.23b, 9.26, 
and 9.27) 
Peak separation  ∆Ep vs. 
log τ 
 
∆Ep may increase, decrease, or remain 




∆Ep may increase or decrease with 
increasing δE 
∆Ep vs. Eλ 
Generally ∆Ep is invariant but may 
decrease slightly  
∆Ep vs. 
ESW 
∆Ep may increase or decrease with 
increasing ESW 
Peak widths W1/2 vs. 
log τ 
Generally W1/2 increases or is 
invariant with period 
W1/2 vs. 
δE 
W1/2 may increase or decrease slightly with 
increasing δE 
W1/2 vs. Eλ 
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The CE mechanism (Chapter 6) has been the subject of many theoretical 
electrochemical investigations for decades.1-10  Less frequent in the literature is the CEq 
mechanism in which the electron transfer is quasireversible or irreversible.5, 8, 11-13  An 
analyte that exhibits CE properties may exhibit CEq properties for another electrode 
and/or electrolyte.  Thus, it is essential to explore the CEq mechanism with CSWV.   
This work inspects the effect of the kinetics and equilibrium of the chemical reaction 
as well as the effect of the kinetically controlled electron transfer on the peak parameters.  
Furthermore, the effect of the empirical parameters on the peak parameters is considered.  
Also included in this report is the diagnostic criteria for the CEq mechanism, a protocol to 
assign the CEq mechanism, and comparisons to the CE mechanism so that the 
experimenter can discern between the two.   
 
10.2 Results and Discussion 
10.2.1 Theory 
This work examines the CEq mechanism in which a chemical reaction precedes a 




 →← + ↔          (10.1) 
where Ox is the reactant, Red is the product of the electron transfer, Y is the 
electroinactive reactant in the reaction preceding the electron transfer step, kf is the rate 
constant for the conversion of Y to Ox in s-1, kb is the rate constant for conversion of Ox 
to Y in s-1, and k0 is the standard heterogeneous rate constant in cm/s.  The forward and 
reverse chemical reactions have been treated as first order and the electron transfer is 
diffusion limited.  The derivation of an equation that enables calculation of current at 
each applied potential for this electrode reaction begins with Fick’s laws of diffusion.  
Expressions for the concentrations of Ox and Red as a function of time and distance from 
the electrode are found using Laplace transformations and application of the appropriate 
boundary conditions.  For a quasireversible electron transfer, the current, potential, and 
surface concentrations of Ox and Red are related through the Erdey-Gruz and Volmer 
equation2, 14: 
                tCDEERTnFtCDEERTnFkDD nFAti appapp ,0exp,0exp RedRed0OxOx002Red2-1Ox    (10.2)  
where τ = period (sec), DOx = diffusion coefficient of Ox (cm2/sec), and DRed = diffusion 
coefficient of Red (cm2/sec).  To provide a current that is independent of electrode area 
and concentration of the electroactive species, the current is made dimensionless by using 
the following form of Erdey-Gruz and Volmer equation2, 14: 
            t0,CDφexpt0,CDαφexpDD kCD πτtΨ RedRedOxOx2αRed2α-1Ox 0*OxOx       (10.3) 




Integrals representing the current as a function of time and potential are replaced with 
summations and solved by using numerical methods.15  The final equation coded in 
MATLAB to generate voltammograms for the CEq mechanism is: 
     























































    (10.4) 
where L = number of subintervals on each potential, K = equilibrium constant for the 
following chemical reaction and equal to kf/kb,  m = dimensionless current for each time 
increment with the serial number m, τ = period, k = the sum of the forward and reverse 
homogeneous first order rate constants for the chemical reaction preceding the electron 
transfer, i.e. kf + kb. 
In the following sections, the results of simulations for the effect of K and kf + kb and 
the variation of empirical parameters for the CEq mechanism are presented, first holding 
α = 0.5 and log k0 = -3.  Later, the effects of k0, followed by a description of diagnostic 
criteria that can be used to identify a kinetically controlled reaction are presented and 
comparisons to the CE mechanism are made.  This work concludes with protocol for 
evaluating experimental data. 
10.2.2 Effect of K and kf + kb 
The effect of K on the shape of the voltammogram is shown in Figure 10.1a.  At low 
values of K, peak current is quite small, and the peaks are hard to distinguish from the 
baseline current as equilibrium likes in favor of Y, and little to no Ox is available for 
reduction.  As K increases, the voltammogram takes on the classic CE appearance where 
the reverse peak is larger than that of the forward peak as the equilibrium begins to shift 




of Ox.  The effect of kf + kb on the shape of the voltammogram is shown in Figure 10.1b.  
At low values of kf + kb, little to no current exists as the rate of conversion of Y to Ox is 
slow, and thus, there is no Ox available to reduce within the period.  As kf + kb is 
increases, peak current increases as more Ox becomes available during each period.  The 
waveshape appears quasireversible, i.e., there is a large separation between the forward 
and reverse peaks, and at very high kf + kb values, two peaks appear on the reverse 



























Potential (mV vs. E0)  
Figure 10.1.  The impact of a) K and b) kf + kb on the shape of the voltammogram when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, increment = 10 mV, switching potential = -500 mV, 





Peak currents and peak ratio are further investigated as a function of kf, kb, and K in 
Figure 10.2.  p,fΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  are invariant with kf + kb when log K ≥ 1.  Lower values 
of K increases with kf + kb with a manner and magnitude dependent on kf + kb.  Similarly, 
peak ratio is invariant and equal to unity when log K ≥ 1.  Peak ratio increases to a 
maximum then decreases with kf + kb for all other K values.  The magnitude of the trend 
































log (kf + kb)  
Figure 10.2.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a)  fp,ΔΨ , b)  rp,ΔΨ , and c) peak ratio when 
amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, increment = 10 mV, switching potential = -500 mV, 
log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6. Log K ranges from -3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1. 
 
Peak potentials are investigated as a function of kf, kb, and K in Figure 10.3.  Ep,f is 




1 and log (kf + kb) ≥ 0.  The magnitude of the shift decreases as log (kf + kb) increases.  
Similarly, Ep,r is in variant with kf + kb when log K ≥ 1.  Ep,r shifts negatively then 
plateaus when log K < 1 and log (kf + kb) ≥ 0.  The extent of the shift is dependent on kf + 
kb.  Subsequently, ΔEp is independent of kf + kb when log K ≥ 1.  ΔEp increases when log 






































log (kf + kb)  






W1/2 increases then decreases with kf + kb when log (kf + kb) ≥ -1 and log K < 1, and 
the magnitude is dependent on kf + kb.  W1/2 is invariant with kf + kb when log K ≥ 1 (see 































log (kf + kb)  
Figure 10.4.  The impact of K, kf, and kb on a) W1/2,f and b) W1/2,r when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, increment = 10 mV, switching potential = -500 mV, log k0 = -3, and 
DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6. Log K ranges from -3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1.  
In comparing the effect of kf + kb and K on the CEq and CE mechanisms, several 
differences can be identified.  p,fΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  have similar trends with both 
mechanisms, but the magnitude for the CEq mechanism is lower than that for CE.  Peak 
ratio values are greater for CEq than for CE when log K < 1.  Peak potentials and peak 
separation only change with kf + kb when log K < 1 for both mechanisms.  Trends in peak 




negatively with kf + kb for the CEq mechanism than the CE case.  Ep,r shifts more 
negatively for the CE mechanism than the CEq.  Peak separations are negative and less 
than 20 mV for the CE mechanism whereas peak separation is positive and may approach 
300 mV for the CEq mechanism.  Thus, kf + kb and K affect peak potentials differently 
for the CEq and CE mechanisms.   
10.2.3 Effect of Period (τ) 
The effect of period on the voltammogram is shown in Figure 10.5.  As period is 
elongated, peak magnitude decreases and shifts negatively.  As shown in Figure 10.5b, 
Ep,f shifts more negatively with period than Ep,r.  p,fΔΨ  is linearly related to period-1/2 
while  rp,ΔΨ  is curvilinearly related to period-1/2 (see Figure 10.5c).  Peak ratio increases 














































log Period  
Figure 10.5.  The impact of period on the shape of the voltammogram when amplitude = 
50 mV, increment = 10 mV, switching potential = -500 mV, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.  Panel a): Period ranges from 1 ms (red) to 5 s 
(brown). Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  
Panel d): Peak ratio (red). 
 
The effect of K on peak ratio as period is varied is shown in Figure 10.6.  When log K 




and decrease depends on K.  For log K ≥ 1, peak ratio is invariant at unity as period is 
varied.   








log Period  
Figure 10.6.  The impact of period on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) to 3 
(purple) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, switching potential = -500 mV, 
log (kf + kb) = 2, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.    
Peak ratio is further investigated as a function of kf + kb, K, and period is investigated 
in Figure 10.7.  Several trends in kf + kb can be identified when log K ≤ 0.  When log (kf 
+ kb) = -3, peak ratio is essentially unity regardless of K or period.  When log (kf + kb) = -
2 and -1, peak ratio increases with period though the magnitude depends on K.  When 0 ≤ 
log (kf + kb) ≤ 2, peak ratio increases then decreases with period where the magnitude and 
location of the apex depends on K.  When log (kf + kb) ≥ 3, peak ratio decreases with 
period with the magnitude dependent on K; at some values of K, peak ratio may be unity 
dependent on K.  When log K > 0, peak ratio is essentially unity and invariant with 



































Log Period  
Figure 10.7.  The impact of period on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 




The effect of period on p,fΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  is displayed in Figure 10.8 for a fixed value 
of K and the variation of kf + kb.  p,fΔΨ  is linearly related to period-1/2 when log (kf + kb) 
< 2 and > 5.  Otherwise, p,fΔΨ  is curvilinearly related to period-1/2.  Similarly,  rp,ΔΨ  is 
linearly related to period-1/2 when log (kf + kb) < 0 and > 5.  Otherwise,  rp,ΔΨ  is 


















Figure 10.8.  The impact of period on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 
increment = 10 mV, switching potential = -500 mV, log K = -1, log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
The effect of period on Ep,f as a function of kf, kb, and K is shown in Figure 10.9.  
Regardless of K, Ep,f is constant with period when log (kf + kb) < -1.  Ep,f shifts negative 




the starting potential is shifted from E0 is dependent on kf + kb and K.  Ep,f is slightly 







































Log Period  
Figure 10.9.  The impact of period on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 




The effect of period on Ep,r as a function of kf + kb and K is shown in Figure 10.10.  











































Log Period  
Figure 10.10.  The impact of period on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 





Ep,r shifts negative with period for log K < 0 and log -1 ≤ kf + kb ≤ 3; the magnitude 
depends on kf + kb and K.  At higher values of log (kf + kb), Ep,r is constant with period 
though the magnitude depends on K.   When log K ≥ 0, Ep,r is essentially invariant and 
shifted positive of E0 by ~10 mV regardless of kf + kb. 
Period affects both the CEq and CE mechanisms.  p,fΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  trends with period-
1/2 are similar though the magnitude for peak currents in the CEq case are lower than the 
CE mechanism.  Peak ratio trends are similar for these mechanisms, but the magnitude is 
different; peak ratio values are larger for the CEq case than CE.  Ep,f  may shift negatively 
with period for both mechanisms though the magnitude of the shift and the relative 
position to E0 is different.  Generally, if Ep,f shifts, it shifts more for the CEq case than the 
CE case.  Ep,r may shift negatively for both mechanisms, but the location relative to E0 
and the magnitude of the shift differ between the mechanisms.  If there is a shift in Ep,r, it 
is generally larger for the CE mechanism than the CEq mechanism.  Thus, the magnitude 
of peak ratio and trends in peak potentials with period may be used to discern between 
the CEq and CE mechanisms. 
10.2.4 Effect of Increment (δE) 
The impact of increment on the CEq voltammogram is shown in Figure 10.11.  The 
reverse peak is more affected by increment than the forward peak.  Ep,f shifts negatively 
by ~10 mV with increment while Ep,r shifts positively ~30 mV with increment (see 
Figure 10.11b).  p,fΔΨ  decreases slightly with increment while  rp,ΔΨ  slightly increases 
with increment (see Figure 10.11c).  Subsequently, peak ratio increases with increment 









































Increment (mV)  
Figure 10.11.  The impact of increment on the shape of the voltammogram when 
amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, switching potential = -500 mV, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.  Panel a): Increment ranges from 1 mV (red), 5 mV (orange), 10 mV (yellow), 15 mV (green), and 20 mV (cyan). Panel b): Ep,f 





The manner in which increment and K affect peak ratio is shown in Figure 10.12.  
Peak ratio is greater than unity when log K < 1.  For this range in K, the response of peak 
ratio to increment depends on K.  Peak ratio is invariant at unity when log K ≥ 1.   












Increment (mV)  
Figure 10.12.  The impact of increment on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) 
to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, switching potential 
= -500 mV, log (kf + kb) = 2, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.    
Further investigation of peak ratio as a function of kf, kb, K, and increment is shown in 
Figure 10.13.  Regardless of K, when log (kf + kb) ≤ -2 and when log (kf + kb) > 5, peak 
ratio is essentially unity and invariant with increment.  When log K < 1 and -2 < log (kf + 
kb) ≤ 5, peak ratio is larger than unity, and the trend depends on both kf + kb and K.  
When log K ≥ 1, peak ratio is essentially unity with increasing increment. 

fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  are affected by increment as shown in Figure 10.14.   fp,ΔΨ  is 
essentially constant with increment when log (kf + kb) ≤ 3.  At higher log (kf + kb) values, 





< -1.   rp,ΔΨ  decreases with increment when -1 ≤ log (kf + kb) < 2 and increases slightly 



































Increment (mV)  
Figure 10.13.  The impact of increment on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 



















Increment (mV)  
Figure 10.14.  The impact of increment on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 50 mV, 
period = 50 ms, switching potential = -500 mV, log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6, log K = -1, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
The relationship between peak potentials Ep,f and Ep,r and increment are shown in 
Figures 10.15 and 10.16, respectively.  Ep,f shifts negatively with increment for most 
combinations of K and kf + kb.  When Ep,f does shift, the offset from E0 and the 
magnitude of the shift depends on kf + kb and K.  Conversely, Ep,r shifts positively with 
increment.  Again, the offset from E0 and the magnitude of the shift depends on kf + kb 
and K.  For both peak potentials, when log K > 0, all kf + kb trends are essentially 








































Increment (mV)  
Figure 10.15.  The impact of increment on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 














































Increment (mV)  
Figure 10.16.  The impact of increment on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 




Increment affects voltammograms corresponding to the CEq and CE mechanisms.  

p,fΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  values are lower for the CEq mechanism than the CE.  Furthermore, 
when log (kf + kb) > 2, peak currents increase with increment for the CEq case whereas 
they are invariant with increment for the CE case.  Trends in peak ratio with increment 
are similar for the two mechanisms, but the magnitudes for the CEq case is higher than 
for the CE mechanism.  Generally, Ep,f  shifts negatively with increment for the CEq case 
whereas Ep,f either shifts positively or is invariant with increment depending on kf + kb 
and K for the CE case.  Similarly, Ep,r commonly shifts positively with increment for the 
CEq case while Ep,f is either invariant or shifts positively with increment depending on kf 
+ kb and K for the CE case.  Thus, increment may be used to discriminate between the 
CEq and CE mechanisms when examining the magnitude and trend of peak ratios and 
peak potentials. 
10.2.5 Effect of Switching Potential (Eλ) 
The effect of switching potential on the CEq mechanism is shown in Figure 10.17.  
The reverse peak is greatly affected by switching potential whereas the forward peak is 
not.  Ep,f and  fp,ΔΨ  are invariant with switching potential.  Ep,r shifts negatively as 
switching potential approaches E0 (see Figure 10.17b).   rp,ΔΨ  decreases as switching 
potential approaches E0 (see Figure 10.17c).  As a result, peak ratio decreases as the 













































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 10.17.  The impact of switching potential on the shape of the voltammogram 
when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.  Panel a): Switching potential ranges from 1000 mV (red), 900 mV (orange), 800 mV (yellow), 700 mV (green), 600 mV (cyan),  500 mV 
(blue), 400 mV (purple), 300 mV (magenta), 200 mV (light gray), and 100 mV (dark 
gray).  Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r (black). Panel c):  fp,ΔΨ (red) and  rp,ΔΨ (black).  Panel 





Switching potential affects peak ratio as shown in Figure 10.18.  For log K < 0, peak 
ratio decreases as the switching potential approaches E0 though the magnitude of the 
decrease depends on K.  For the scenario when log K ≥ 0, peak ratio is essentially unity 
and invariant with switching potential.   
















Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 10.18.  The impact of switching potential on the peak ratio as log K is varied from 
-3 (red) to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, switching 
potential = -500 mV, log (kf + kb) = 2 log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.    
Further investigation of the relationship between kf + kb, K, switching potential, and 
peak ratio is presented in Figure 10.19.  When log K ≤ 0 and when log (kf + kb) < -1, 
peak ratio is essentially unity and invariant with switching potential.  When log (kf + kb) 
> -1, peak ratio may decrease or remain constant depending on K and kf + kb.  When log 







































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 10.19.  The impact of switching potential on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when increment = 10 
mV, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.    
The effect of switching potential on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  is shown in Figure 10.20.  

fp,ΔΨ  is independent of switching potential, but the magnitude of  fp,ΔΨ  is influenced by 




as switching potential approaches E0 when log (kf + kb) > -2.  The magnitude of  rp,ΔΨ  





















Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 10.20.  The impact of switching potential on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when amplitude = 
50 mV, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, switching potential = -500 mV, log K = -1, 
log k0 = -3, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6, and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
The relationship between kf + kb, K, and peak potentials is shown in Figures 10.21 and 
10.22.  Ep,f is invariant with switching potential unless the switching potential occurs 
before the current returns to baseline.  The magnitude of Ep,f is dependent on kf + kb and 
K as displayed in Figure 10.21.  Ep,r shifts negatively with switching potential.  The 
location of Ep,r relative to E0 and the magnitude of the shift is presented in Figure 10.22.  
















































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 10.21.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, 















































Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 10.22.  The impact of switching potential on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when amplitude = 50 mV, 
increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.    
Switching potential greatly affects chemically-coupled mechanisms.  p,fΔΨ  is 
unaffected by switching potential for both the CEq and CE mechanisms though the 




potential for both mechanisms as the switching potential approaches E0; furthermore, the 
magnitude of  rp,ΔΨ  is generally lower for the CEq case than the CE.  Peak ratio trends 
with switching potential are similar for the two mechanisms and hard to distinguish.  Ep,f 
is unaffected by switching potential for both mechanisms but is determined by kf + kb and 
K for each mechanism.  Ep,r shifts negatively when switching potential approaches E0 for 
the CEq case whereas it shifts positively for the CE case.  In most cases, the shifts are 
within the error of the increment except for a few select values of kf + kb for the CEq 
mechanism.  Thus, switching potential cannot be used to distinguish between the CEq and 
the CE mechanisms though it is readily used to identify a chemically-coupled 
mechanism. 
10.2.6 Effect of Amplitude (ESW) 
The effect of amplitude on the voltammogram for the CEq mechanism is shown in 
Figure 8.  As with other empirical parameters, the reverse peak is more affected by 
amplitude than the forward peak.  Ep,f is nearly constant with amplitude while Ep,r shifts 
negatively with amplitude (see Figure 10.23b).  Both peak currents increase with 
amplitude though  rp,ΔΨ  increases more than  fp,ΔΨ  (see Figure 10.23c).  Peak ratio 













































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 10.23.  The impact of amplitude on the shape of the voltammogram when 
increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, switching potential = -500 mV, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.  Panel a): Amplitude ranges from 10 mV (red), 20 mV (orange), 30 mV (yellow), 40 mV (green), 50 mV (cyan),  60 mV (blue), 70 
mV (purple), 80 mV (magenta), and 90 mV (light gray).  Panel b): Ep,f (red) and Ep,r 





Peak ratio and its relationship to amplitude is examined in Figure 10.24.  When log K 
< 0, peak ratio decreases with amplitude; the magnitude of peak ratio depends on K.  
When log K ≥ 0, peak ratio is essentially unity and invariant with amplitude.   













Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 10.24.  The impact of amplitude on the peak ratio as log K is varied from -3 (red) 
to 3 (purple) in steps of 1 when increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, switching potential 
= -500 mV, log (kf + kb) = 2, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.    
Further investigation of peak ratio, kf + kb, K, and amplitude is presented in Figure 
10.25.  When log K ≤ 0, peak ratio may be at or greater than unity.  Generally, if peak 
ratio is greater than unity, peak ratio decreases with amplitude.  Some exceptions do 
exist, and the magnitude of the decrease and its maximum value depend on K and kf + kb.  
When log K > 0, peak ratio is essentially unity and invariant with amplitude.  Figure 
10.26 shows the effect of amplitude on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ .  Both  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  



































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 10.25.  The impact of amplitude on peak ratio over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when increment = 10 mV, period = 






















Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 10.26.  The impact of amplitude on  fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ when increment = 10 mV, 
period = 50 ms, switching potential = -500 mV, log K = -1, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6 and log (kf + kb) ranges from -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray).  
The effect of amplitude on peak potentials Ep,f and Ep,r are shown in Figures 10.27 and 
10.28, respectively.  Generally, Ep,f shifts positively with amplitude.  The location of Ep,f 
relative to E0 and the magnitude of the shift depends on kf + kb and K.  Ep,r tends to shift 
negatively with amplitude, but like Ep,f the magnitude of the shift depends on kf + kb and 




















































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 10.27.  The impact of amplitude on Ep,f over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when increment = 10 mV, period = 50 











































Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 10.28.  The impact of amplitude on Ep,r over the log (kf + kb) range -3 (red) to 6 (dark gray) for log K = -3 (panel a) to 2 (panel f) when increment = 10 mV, period = 50 
ms, switching potential = -500 mV, log k0 = -3, and DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6.    
Amplitude affects both the CEq and CE mechanisms.   fp,ΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  increase with 
amplitude for both mechanisms.  However, the magnitude of the CEq case is lower than 




CEq case.  Peak ratio is affected by amplitude though the trends for the CEq and CE 
mechanisms are nearly the same.  Ep,f may shift up to 40 mV positively with amplitude 
for the CEq case whereas Ep,f shifts negatively by no more than 15 mV for the CE case.  If 
Ep,r shifts for either mechanism, it shifts negatively with amplitude.  The magnitude of the 
shift and the displacement from E0 depend on K and kf + kb.  Thus, amplitude may be 
used to aid in discerning between the CEq and CE mechanisms. 
10.2.7 Effect of k0  
The impact of heterogeneous kinetics on the shape of the voltammogram depends upon 
the magnitude of k0 relative to period.  The values of α, k0, Dox and Dred are quantities 
intrinsic to the analyte undergoing an electron transfer reaction at a particular electrode 
immersed in a specific electrolyte.  Though the experimenter varies period and determines 
k0 from changes in the shape of the voltammograms, systematically varying k0 and 
evaluating the effect on the voltammogram is helpful to understand the effects on the 
voltammogram waveshape.  Hence, in varying k0 at a fixed value of period is, the responses 
for different analytes and/or different electrode/electrolyte combinations can be 
considered. 
The effect of k0 on the shape of the voltammogram for the CEq mechanism is shown in 
Figure 10.29.  At low values of k0, peaks are asymmetrically displaced from E0.  One 
peak appears on the forward sweep, and two peaks are present on the reverse sweep.  As 












Potential (mV vs E0)  
Figure 10.29.  The effect of k0 on the shape of the voltammogram for the CEq mechanism when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -1000, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6, and log k0 = -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 (magneta), and 2 (light gray).  
 
The relationship between peak current, k0, and period is presented in Figure 10.30.  

fp,ΔΨ  is linearly related to period-1/2 at short periods and curvilinearly related to period-1/2 
at long periods.  The slope of the relationship decreases as k0 decreases.  Similarly,  rp,ΔΨ  
is curvilinearly related to period-1/2 for all k0 investigated, and the slope of the 
relationship decreases with decreasing k0.  Peak ratio increases then decreases with 
increasing period as shown in Figure 10.31.  Though all traces have the same shape, the 
maximum magnitude depends on k0.  Thus, the magnitude of maximum peak ratio 





























Figure 10.30.  The effect of k0  and period on peak current  fp,ΔΨ  (panel a) and  rp,ΔΨ  
(panel b) when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -1000, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6, and log k0 = -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 (magneta), and 2 (light gray).  
 












log Period  
Figure 10.31.  The effect of k0  and period on peak ratio when amplitude = 50 mV, 
increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -1000, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6, and log k0 = -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 





Peak potentials are also affected by k0 as shown in Figure 10.32.  Ep,f shifts negatively 
with period for all values of k0 though the magnitude and negative offset from E0 depend 


































log Period  
Figure 10.32.  The effect of k0  and period on peak potential: a) Ep,f, b) Ep,r, and c) ΔEp  when amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, Eλ = -1000 mV, log K = -1, log (kf + kb) = 2, DOx = DRed = 5 x 10-6, and log k0 = -6 (red), -5 (orange), -4 (yellow), -3 (green), -2 (cyan), -1 (blue), 0 (purple), 1 (magneta), and 2 (light gray).  
 
Ep,r is constant and offset positively from E0 for log k0 < -3.  When log k0 ≥ -3, Ep,r shifts 
negatively with period though only the trend for log k0 = -3 is discernable from faster 




-3, and ΔEp is essentially invariant for log k0 > -3.  Thus, peak potentials are discernably 
affected by period and k0 when the magnitude of k0 approaches irreversibility. 
Throughout this chapter, comparisons have been made between the CEq and CE 
mechanisms.  Next, comparisons must be made between the Equasi mechanism and the 
CEq mechanism so that the user can readily discern the two by using the variation of 
period.  Peak currents are linearly or curvilinearly related to period-1/2 for both 
mechanisms.  However, the trends in peak ratio are quite different.  Peak ratio increases 
towards unity with period for the Equasi mechanism but increases then decreases towards 
unity for the CEq mechanism as shown in Figure 10.33.  Readers are reminded that peak 
ratio is generally greater than unity for the CEq case and that peak ratio depends on k0 for 
both mechanisms.  A singular value of k0 was chosen to emphasize the differences in 
trends for these mechanisms.   










log Period  




Trends in peak potentials differ drastically for the two mechanisms as presented in 
Figure 10.34.  Peak potentials approach E0 for the Equasi case; Ep,r shits negatively while 
Ep,f shifts positively.  In contrast, Ep,f and Ep,r both shift negatively for the CEq case with 
the magnitude of the shift and the displacement from E0 dependent on k0.  As a result of 
these trends in peak potentials, ΔEp decreases for the Equasi case whereas is either constant 
or increases for the CEq case.  It should be noted that the displacement of peak potentials 
and magnitude of peak separation depends on k0 for both mechanisms.  Thus, the 
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This work has shown the effect of empirical parameters on peak parameters for the 
CEq mechanism.  Furthermore, the effect of K and kf + kb on the shape of the 
voltammogram for the CEq mechanism has been presented.  The diagnostic criteria for 
the CEq mechanism have been elucidated as a result of the investigation of trends in of 
peak parameters as a function of empirical parameters as presented in Table 10.1.  This 
table in combination with the figures presented in this work allows the experimenter to 
identify the CEq reaction mechanism and determine kinetic parameters associated with 
the chemical reaction.  Comparisons have been made throughout this work to highlight 







Table 10.1. Diagnostic Plots and Protocol for Assessing a CEq Electrode Reaction by CSWV 
 Empirical variables 
Waveform 
parameters 
Period, τ Increment, δE Switching potential, Eλ Amplitude, ESW 
 Plot Trace Plot Trend Plot Trend Plot Trend 
Peak currents  ΔIp vs.  
τ -1/2 
ΔIp may be linear or curvilinear with period-
1/2 depending on K and 
kf + kb (see Figures 10.5c and 10.8) 
ΔIp vs. 
δE 
ΔIp has a complex relationship with δE; 
the trend depends on K 
and kf + kb  (see Figures 10.11c and 10.14) 
ΔIp vs. 
Eλ 
ΔIp,f is invariant with Eλ whereas ΔIp,r decreases as Eλ approaches E0 (see Figures 10.17c and 10.20) 
ΔIp vs. 
ESW 
ΔIp increases with amplitude (see 
Figures 10.23c and 
10.26) 
Peak ratio  Peak ratio 
vs. 
log τ 
Peak ratio ≥ 1 but the 
trend depends on K and 





Peak ratio ≥ 1 but the 
trend depends on K and 






Peak ratio decreases as Eλ approaches E0 for log K < 
0 and is unity for log K ≥ 
0; the decrease depends 







decreases or is 
invariant and is ≥ 
unity (see Figures 
10.23d, 10.24, and 
10.25) 
Peak potentials  Ep vs. 
log τ 
 
Ep values are either invariant or shifts 
negatively with period; 
the magnitude of the 
shift and displacement 
from E0 depends on K 
and kf + kb (see Figures 10.5b, 10.9, and 10.10) 
Ep vs. 
δE 
Ep,f shifts negatively and Ep,r shifts positively with δE though 
sometimes Ep is 
invariant with δE; the 
magnitude of the shift 
and displacement from 




Ep,f is invariant with Eλ; Ep,r may or may not shift negatively with Eλ approaches E0. The 
magnitude of each 
depends on K and kf + kb  (see Figures 10.17b, 
10.21, and 10.22) 
Ep vs. ESW 
Ep,f shifts positively while Ep,r shifts negatively; the 
magnitude of the 
shift and 
displacement from 
E0 depends on kf + kb and K (see Figures 10.23b, 
10.27, and 10.28) 
Peak separation  ∆Ep vs. 
log τ 
 
Invariant when log K > -
1; increases or invariant 
when log K ≤ -1 (see 





negatively with δE 
∆Ep vs. 
Eλ 
Generally constant but 
may be decrease as Eλ approaches E0 
∆Ep vs. 
ESW 
∆Ep  ≥ 0 for log K < 0 and ∆Ep = 0 for log K ≥ 0 
Peak widths W1/2 vs. 
log τ 
Invariant when log K > -
1; increases or invariant 







W1/2 is only affected if Eλ occurs before the current 
returns to baseline 
W1/2 vs. 
ESW 
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One of the overarching goals of this thesis was to generate diagnostic criteria for 
electrode reaction mechanisms using CSWV.  This was accomplished by evaluating the 
peak parameters as a function of the empirical parameters for every mechanism 
investigated herein.  The aim of this chapter is to provide the experimentalist with the 
ability to rapidly and easily distinguish one mechanism from another using CSWV.  To 
do so, plots of peak parameters versus empirical parameters were collected for several 
mechanisms.  Specifically, mechanisms presented in this chapter include the reversible, 
quasireversible, surface-confined, and chemically coupled electron transfer reactions.  
The nomenclature used for the chemically coupled mechanisms assumes that electron 
transfers are either reversible or quasireversible (denoted by a q), and the chemical 
reaction is either irreversible (irrev) or reversible (rev).  The following conditions were 
used for each mechanism: for the quasireversible mechanism, is log k0 = -3; for the 
surface-confined mechanism, log k0 = -1; for the ECirrev mechanism, log K = 3 and log kf 
+ kb = 0; for the EqCirrev mechanism, log K = 3, log kf + kb = 0, and log k0 = -3; for the 
ECrev mechanism, log K = 0 and log kf + kb = 0; for the EqCrev mechanism, log K = 0, log 
kf + kb = 0, and log k0 = -3; for the CirrevE mechanism, log K = -1 and log kf + kb = 2; for 
the CirrevEq mechanism, log K = -1, log kf + kb = 2, and log k0 = -3; for the CrevE 
mechanism, log K = 0 and log kf + kb = 0, and for the CrevEq mechanism, log K = 0, log kf 




were made where possible.  Additionally, comparisons to published SWV work were 
made to examine the similarities between SWV and CSWV and highlight the mechanistic 
information gained by using a technique comprised of two potential sweeps.   This 
chapter concludes with a protocol for experimentalists to distinguish reaction 
mechanisms and the future work regarding CSWV as a mechanistic tool. 
 
11.2 Effect of Period (τ) 
Peak parameters are markedly dependent on period as shown in Chapters 3-10.  The 
relationship between peak currents and period has been shown in Figures 3.15, 3.22, 
4.22, 5.5c, 5.9, 6.5c, and 6.9.  Here, the trends are compiled for comparison in Figure 
11.1 so that the experimenter can visualize the differences between mechanisms.  Peak 
currents are linearly related to period-1/2 for all diffusional mechanisms shown except for 
CirrevE where  rp,ΔΨ  is curvilinearly related to period-1/2 as shown in Figures 11.1a and 
11.1b.  Peak currents for the surface-confined case are linear to period-1 as displayed in 
Figures 11.1c and 11.1d.  Experimenters can easily discriminate the between the surface-
confined and diffusion controlled processes by plotting peak current versus period-1/2 and 
peak current versus period-1.  Whichever trend is linear signifies a diffusional or surface-
confined processes, respectively.   
The differing slopes of the diffusion controlled processes warrant further examination.  
It is interesting to note that the slope of peak current versus period-1/2 for the 
quasireversible, EqCirrev, EqCrev, CirrevE, CirrevEq, CrevEq, CrevE mechanisms is less than the 
slope for the reversible, ECirrev, and ECrev mechanisms.  The mechanisms with smaller 




quasireversible cases, sluggish electron kinetics, and for the CE cases, the amount of Ox 
available is limited by the conversion of Y to Ox.   































Period-1 (s-1)  Figure 11.1.  The effect of period on peak current  fp,ΔΨ  (panel a), s fp,ΔΨ  (panel b), 

rp,ΔΨ  (panel c), and s rp,ΔΨ  (panel d) for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), 
surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and kinetic parameters 
match those listed in the introduction.   
 
In comparison to the reversible case, the sluggish electron transfer cannot be completed 
within the time allowed nor can the complete conversion of Y to Ox and subsequently 
Red cannot be completed.  As a result, the slope of current as a function of period is less 
than that of a reversible process.  If an experimenter observes a decrease in peak current 
versus period-1/2 after switching electrode type and/or electrolyte (assuming all other 
variables including electrode area are constant), then the analyte may be kinetically 




observes a decrease in slope for the relationship between peak current and period-1/2 after 
the addition of a substrate to the electrochemical cell, then this evidence supports a 
chemical reaction preceding or following the electron transfer.  Thus, the trends in peak 
currents with the variation of period aid in enabling the user to discriminate between 
mechanisms. 
Similar trends for several mechanisms have been previously published for current as a 
function of scan rate when using CV.1  Moreover, Nicholson and Shain stated that the 
current-scan rate relationship for chemically coupled mechanisms has a differing 
magnitude and trend than that obtained for a reversible process.  Readers are reminded 
that increasing period in CSWV corresponds to a decrease in sweep rate for CV and that 
the current function used by Nicholson and Shain is not the same as the one used within 
this thesis. 
The trends in Figure 11.1 appear drastically different than those presented in SWV 
work by O’Dea and the Osteryoungs2-4 as well as Mirceski and coworkers5.  The plots of 

pΔΨ  and spΔΨ  versus period-1/2 and period-1 are used exclusively in this thesis except for 
one similar appearance in Figure 2.8 of the book by Mirceski et al.5  Otherwise, for a 
given mechanism investigated with SWV, ΔΨ  is plotted versus a dimensionless kinetic 
parameter that contains either period or frequency.  As discussed in Chapter 1, the 
plotting convention used with SWV does not match experimental observations and is 
difficult to interpret by the experimentalist.  If the trends obtained with SWV were treated 
as those presented here (i.e., using the normalized faradaic current and separation of the 
kinetic parameter from time), the forward sweep of CSWV would be identical to that 




sweep is not measured.  However, reports of inverse scan SWV have been presented.6, 7  
The magnitudes of the current with inverse scan SWV would only be the same as those 
obtained with CSWV for a reversible process.  Otherwise, to obtain comparable results, 
the initial potential would have to be held constant for the amount of time it would have 
taken for the forward scan to be completed with CSWV.  
Broadly, the effects of kinetically controlled and chemically coupled reactions on peak 
current presented here parallels work by O’Dea, Osteryoung, and Osteryoung, and 
Mirceski et al.  For instance, it has been shown with SWV that quasireversible 
mechanisms have a lower current than their reversible counterpart (see Figure 5 in 
O’Dea3 and Figure 2.7 in Mirceski et al5; assume a fixed period or frequency to interpret 
the plots).  This is in agreement with the results presented in Figures 3.14 and 11.1.  
Furthermore, both SWV and CSWV agree that chemically coupled reactions affect the 
magnitude of the current relative to that obtained the reversible mechanism.  This is 
displayed in Figures 10 and 13 in O’Dea3 and Figures 2.28 and 2.30 in Mirceski et al5 for 
the CE and EC mechanisms, respectively.  Their plots show the magnitude of the current 
is dependent on the dimensionless kinetic parameter and the equilibrium constant of the 
chemical reaction.  This relationship is similarly represented Figures 5.2 and 6.2 for the 
EC and CE mechanisms in this thesis.  The results in Figure 11.1 are in agreement with 
previously published work and are enhanced to show the expected experimentally 
observed trends as period is varied.    
Since the magnitude of currents change with the variation of period, it is imperative to 
investigate trends in peak ratio.  Figures demonstrating the relationships of peak ratio and 




6.8.  The collected plot of peak ratio versus log period is shown in Figure 11.2.  For the 
reversible and surface-confined cases, peak ratio is invariant with period at unity.  
Kinetically-controlled or chemically coupled electrode reactions deviate from this trend.  
For the quasireversible mechanism, peak ratio increases with log period.  As period 
lengthens, more time is allowed for the electron transfer to occur, and the peak ratio 
approaches that for a reversible reaction. 
 











log Period  
Figure 11.2.  The effect of period on peak ratio for the reversible (red), quasireversible 
(orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
For the mechanism in which a chemical reaction follows the electron transfer, peak ratio 
will always be less than or equal to unity.  For all of the EC mechanisms investigated 
here, peak ratio begins at unity and then decreases with log period as more time is 




back to Ox has decreased as more Red is converted to Z.  Subsequently, peak ratio 
decreases.  For the ECirrev and EqCirrev mechanisms, peak ratio remains constant after the 
decrease.  For the ECrev and EqCrev mechanisms, peak ratio increases towards unity after 
the initial decrease.  For the mechanism in which a chemical reaction precedes an 
electron transfer, the peak ratio will always be greater than or equal to unity.  At longer 
periods, more time is allowed for the conversion of Y to Ox, which at potentials negative 
of E0 is immediately converted to Red.  As a result, Red accumulates and more is 
available to be converted to Ox on the reverse sweep.  For the CirrevE and CirrevEq cases, 
peak ratio > 2, increases slightly with log period, then decreases towards unity.  For the 
CrevE and CrevEq cases, peak ratio begins at unity, increase with log period, and then 
decreases towards unity.  Thus, peak ratio can be used to rapidly discriminate between 
mechanisms.   
The trends in peak ratio can only be compared to CV since a reverse peak (and 
subsequently peak ratio) do not exist in SWV.  It is essential to note that peak ratio of the 
net peak currents in CSWV is not equal to ratio of individual currents in SWV.  The 
relationships between peak ratio and period as presented in Figure 11.2 are in agreement 
for those presented for CV.1  Both techniques show that peak ratio is greater than unity 
and decreases with period for the CErev case.  Furthermore, peak ratio is less than unity 
for both EC cases presented though trends differ for the ECrev case.  Readers are 
reminded that slight differences between the two reports are the result of differing kinetic 
and equilibrium values as well as the magnitude of period and scan rate.  Specific values 
of kf + kb and K were chosen to create Figure 11.2 and as shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, 




values of kf + kb and K had been chosen to describe the ECrev case, the results would be 
identical to those obtained with CV.  Thus, results in peak ratio for CSWV are in 
agreement with by those presented for CV.   
Peak potentials have been examined throughout this thesis in Figures 3.20, 3.21, 4.1, 
4.20a, 4.21, 5.5b, 5.10, 5.11, 6.5b, 6.10, and 6.11.  The effect of period on Ep,f is shown in 
Figure 11.3.  The reversible, EqCirrev, ECrev, EqCrev, and CrevE mechanisms remain at or 
near E0 regardless of period.  All other mechanisms exhibit a shift from E0.   















log Period  Figure 11.3.  The effect of period on Ep,f for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
For both the quasireversible and surface-confined mechanisms, Ep,f begins negative of E0 
and shifts positively with period.  For the ECirrev case, Ep,f originates at E0 then shifts 
positively with period.  In contrast, for the CirrevE case, peak Ep,f begins at E0 then shifts 




with period for the CirrevEq and CrevEq cases though the shift for the latter is smaller than 
the former. 
The relationship between Ep,r and period is presented in Figure 11.4.  For the 
reversible, ECrev, EqCrev, CrevE, and CrevEq mechanisms, Ep,r remains at or near E0 
regardless of period.  For the quasireversible and surface-confined mechanisms, Ep,r 
begins positive of E0 and shifts towards E0 with period.  Ep,r begins at E0 and shifts 
positively with period for the ECirrev case whereas Ep,r begins slightly positive of E0 and 
shifts negatively with period for the EqCirrev.  Ep,r begins at E0 and shifts negatively with 
period for the CirrevE and CirrevEq cases though the magnitude of the shift for CirrevE is 
greater than that for CirrevEq.   
















log Period  Figure 11.4.  The effect of period on Ep,r for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
Subsequently, peak separation is affected by period as presented in Figure 11.5.  The 




confined cases as they both have drastic decreases from several hundred millivolts to zero 
as period increases.  Peak separation for the reversible, ECrev, CirrevE, and CrevE 
essentially zero while period is varied.  Peak separation increases negatively with period 
for the ECirrev mechanism and positively for the CirrevEq mechanism.  Peak separation is 
constant for a value greater than zero for the EqCrev and CrevEq mechanisms.  Lastly, peak 
separation changes by a 40 mV and in sign for the EqCirrev mechanism.  Thus, the effect 
of period on peak potentials can be used to discern between many mechanisms.   













log Period  Figure 11.5.  The effect of period on ΔEp for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, increment = 10 mV, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
The magnitude of the change in half wave potential with scan rate has been reported 
for CV.1  Peak potentials are invariant with scan rate for the reversible mechanism, shift 
negatively with period for the CEirrev, CErev, and positively for the ECirrev and ECrev 




trends using SWV (see Figures 4, 9, and 12 in O’Dea3 and be mindful of the x-axis as 
they differ between SWV and CSWV).  However, Ep,r and ΔEp cannot be obtained with 
SWV and thus comparisons cannot be made between SWV and CSWV.  If inverse SWV 
were used, the values of Ep,r should be consistent between the two techniques though the 
magnitude of the peaks will differ. 
 
11.3 Effect of Increment (δE) 
Similar to period, the effect of increment on peak parameters can also be used to 
discern between mechanisms.  The effect of increment on peak current is shown in Figure 
11.6 as compiled from Figures 3.4, 4.3, 5.12c, 5.15, 6.12c and 6.15.  p,fΔΨ is invariant 
with increment for the reversible case whereas p,fΔΨ  and s fp,ΔΨ increase for the 
quasireversible and surface-confined cases, respectively.   
   















































Figure 11.6.  The effect of increment on peak current  fp,ΔΨ  and s fp,ΔΨ  (panel a) and 

rp,ΔΨ   and s rp,ΔΨ  (panel b) for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-
confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those 




Similarly, p,fΔΨ  increases slightly with increment for the ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and 
EqCrev cases whereas p,fΔΨ  decreases slightly for the CirrevE, CirrevEq, CrevE, and CrevEq 
cases.   rp,ΔΨ  is also invariant with increment for the reversible case;  rp,ΔΨ and s rp,ΔΨ  
increase with increment for the quasireversible and surface-confined cases, respectively, 
as displayed in Figure 11.6b.  Furthermore,  rp,ΔΨ  increases with increment for the 
ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and EqCrev cases though the magnitude differs for each.   rp,ΔΨ  is 
essentially invariant with increment for the CirrevE and CirrevEq cases though the 
magnitude differs from the reversible case.   rp,ΔΨ  decreases with increment for the CrevE 
and CrevEq cases. 
As a result of the trends in peak currents, peak ratio depends on increment (see Figure 
11.7 as a compilation of Figures 3.4, 4.3, 5.12d, 5.13, 5.14, 6.12d, 6.13, and 6.14).  Peak 
ratio is invariant at unity for the reversible and surface-confined cases whereas peak ratio 
is less than unity for the quasireversible, ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and EqCrev cases.  Peak 
ratio decreases with increment for the quasireversible case and increases with increment 
for the ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and EqCrev cases though the magnitude of each depends on 
the mechanism.  As expected for a CE mechanism, peak ratio is greater than unity for the 
CirrevE, CirrevEq, CrevE, and CrevEq mechanisms though the magnitude and trend differ.  
Peak ratio increases with increment for the CirrevE and CirrevEq cases and decreases 
slightly for the CrevE and CrevEq cases.  Thus, the trends in peak currents and peak ratio 



















Increment (mV)  
Figure 11.7.  The effect of increment on peak ratio for the reversible (red), 
quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
Peak potentials can also be used to determine the electrode reaction pathway.  The 
effect of increment on Ep,f  and Ep,r is shown in Figures 11.8 and 11.9, respectively as 
originally presented in Figures 3.5, 4.4 5.12b, 5.16, 5.17, 6.12b, 6.16, and 6.17.  Ep,f is 
remains at E0 for the reversible, ECrev, and CrevE cases.  Ep,f shifts negatively with 
increment for the quasireversible and surface-confined cases and are located negative of 
E0.  Ep,f shifts negatively at low increments for the ECirrev case and rapidly approaches E0.  
Similarly, Ep,f shifts negatively for the EqCirrev and EqCrev cases though they begin 
positive of and at E0, respectively.  Ep,f shifts positively with increment and is shifted 
negatively of E0 for the CirrevE case.  For the CirrevEq and CrevEq cases, Ep,f begins negative 
of E0 and shifts slightly more negative with increment though their displacement from E0 















Increment (mV)  
Figure 11.8.  The effect of increment on Ep,f for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
Ep,r is invariant with increment at E0 for the reversible, ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, EqCrev, and 
CrevE mechanisms.  Ep,r shifts positively with increment for the quasireversible and 
surface-confined cases and are located positive of E0.  The slight positive shift in Ep,r that 
originates at E0 may be detectable for the CrevEq case.  Ep,r shifts positively with 
increment for the CirrevE and CirrevEq cases though it is negatively offset from E0. 
Subsequently, for this set of mechanisms, ΔEp changes for the quasireversible, surface-
confined, EqCirrev, EqCrev, CirrevEq, and CrevEq mechanisms (see Figure 11.10).  The 
magnitude of the increase differs for these mechanisms.  All other mechanisms have 
essentially zero peak separation as increment is varied.  Thus, the effect of increment on 

















Increment (mV)  
Figure 11.9.  The effect of increment on Ep,r for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
  













Increment (mV)  
Figure 11.10.  The effect of increment on ΔEp for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic 




The diagnostic trends in peak parameters presented here are parallel to those reported 
for an increase in sweep rate for CV.1  It should be noted that the change in effective 
sweep rate by changing increment is at most an order of magnitude whereas CV trends 
are reported over several orders of magnitude.  Trends in increment have not previously 
been reported for SWV, so a comparison between the two techniques is not possible.  
However, if the reports for SWV were generated, they would be in agreement with the 
forward sweep trends presented here assuming dimensionless current is treated in the 
same way as for CSWV. 
 
11.4 Effect of Switching Potential (Eλ) 
The effect of switching potential on peak parameters can be used to identify electrode 
reaction mechanisms.  p,fΔΨ  is unaffected by switching potential regardless of the 
mechanism; however, the magnitude of p,fΔΨ  depends on the mechanism (see Figure 
11.11a).   rp,ΔΨ  is independent of switching potential for the reversible and surface-
confined mechanisms (see Figure 11.11b).  Figure 11.1 has been created from Figures 
3.8, 4.7, 5.18c, 5.21, 6.18c and 6.21.  rp,ΔΨ  decreases slightly as Eλ approaches E0 for the 
quasireversible mechanism and more so for the CirrevE and CrevE mechanisms.   rp,ΔΨ  
increases slightly as Eλ approaches E0 for the ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and EqCrev cases.  For 













































Figure 11.11.  The effect of switching potential on peak current  fp,ΔΨ  and s fp,ΔΨ  (panel 
a) and  rp,ΔΨ   and s rp,ΔΨ  (panel b) for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), 
surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), 
CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  
For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.  Note:  A secondary axis is used for 
s
fp,ΔΨ  and s rp,ΔΨ . 
 
Because  rp,ΔΨ  is affected by Eλ, peak ratio is also affected as shown in Figure 11.12.  
These trends are assembled from Figures 3.8, 4.7, 5.18d, 5.19, 5.20, 6.18d, 6.19, and 
6.20.  Peak ratio is invariant at unity for the reversible and surface-confined mechanisms.  
Peak ratio is less than unity for the quasireversible, ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and EqCrev 
mechanisms.  For the quasireversible mechanism, peak ratio decreases slightly as Eλ 
approaches E0 for the as less time is allowed for the electron transfer to proceed.  Peak 
ratio increases as Eλ approaches E0 for the ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and EqCrev mechanisms 
as less time is allowed for the conversion of Red to Z, and as a result, more Red is 
available to be converted back to Ox.  Peak ratio is greater than unity and decreases as Eλ 
approaches E0 for the CirrevE, CirrevEq, CrevE, and CrevEq cases there is less time for the 




pairs differs.  Thus, the effect of switching potential on reverse peak current and peak 
ratio can be used to identify electrode reaction mechanisms. 










Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 11.12.  The effect of switching potential on peak ratio for the reversible (red), 
quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
Peak potentials are generally unaffected by switching potential.  Ep,f and Ep,r only shift 
with Eλ if Eλ occurs before the current returns to baseline (see Figures 11.13a and 11.13b, 











































Figure 11.13.  The effect of switching potential on Ep,f (panel a) and Ep,r (panel b) for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those listed in the 
introduction.   
 
As a result, ΔEp is invariant with Eλ (see Figure 11.14).  However, the offset of Ep,f and 
Ep,r from E0 and the magnitude of ΔEp may be helpful in identifying the reaction 
mechanism.  Figures 11.13 and 11.14 are based on Figures 4.8, 5.18b, 5.22, 5.23, 6.18b, 
6.22, and 6.23.  Thus, the effect of switching potential on peak potential is not practical 
for identifying a reaction mechanism. 
Trends in switching potential are analogous to those obtained with CV.  Forward peak 
currents and both peak potentials are essentially invariant with switching potential for 
both CV and CSWV.  However, the reverse peak current and peak ratio are greatly 
affected by switching potential for both cyclic techniques.  Comparisons cannot be made 
between SWV and CSWV for switching potential as this variable does not exist for 
SWV.  Thus, variation of switching potential enables the user to distinguish between 
mechanisms in a manner that SWV is not capable of while providing additional 
















Switching Potential (mV)  
Figure 11.14.  The effect of switching potential on ΔEp for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, amplitude = 50 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
11.5 Effect of Amplitude (ESW) 
The effect of amplitude on peak parameters is also useful in identifying electrode 
reaction mechanisms.  Both p,fΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ  increase with amplitude; the curvature of 
the trend and the magnitude of the increase depend on each mechanism (see Figures 
11.15a and 11.15b, respectively).  It is important to note that the extent of the increase 
may differ for p,fΔΨ  and  rp,ΔΨ .  Figure 11.15 is based on the trends in Figures 3.11, 












































Figure 11.15.  The effect of amplitude on peak current  fp,ΔΨ  and s fp,ΔΨ  (panel a) and 

rp,ΔΨ   and s rp,ΔΨ  (panel b) for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-
confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those 
listed in the introduction.  Note:  A secondary axis is used for s fp,ΔΨ  and s rp,ΔΨ . 
 
Peak ratio is affected by amplitude as displayed in Figure 11.16 and originally 
presented in Figures 3.11, 4.11, 5.24d, 5.25, 6.24d and 6.26.  Peak ratio is invariant at 
unity for the reversible and surface-confined cases.  Peak ratio is less than unity and 
increases with amplitude for the quasireversible, ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, and EqCrev 
mechanisms; the magnitude differs for all five cases.  Peak ratio is greater than unity for 
the CirrevE, CirrevEq, CrevE, and CrevEq mechanisms.  Peak ratio decreases with amplitude 
for the CirrevE and CirrevEq cases and is relatively constant for the CrevE and CrevEq cases.  













Amplitude (mV)  
Figure 11.16.  The effect of amplitude on peak ratio for the reversible (red), 
quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
The effect of amplitude on peak potentials is also beneficial when trying to discern 
between reaction mechanisms.  The relationship between Ep,f and Ep,r and amplitude is 
shown in Figures 11.17a and 11.17b, respectively as previously presented in Figures 
3.10, 4.12, 5.24b, 5.27, 5.28, 6.24b, 6.28, and 6.29.  Ep,f is invariant at E0 for the 
reversible case and essentially invariant and at E0 for the ECirrev, ECrev, and CrevE 
mechanisms; these mechanisms only deviate from E0 at high amplitudes.  Ep,f for both the 
quasireversible and surface-confined mechanisms are located negative of E0 and shift 
positively towards E0 with amplitude.  Ep,f for the EqCirrev, EqCrev, and CrevEq cases is 
located negative of E0 and shifts slightly positive with amplitude.  Ep,f for the CirrevE case 
is located negative of E0 and shifts slightly negative with increasing amplitude whereas 




invariant with amplitude for the reversible, ECirrev, EqCirrev, ECrev, EqCrev, CrevE, and 
CrevEq cases.  Ep,r is positive of E0 and shifts negative toward E0 with amplitude for the 
quasireversible and surface-confined cases.  Ep,r is located negative of E0 and shifts 
negatively with amplitude for the CirrevE case whereas Ep,r begins at E0 and shifts 
negatively with amplitude for the CirrevEq case.   








































Figure 11.17.  The effect of amplitude on Ep,f (panel a) and Ep,r (panel b) for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
As a result, peak separation may change for some mechanisms as displayed in Figure 
11.18.  ΔEp is invariant and zero for the reversible, ECrev, and CrevE cases.  ΔEp decreases 
with increasing amplitude for the quasireversible, surface-confined, EqCirrev, EqCrev, 
CirrevEq, and CrevEq cases while ΔEp increases negatively with amplitude for the ECirrev 
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Figure 11.18.  The effect of amplitude on ΔEp for the reversible (red), quasireversible (orange), surface-confined (yellow), ECirrev (green), EqCirrev (cyan), ECrev (blue), EqCrev (purple), CirrevE (magenta), CirrevEq (light gray), CrevE (dark gray), and CrevEq (black) mechanisms.  For all simulations, increment = 10 mV, period = 50 ms, and kinetic 
parameters match those listed in the introduction.   
 
The trends in peak parameters with amplitude are not comparable to CV as this 
variable does not exist in the CV waveform.  Few reports of the variation of amplitude 
have been presented for SWV for the quasireversible, surface-confined, and EqC 
mechanisms.5, 8  Previous SWV results only investigate the effect of amplitude on peak 
current.  Peak currents increase with amplitude for all mechanisms investigated with 
SWV and CSWV.  Furthermore, peak splitting occurs for the surface-confined 
mechanism with both techniques.  If peak potentials had been previously evaluated with 







11.6 Protocol to Assign Electrode Reaction Mechanism 
An experimenter can assign an electrode reaction mechanism to the analyte of interest 
by acquiring data and creating plots which match those presented in the previous four 
sections of this chapter.  Experimenters are reminded to use the same empirical 
parameters as those listed for each plot within this chapter as some mechanisms are 
highly subjective to variation empirical parameters as shown in the chapters throughout 
this thesis.  If an experimental data set matches the trends in peak parameters shown for 
period for a given mechanism, the data should also match the trends for that mechanism 
for increment, switching potential, and amplitude.  If the experimenter desires 
determination of rates of electron transfer or chemical reactions, then the experimental 




This chapter includes a series of plots examining the effect of empirical parameters on 
peak parameters for seven of the mechanisms investigated in this thesis.  These plots 
enable the experimentalist to identify the mechanism corresponding to experimental data.  
In evaluating these plots, it is evident that every relationship between empirical parameter 
and parameters is vital for the proper assignment of electrode reaction mechanisms.  This 
presentation of expected trends for a collection of electrode reaction mechanisms is the 
first of its kind in decades1, 3, 4 and most certainly the first for using CSWV. 
Not only do the many figures presented in this chapter provide a means for 




technique for mechanism assignment.  These plots give merit to the need for both 
forward and reverse sweeps over one-direction SWV as tremendous, vital information is 
gained in the reverse sweep.  The added information is reflected in peak ratio, reverse 
peak potential, and peak separation that can aid in assessing the stability of the 
electrochemical species.   Additionally, these plots show that the separation of kinetic 
parameters and period and treatment of the normalized peak current is essential in 
relating the expected trends to those obtained experimentally. 
In addition the work presented in this thesis, several topics could be studied in the 
future.  Experimental verification of the diagnostic criteria for the EC, CE, ECE, EqC, 
CEq, and EqCcat mechanisms should be performed.  This will further demonstrate the 
capability of CSWV as a mechanistic tool which enables experimentalists to identify 
reactions and determine associated rates.  Also, there are a variety of electrode reaction 
mechanisms in the literature that have not been investigated with CSWV.  Specifically, 
there is a need for the investigation of surface-confined mechanism complicated by 
interactions9, 10 and chemically coupled reactions11-14 with CSWV.  Other mechanisms 
that need to be examined by CSWV include second order chemical reactions like 
dimerization and disproportionation15-20, and the ECE mechanism complicated by 
quasireversible electron transfers.  Finally, as indicated in Chapter 1, there is a great 
disconnect in the diagnostic criteria presented for CV and the trends obtained 
experimentally with current instrumentation.  This is due to the transition from analog to 
digital equipment and the sampling point used within a potential pulse used to measure 
current.21-28  The codes used for simulations within this thesis could simply be modified 




of empirical parameters and identification of diagnostic criteria as performed in this 
thesis would update previous diagnostic criteria to match current instrumentation. 
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